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• 

IT HAD TO HAPPEN. • • 
The new HITACHI PEACH out-performs any small business/personal system 

you may now be considering, but only costs $1495 plus sales tax if applicable. 

Includes numeric key pads, ten programmable function keys (5 with shift), clock, speaker, 
the power of 6809 CPU, (RS 232 Centronics, light pen, audio, video) connections, six 

expansion slots for peripherals, 32k to 96k RAM, 24k ROM, advanced MICROSOFT BASIC, 
machine language, complete documentation, main frame TERMINAL capabilities, 640 by 
200 dot byte-addressable graphics, eight colours, upper/lower case, 40/80 columns and 

much more. Monitors, diskette drives, hard disks, CIS-COBOL, PASCAL, FORTRAN, etc. are 
also available to complement the high standards and the unequaled quality of this, the most 

powerful small computer in the world. 

THE WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL SMALL COMPUTER IS THE WORLD'S BEST: 

• COLOUR GRAPHICS TERMINAL FOR YOUR 
EXISTING "MINI" OR "MAIN FRAME". 

• NETWORKING SYSTEM. 
• EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM. 
• SMALL BUSINESS SYSTEM. 
• WORD PROCESSOR. 
• COMMUNICATION SYSTEM. 
• ALL OF THE ABOVE. 

CALL OR WRITE FOR NEW BUSINESS 
BROCHURE, COMPLETE SOFTWARE LIST, 
AND ANY OTHER NEEDED INFORMATION. 

THERE ARE NOW OVER FIFTY PROFESSIONAL 
HITACHI DEALERS ALL ACROSS THE NATION. 

LIGHT PENS, PAL CARDS, JOYSTICKS, 
AND CP/M ARE NOW AVAILABLE 
AS IS SOFTWARE, FORMERLY 
AVAILABLE ONLY ON PEACH'S 
MOST POPULAR RIVAL. 

AVAILABLE SOON! 
HALF MEGABYTE "POCKET FLOPPY" 

is 

sa• „TT 1461100._ _ 

Delta — Australian Distributors ftirsHirachi Personal Computers 
4th Floor, 520 Collins Street, Melbourne. 03-62 2008. 

Dealer enquiries welcome. 



NEXT MONTH 
For starters, next month we'll 
run the NEC Spinwriter test 
mentioned on this month's 
cover! Again, the space grem-
lins caught up with us. 

Unfortunately, our covers 
are printed more than a week 
before the rest of the magazine 
is finalised — late changes are 
unavoidable, and sometimes 
we get caught out. 

To make up for it, we'll run a 
twin-test...the top-of-the-line 
Spinwriter, and the less well-
known down-market model, 
the 3510 Spinwriter. 

We also hope to bring you a 
communications special, incl-
uding details of protocols for 
handshaking terminal pro-
grams, interactive games you 
can play over the telephone 
lines through modems or direct 
from machine to machine, and 
more. 

What's the Sinclair colour 
machine, the ZX Spectrum, 
really like? When will we get 
it, and what will it cost? Local 
Sinclair fan Graham Webber 
tries the Spectrum, and tries 
to find answers to the other 
questions, on page 20. 

Graphics is a big feature on 
many printers these days, in-
cluding most of those feat-
ured in our printer test spe-
cial on page 66. This one's 
from the Case CX-80 — and 
it's in colour! 
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Your Computer News 
Our roundup of the latest in soft-
ware and hardware, new and up-
coming releases and happen-
ings in the world of micro-
computers. 

7 
Dick's Modern 
YC has a Dick Smith direct-
connect modem for test. We 
can't bring you the detailed tech-
nical report until next issue, but 
we've tried it. Here's our prelimi-
nary findings. 

Feature) 
18 
A Classy School 
We thought of sending the Office 
Idiot, but instead we sent a com-
puter novice/businessman to 
sample Applied Computer 
Science's two-day course. He 
learned more in that time than 
the 01 has in two years... 

31 
Applegaming Action 
Playing Foosball, battling the 
Minotaur, or chasing the Graf 
Spee — it's all good fun. Peter 
Sandys looks at some of the 
latest Apple games. 

46 
Pascal Adventure 
G-Pascal author Nick Gammon 
presents a clever adventure 
game in Pascal — add it to your 
collection, or follow the easy in-
structions to turn it into a full-
scale epic to rival Crowther and 
Woods. 

55 
Pocket Programs Special 
A continuation of our special de-
voted to pocket programs. This 
month, we have 10 pages de-
voted to games and utilities you 
can run on your machine. 

bu)ina)) 
80 
Leon Tackles Texas 
Leon Vendor comes out of hiding 
to visit the NCC (National Com-
puter Conference) in Texas. 
There's even a photograph of our 
mysterious columnist at the 
show... 

93 
MicroBee Special 
This month we launch a regular 
MicroBee column, plus present 
reports from an owner and an 
observer who wants to encour-
age Bee buyers to 'do something 
different' with their machines. 

For beginner) 
36 
Basic For Birdwatchers 
Part Ten of Les Bell's instruct-
ional series on BASIC. This 
month, he looks at linked lists. 

78 
Your Computer Clinic 
This is where we set out to solve 
your problems — and try not to 
create more for you in the 
process... 

review) 
20 
Spectrum Analysis 
One of our resident Sinclair fan-
atics, Graham Webber, takes a 
hands-on look at the new ZX 
Spectrum colour machine. 

23 
OKI's OK Oriental 
If it had nothing else going for it 
the OKI would win friends with its 
stunning graphics — our cover is 
an example of what it can do —
but there's even more to it than 
that. It's just one of the new wave 
of Japanese machines that will  

give the traditional makers a 
headache. 

44 
Gee, Pascal's Good 
No language system needed, no 
RAMcard needed, and hardly 
any money needed...Les Bell 
looks at an excellent locally writ-
ten compact Pascal implementa-
tion for the Apple. 

66 
Print It! 
The second part of our printer 
survey looks at four popular 
printers, from cheap-and-nice to 
four-colour graphics: 
• Case CX-80 
• Itoh 1550 
• Star DP8480 
• Anadex DP-9501A 

department) 
77 
Text File 
Your words, our pages... 

79 
Linton-Simpkins 
Anarchy by computer! Frank 
suggests a new way of govern-
ment, from the lounge-room. 

83-93 
Popular Systems 
Individual columns devoted to 
the popular systems, including 
two newcomers — the Peach, 
and the MicroBee. 

98 
Readers' Services 
Want to contribute a story, write a 
program, ask a question, sub-
scribe, sue us or...? Read this 
first. 
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editorial 
THAT AUGUST and venerable organization the Australian Compu-
ter Society has apparently taken its final step into cloud-cuckoo land 
with its recent decision to admit only computing graduates to mem-
bership after 1983. There's nothing very terrible about that decision 
of itself, but the implications will, I believe, be quite damaging for 
both the computer community and the ACS. 

The raison d'etre of any professional body is surely to raise the 
standards of practice of the associated profession. This quasi-
educational role is particularly important in the high technology 
area, where a formal degree or certificate course can only provide a 
`snapshot' image of the current state of the art and frequent updates 
are necessary. 

What particularly concerns us (and many industry observers) is 
that the motivation for this move is apparently a desire to raise the 
status of the DP professional in the eyes of the general public to a 
level similar to that enjoyed by doctors, solicitors and other 
professionals. 

Arrant nonsense, and a move back to the 'high priesthood' and 
witch-doctory that used to surround big systems. The public knows 
by now that programming a computer is not as difficult as they were 
told — God knows, their kids do it so well! 

The fact is there is a vast army of people in the computer industry 
who do not have degrees, but entered it as operators and worked 
their way up, or side-stepped from other professions. 

With current trends to smaller, more powerful and more 'friendly' 
computers, fewer and fewer DP professionals will have formal qual-
ifications in the field. Nonetheless, they will be equally as technically 
competent, if not more so, than the current industry levels, and just 
as professional in their approach. 

And the ACS proposes to exclude these people! 
What's going to happen is that the industry will split; one group (by 

far the biggest) is going to get on with its job in a professional 
manner, ignoring the ACS and keeping itself abreast of the industry, 
while the dwindling ACS membership, secure behind its self-
proclaimed badge of integrity and accomplishment, progressively 
loses touch with reality in its race to get on nodding terms with the 
doctors and barristers at the golf club bar. 

It's all a great pity, because the industry does need a body which 
is relevant, helps to maintain professional and technical standards, 
and provides training and special interest groups. Who knows, 
maybe someone will start one? They could call it the ACS, for 
Alternative Computer Society. 
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For the person who would 
like everything.... 

but usually can't afford it! 

YOU CAN ACTUALLY HAVE YOUR OWN PERSONAL 

TALK TO US ABOUT YOUR MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM RANGING FROM THE 
VIC 20 TO VARIOUS INTEGRATED BUSINESS SYSTEMS. 

AS AUTHORISED COMMODORE DEALERS, WE HAVE THE EXPERTISE AND 
KNOWLEDGE IN BEING ABLE TO ASSIST THE SMALL BUSINESSMAN 

TO THE ENTHUSIAST AND HOBBYIST IN ALL ASPECTS OF 
COMMODORE COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.... 

CONTACT YOUR NEAREST MICROLINK DEALER 
Compute CBM Systems, 
5 President Avenue, 
Caringbah. NSW. 2229. 
Phone: (02) 525 5022 

Pittwater Computer Sales, 
Suite 13, 9 Bungan Street, 
Mona Vale. NSW. 2103. 
Phone: (02) 997 4495  

The Microcomputer House, 
116-120 Abercrombie Street, 
Chippendale. NSW. 2008. 
Phone: (02) 698 7866/7076 

B.S. Microcomp, 
561 Bourke Street, 
Melbourne. VIC. 3000. 
Phone: (03) 614 1433  

Compucom Pty. Ltd., 
117A Henley Beach Road, 
Mile End. SA. 5031. 
Phone: (08) 43 7981 

Southern Information & Robotics, 
11 Burns Avenue, 
Fulham Gardens. SA. 5024. 
Phone: (08) 356 3400  

Micro Applications, 
Suite 1, 25 Hamilton Street, 
Subiaco. WA. 6008. 
Phone: (09) 381 4398 

Computerworld Darwin, CW Electronics, 
Smith Street, 	416 Logan Road, 
Darwin. NT. 5790. 	Stones Corner. OLD. 4120. 
Phone: (089) 81 4029 

	
Phone: (37) 397 0808 
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Sinclair 64K! 
ZX80-ZX81 and Microace 
fans might care to know that 
they can put big-machine 
memory capacity into their 
mites — a 64K RAM expan-
sion package has been re-
leased locally. 

The Memopak 64K RAM is 
similar to the 16K RAMpak 
presently available. The 
Memopak plugs directly into 
the ZX81 (the ZX80 and 
Microace require a minor 
modification). Memopak inc-
ludes 2K EPROM monitor, 
and graphics which can be 
called by the BASIC USR 
function or by machine code. 

The 64K Memopak is avail-
able for around $376. A 32K 
Memopak is available for 
around $299. 

A 4K Graphics ROM (ar-
ound $99) which fits inside 
the computer is on its way. 
The graphics module gives 
you 1024 pre-programmed  

graphics characters in-
cluding inverse, lower case, 
bombs, bullets, rockets, 
tanks and Invaders char-
acters. 

The graphics module also 
has a spare holder which can 
accommodate up to 4K 
ROM/RAM. The holder can 
be used for a Tool-Kit ROM 
(coming soon), 1K or 2K 
UDG giving 128 or 256 user-
definable graphics char-
acters. Machine code can be 
stored and run with RAM in 
the holder. 

The module does not in-
terfere with the use of 16K 
RAM or printer. Graphics can 
be printed on the printer 
with the addition of 3 solder 
connections. A character 
generator program is avail-
able for use with the UDG. 

Other peripherals avail-
able soon include a high-res 
graphics pack (248 by 192 
pixels) at about $352, RS232  

interface and a Centronics 
printer interface. 

For further information 
contact Mike Eisenblatter on 
(08) 381 2644 or Shane Am-
field on (08) 298 7919, or 
write to PO Box 61, Happy 
Valley, 5159. 	 C 

Demand A Document 
ANACOM General Corpor-
ation has announced the 
160/160Z 'Demand Docu-
ment' printer which, it claims, 
virtually ends wasted forms, 
labels, paper and so on. 

The paper drive mechan-
ism is said to eliminate the 
need to reposition the paper 
and/or to remove the paper 
from the drive mechanism. 

The new 2' package, av-
ailable locally through Paris 
Radio Electronics in Darling-
hurst, Sydney, includes six 
character sizes, dot address-
able graphics, horizontal and 
vertical tabbing, a 4K buffer  

and a choice of four character 
sets. 

For further information 
contact Bill Haynes, Paris 
Radio Electronics, on (02) 
344 9111. 

Magazines Indexed 
ADAM PRESS has recently 
published a classified index 
to microcomputing maga-
zines of 1981. 

The index contains nearly 
3000 entries concerning arti-
cles published in eleven gen-
erally available popular 
microcomputing magazines. 
Many of the entries also give 
a descriptive outline of the 
article. 

To enable easy location of 
any particular article or series 
concerning a particular sub-
ject, the entries have been 
listed according to subject. 
There are almost ninety clas-
sifications listed. 

It costs $6 a copy and is 

A Quick Look At The 
AS WE REPORTED last month, Dick Smith Electronics has 
released a Telecom approved direct-connect modem, the 
'Dataphone'. 

Your Computer received a unit for review the day before 
going to press, so we thought we would provide a brief 
rundown now for those who can't wait for next month's full 
evaluation. 

To date most microcomputer users have use acoustic cou-
plers to communicate with remote computers (micro or 
otherwise). Acoustic couplers have no direct connection to the 
telephone line, the data is converted to an FSK format and 
then to sound waves and 'coupled' into the normal telephone 
handset. 

This is not a very efficient manner of transfering data from a 
computer to a telephone system, but it does avoid any electri-
cal safety problems for both Telecom and the users. Acoustic 
couplers are also inconvenient to use because you have to 
juggle the handset of your telephone into the cups of the 
coupler after initiating the call to the remote system. 

A much better system is direct connect, where the data from 
your computer is directly converted to FSK signals on the 
telephone line with out having to be converted to audible 
sound waves. 

Very good high voltage protection is required to prevent 
dangerous voltages from your computer getting onto the tele-
phone line and vice versa. Direct connect modems can consis-
tently put a much stronger signal into the telephone line and 

reliably recover weaker signals from the remote system. 
Direct connect modems are convenient to use as they are 

just switched onto the line after initiating the call to the remote 
system, and the handset can the be placed back on the tele-
phone. Until now, the only direct-connect modems that have 
been readily available have been from Telecom at high rentals 
(typically around $500 a year). 

The Dataphone modem has a Dick Smith part number of 
X-3272; the stores should be accepting orders by the time you 
read this. The modem is locally designed and is locally man-
ufactured by Dick Smith Distributors. 

The first thing I did was to take the top off to have a look 
inside. All the electronics are on a single printed circuit board. 

There are seven ICs (including the ubiquitous EXAR 2211), 
half a dozen trim pots, one transistor, a three terminal reg-
ulator, an isolation transformer, an encapsulated high voltage 
protection capacitor and the usual assortment of resistors and 
capacitors. The unit I have for review is an early production 
model and has some trace cuts and wire jumpers on the PCB, 
but I believe that a corrected PCB has now been done. Overall 
construction was satisfactory. 

The unit is housed in a plastic case measuring around 
205mm by 160mm by 65mm and, if turned so the switches are 
on the side, will fit quite neatly underneath a standard 
telephone. 

On the front panel are two LEDs, a red one indicating power 
is on and a green one indicating if carrier from the remote 
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available from Adam Press at 
31 Creswell Street, Camp-
bell, 2601. 

Colour Computer News 
NOW AVAILABLE in Au-
stralia through Paris Radio 
Electronics in Darlinghurst, 
Sydney, is a new magazine 
for Tandy Colour Computer 
owners, packed full of the 
latest gear from America. 

There are also plenty of 
contributed games — if you 
like typing. Colour Computer 
News, at around 95 pages, 
sells for $4.95. 

Also available is a detailed 
MC 6809/MC 6809E Micro- 
processor 	Programming 
Manual. The manual covers 
in depth the MC 6809 Micro-
processor and its internal 
workings. Also included are 
monitor listings and fairly ex-
tensive machine code ref-
erence charts. 

It retails at $19.95. 

Anti-Static Mat 
DRY AIR and cool days might 
be the simple answer to your 
reliability problems — static 
electricity has zapped our of-
fice computers into dream-
land on several occasions. 

There's a solution, in the 
form of an anti-static floor mat 
being imported by Sydney's 
Heritage Trading Company. 
The mat, a development of 
the office mats used under 
roller chairs, is designed to 
prevent malfunctions in 
costly and delicate electronic 
equipment caused by static 
electricity. 

The mat is made from a 
conductive vinyl and has a 
three-metre earthing cord 
which connects it to ground. 
With the mat installed in front 
of a computer terminal 
(where users will have to 
walk on it to reach the key-
board), it effectively grounds 
any static charge that has  

been picked up walking ac-
ross a carpet. 

When you consider that 
the human body can develop 
and transmit 20,000 volts 
without harm, you begin to 
realise how static could 
wreak havoc with your data. 
Levels of 3000 volts would 
pass unnoticed by humans, 
but can cause significant 
malfunctions in sensitive 
electronic equipment. 

The earthing cord has a 
built-in one megohm resistor 
for the prevention of 'back 
shocks'. The mat also has 
'hooks' on its underside 
which prevents it moving. 

The mat costs around 
$200 to $240, depending on 
size. 

For further information 
contact the Heritage Trading 
Company at 7 Gibbons 
Street, Carlingford, 2118. 
Phone (02) 683-3469 or (03) 
720-1277. 

Sandy's Update 
YOU HAVE to give Sandy's 
Word Processor author 
James 'Sandy' Donald points 
for speed. 

Last month we reviewed 
the Digicard-80 Apple 80-
column card, which we rated 
highly, but our reviewer dis-
covered the Sandy's shift key 
would not function correctly 
with the card — it required 
one press for each upper 
case character required, un-
less used in shift-lock mode. 

Sandy Donald was on the 
phone to us within a week —
he had fixed the problem, and 
his program is now fully com-
patible with Digicard-80 card. 

He also said there would 
be more big news coming 
soon. We expect that means 
a revamped version, using 
his spectacular FastDOS for 
speed improvements along 
with other updates. 

Dick Smith Modem By Bill Bolton 

system has been detected by the modem. Also on the front 
panel are two switches; one selects Phone or Modem, while 
the other selects Originate or Answer modes. 

On the back panel there is a DB25 (RS-232) connector and 
cords for power and phone connections. Power for the unit 
comes from a plug pack type transformer which is permanently 
tethered to the unit. 

The phone cord has a 604-type plug on the end, the normal 
Telecom 'special device' plug — that is, it won't fit into an 
ordinary phone socket. You need to have Telecom wire a 
matching plug into your phone line to connect the modem. This 
costs around $40 have fitted and a few dollars a year extra in 
rental. 

If you already have a properly installed telephone answering 
machine you should already have the socket. The socket 
allows you to disconnect the modem by unplugging it and still 
have the phone work normally. 

The pre-production unit supplied for review came without 
any documentation of any sort, so I cannot comment on that. 
Hopefully when the unit goes on sale the accompanying 
documentation will cover what you have to do to legally con-
nect the modem to the phone line. The unit is claimed to 
conform with the EIA RS-232C standard, CCITT standards 
V.28 and V.21 and ISO standard 2110. 

Okay, that's enough of the technical detail, how does it 
work? Well as I said earlier, I've only had two days to test it so 
far. I've used it connect to my RCPM system, the MiCC Bulletin 

Board, MIDAS and several commercial and university time-
share services in the Sydney area, from several different 
locations. I have previously worked from all the test sites with 
acoustic couplers and had experienced difficulties getting onto 
some of the systems. 

The Dick Smith direct connect modem worked well from all 
locations. There were still some systems (fewer than previ-
ously) that I could not reliably complete a connection to but in 
each case the direct connect modem allowed me to get much 
further into the login dialogue than the acoustic couplers had. 

Direct connect modems will not solve chronic bad-line prob-
lems but obviously will give much better performance than 
acoustic couplers under similar conditions. 

The unit is convenient to use and has performed reliably 
over the (short) test period to date. It has Telecom approval 
(C82/37/557) and so must meet CCITT V21 standards for 300 
baud operation. I had no problems connecting it to several 
different types of computers. 

Briefly I think Dick Smith has a winner with this modem. It is 
very competitively priced (at $169) compared to any of the 
currently available acoustic couplers and offers clearly sup-
erior performance and convenience. 

This product, more than any other to date, should give the 
micro-communications explosion an added impetus. At this 
stage my simple recommendation is....why haven't you placed 
your order yet? 
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(Read this now!) 

OSBORNE 
The. Osborne computer offers exceptional 
value as a complete system, and as Authorised 
dealers we offer the support to match. The value of 
the Osborne is clear and simple: 64f( RAM, dual 
floppy disk drives (200K storage), 5" VDU (you can 
plug-In bigger VDU's), CP/M, WORDSTAR word 
processing, SDP ERCA LC, CBASIC, MBASIC, and it is 
fully portable. $2595 complete. 

EPSON 
Australia's most popular printers, the Epson MX80 and MX 
100 type III F/T's offer high quality printing in a variety of 
sizes and styles, 100 c.p.s. print speed and full graphics capa-
bility. Interface options include parallel and RS232 serial, as 
well as the Apple graphics interface. And C.P.C. now offers a 
full 12 month warranty on all Epson printers. Come and see 
them in action at one of our stores. 

NEW CROWS NEST STORE 
OPEN NOW 

tiappla'computer 
The Apple III is the latest addition to the broad and flexible Apple range. 
With up to 256/< memory and a host of other features it is a superb 
machine for business or pleasure. We have expanded our stall and facilities 
to offer the highest level of support in Australia, for both business and 
personal users. So whether you need a network of Apples, or simply snlril.  
advice on software, contact one of our stores today. 

HEAD OFFICE 	CITY OFFICE 

5/385-389 Pacific Highway 75 Castlereagh Street, 
NSW 2065 	 NSW 2000 

Phone: (02) 922 3600 	Phone: (02) 233 8992 

CITY PERSONAL 
COMPUTERS int 
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Smart Dumb Smart 
Terminal 
A LOW-COST smart Lear-
Siegler video display terminal 
featuring a new space-saving 
design and detached key-
board has been released by 
AWA. The new ADM 22 
bears a stylistic resemblance 
to its illustrious predecessor, 
the ADM 3, which introduced 
the now-familiar 'clam-shell' 
shape. 

The terminal is said to fea-
ture high reliability, with a 
mean time between failures 
(MTBF) of 10,000 hours. 
Functionally, the ADM 22 re-
tains a mixture of the features 
found in the ADM 3, 5 and 31 
terminals, and is also com-
patible with the Hazeltine 
1500 and ADDS Regent 25 
terminals. 

Key features include com-
plete visual attributes, seven 
function keys, full editing 
capabilities, a status line, 
block mode transmission and 
graphics mode operation. 

The LSI ADM 22 is priced 
at $1015. For further details 
contact AWA, PO Box 96m, 
North Ryde, NSW 2113 or 
telephone (02) 888 8111. 

1CL Winners 
TWO guests who each won 
an ICL Personal Computer at 
the recent Traderpoint 
launches in Sydney and 
Melbourne have been pre-
sented with their machines. 

The winners were Keith 
Cottee of Stony Creek, South 
Gippsland, Victoria and John 
Geerligs of Sydney. Their 
names had been drawn at 
random from the launch 
guest lists. 

Traderpoint is an organisa-
tion set up by ICL to sell pro-
ducts and services through 
third party organisations. 
Guests at the launches inc-
luded office equipment and 
computer dealers, retailers, 
and representatives from 
software houses, bureaux, 
systems houses an OEMs. 

The ICL Personal Compu-
ter is basically a Rair Black 
Box, and runs the CP/M and  

MP/M II operating systems. 
ICL is providing a wide range 
of software support for the 
machine, which is available 
from a number of computer 
stores. 

GTCO Adapts Digi-Pad 
A SIMPLE EPROM firmware 
option which allows the 
GTCO Digi-Pad 5 to emulate 
all functions of the Sum-
magraphics serial Bit Pad 
has been released by the 
TCG Group, Sydney. 

The change converts 
GTCO's high resolution out-
put format into a low resolu-
tion format that is identical to 
that of the Bit Pad, and dupli-
cates all Bit Pad functions, 
including remote control. Th-
ese features include incre-
mental output mode, output 
rates up to 200 points/ 
second and a four tone audi-
ble alarm for self-test and 
feedback. 

In addition, the Digi-Pad 
can be mounted under a 
table, as it will operate 
through a one inch thickness, 
and it has no bar magnet 
which can disrupt nearby 
displays, since it uses 
electromagnetic scanning. 

Other options include 
translucent and rear pro-
jected tablets, a 16-button 
cursor, remote XY display 
and remote keyboard input. 
Further details from TCG 
Systems Automation, 33 
Hume Street, Crows Nest, 
NSW 2064. Tel (02) 
439 6477. 

Osborne Big Video 
OSBORNE 1 computer own-
ers who want to use an exter-
nal video monitor now have a 
neat alternative to Osborne's 
Mondapt external adapter. 

Boulevard Business Ser-
vices of Canberra now pro-
duce a small plug-in video 
adapter which fits inside the 
computer. This saves the 
continual plugging and un-
plugging of the Mondapt 
needed whenever the com-
puter is moved, as well as re- 



,, 
You can trust Scotch brand Diskett4i1410ftygp 
accuracy. Each diskette is warranted 100000 
free performance, 

Protect your investment in the future with 
Scotch brand Head Cleaning Diskettes. Extra, 
service calls may not be necessary, you clean 
the read/write heads on the diskette drive, in 
just 30 seconds without any disassembly or 
mess. 
Telephone 3M Australia Pty. Ltd. for the name of 
your nearest Authorised Distributor. 

seativit% 

Intainng a 
clean memory 

Data Recording Products 
Remembering today tomorrow 3M 2156 

s‘klk `1. 
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lieving strain on the external 
video connector. 

The BBS video adapter is 
supplied fitted for only 
$44.95. As an introductory 
special offer for the next 
two months, BBS will 'trade 
in' your old Mondapt and 
fit its video adapter for 
half price. For further 
details, ring Boulevard Busi-
ness Services on (062) 
48 5411. 	 C 

Apple Arrives 
APPLE Computer has an-
nounced the establishment 
of its Australian subsidiary. 

Well, actually, it hasn't an-
nounced the establishment 
of its subsidiary, it has an-
nounced the appointment of 
David Strong as its general 
manager in Australia — but 
presumably he must be gen-
eral manager of something. 

The local Apple operation  

will not supplant the activities 
of Electronic Concepts in dis-
tributing Apple here. The role 
of the new organisation will 
primarily be one of training 
and dealer liaison, particu-
larly in the area of key 
accounts. 

Announcing the appoint-
ment, Gene Carter, Apple's 
VP for Sales, explained that 
this was the first stage in the 
establishment of a wholly 
owned Apple subsidiary in 
Australia. 

In fact, Australia is Apple's 
fastest growing international 
market, with over 15,000 un-
its sold to date (the worldwide 
total is about 450,000 units). 

Carter also took the op-
portunity to talk about Apple's 
recent performance. It ap-
pears that IBM's entry into the 
market has not done as much 
damage as had been feared. 
For the quarter ending June 
25th, Apple's net sales in- 

creased 57 percent over the 
same period last year, and 
net income was up 28 per-
cent. 

During the first nine 
months of the year, the com-
pany spent US$28.3 million 
on research and develop-
ment. 

While Apple executives 
still refuse to recognise the 
word 'Lisa' (the codename for 
Apple IV), it is apparent that 
something must be brewing 
in the back room. Apparently 
a lot of work is being done to 
simplify the user interface 
with the machine, and to hide 
the operating system from 
the user. Comments from 
Carter about the machine be-
ing revolutionary rather than 
evolutionary suggest the Ap-
ple IV will be quite different 
from its predecessors. 

In addition, there are signs 
that the software drought for 
the Apple III is coming to an 

MR DAVID STRONG 

end. Apple has apparently 
managed to woo back the 
software houses who were 
massively unimpressed with 
the machine's launch, and a 
range of software is nearing 
completion, including Austra-
lian accounting packages.[ 



S-100 
CCS 64K RAM $325 
CCS Extender $45 
CCS Terminator $65 
CCS Clock Terminator $240 
CCS Z-80 CPU $315 
CCS 4 Serial Ports $325 
CCS 4 Parallel Ports $225 
CCS 2 Serial 2 Parallel $350 
CCS 12 slot mainframe $699 
CCS Disk Controller $430 
Morrow Disk Controller $399 
Morrow DMA Disk Cont $475 
Morrow 64K static RAM $525 

APPLE 
CCS Rom/Prom $99 
CCS Calendar Clock $110 
CCS Timer $110 
CCS Analog — Digital $99 
CCS Parallel I/O $99 
CCS Centronics I/O $99 
CCS Synch Serial I/O $150 
CCS Asynch Serial I/O $150 
CCS Remote Terminal $150 
CCS Arithmetic Processor $299 
CCS GPIB IEEE-488 $195 
CCS Wire Wrap $25 
CCS Solder Tail $25 
CCS Extender Board $25 
CCS Rom Pack $20 
CCS Ram Pack $20 
CCS Apple Clip $5 
Microsoft 16K Ram Card $125 
Microsoft Soft Card $340 
Apple WordStar $265 
Apple MailMerge $85 
Apple SpellStar $130 
Apple Super Sort I $130 
Apple Super Sort II $100 

DISKS 
5" single sided $37 
5" double sided $44 
5" or 8" library boxes $5 
8" single sided $42 
8" double sided $50 

DRIVES 
8"YeData 
	 2 side $620 

8" YeData Slim 
	 2 side $645 

5" MPI 40 track 
	

1 side $275 
5" MPI 40 track 
	

2 side $385 
5" MPI 80 track 
	

1 side $385 
5" MPI 80 track 
	

2 side $515 

SOFTWARE 
MICROSOFT 
Basic 80 $299 
Bascom $335 
Cobol 80 $695 
Edit 80 $120 
M/Sort C $140 
Macro 80 $195 
Fortran 80 $495 
MuLisp/MuStar $195 
MuMath/MuSimp $240 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Pearl program generator $150 
Pearl 2 $300 
Pearl 3 $500 
Plan 80 financial mgmt $240 
Sid symbolic debugger $105 
ZSid Z-80 Sid $130 
ACT cross assembler $190 
MAC macro assembler $125 
Pascal M $175 
Pascal MT+ $475 
Cbasic $125 
Cbasic User's Guide $21 
CP/M 2.2 Intel Standard $160 
CP/M User's Guide $20 
Despool print spooler $70 
Datebook Appointments $299 
Diagnostics II $150 
FMS-80 file mgmt system $800 
Milestone critical path $299 
Super Calc spreadsheet $250 

MICROPRO 
DataStar $280 
CalcStar $240 
WordStar $399 
WordStar Training Guide $20 
WordStar Made Easy Book $15 
SpellStar $199 
Mail Merge $120 
Super Sort I $199 
Super Sort II $160 
Word Master $120 

PRINTERS 
8510 Parallel matrix $850 

Serial $950 
1550 Parallel matrix $1175 

Serial $1275 
F10 Parallel daisy $1750 

Serial $1975 

Model 2065 
64K Dynamic RAM Module 

The 2065 provides your S-100 system with 64K of last. reliable mem-
ory Compatible with the IEEE proposed standards for the S-100 bus. 
the 2065 features the popular 4116-type dynamic RAMs, requires no 
Wait states when used with a 4 MHz CPU. and supports most front 
panels 

The 2065 is designed for memory expansion. Using a bank port/bank 
byte system compatible with Cromemco and others. it can be assigned 
to any of eight levels of 64K, allowing system memory expansion up to 
512K To provide flexibility in memory use. any 16K block can be easily 
disabled or made independent of the bank-select system so that it is 
enabled whenever addressed. In addition. all 64K can be bank-enabled 
on system power-on or reset. A PHANTOM line allows memory overlay 
on a byte-by-byte basis 

For reliable memory, the 2065 provides processor-transparent re-
freshes with either the 8080 or Z-80 and incoporates circuitry which 
ensures refreshes during DMA and extended Wait stales. 

$325 

Model 2422 
Floppy Disk Controller 

The Model 2422 Floppy Disk Contronei provides your S-100 system 
with a highly versatile disk controller that supports up to four drives in 
any combination of 514" and 8" single- or double-sided drives, reads 
and writes soft-sectored diskettes formatted to the IBM'standards for 
single- and double-density diskettes, and comes fully supported with 
ROM-resident firmware and a copy of CP/M.2.2 on disk. 

To increase its versatility, the 2422 incorporates a number of user op-
tions For users with lime-sharing systems, the 2422 implements the 
bank-select system used by Cromemco and other manufacturers. You 
can hardware-assign the board to one of eight banks, activating a bank 
by writing a bank-select byte to port 40h For increased flexibility, you 
can make the board bank-enabled permanently or on system power-on 
and reset Two type Wait requests are also available to the 2422 user 
The software-enabled Auto Wails place the CPU in a Wait state if either 
the data register or one of the board's status registers is addressed 
when the 2422 is not ready for data transfer You choose which register 
the CPU wails on The hardware-enabled ROM Wait allows you to force 
the CPU into one Walt state per cycle in which the ROM is selected. 

Other user options allow you to hardware- or software-enable fast 
seeks or to use any of the S-100 interrupt lines, inc uding the vectored 

$430 
Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice and 
do not include sales tax. 

Shipping charges: 

ROAD up to 5kg $5.50, up to 10kg $7.50, over 10kg freight collect. 

AIR up to 3kg $7.50, up to 5kg $10.50, over 5kg fright collect. 



Prices so cheap you'll think they fell off the back of a truck! 
If you need your hand held, don't buy from us. 
If you know what you're doing and want the best prices, 
we're your answer. 
We will try to beat any advertised price or written quote on 
products we sell if you send us a copy. 

P.O. Box 275, LUTWYCHE, QLD. 4030 
MAIL ORDER ONLY 



THE PERSONAL AND 
PROFESSIONAL • 

SOFTWARE 
SPECIALISTS 

COMPUTER AIDED EDUCATION 
Provides a stimulating, interactive, pesonalised and 

enjoyable tutorial system. 

LESSON COMPILER 
• Rapidly create your own tutorials. 
• Friendly and easy to use. 

Step by step assistance to enter or alter lesson material. 
Making up new lessons, enlarging or amending an 
'xisting lesson can be done quickly and easily. 

TUTORIAL 
• Immediate corrective feedback. 
• Checks for partially correct answers. 
• Includes sample lessons/quizes. 

Steps the student through the previously prepared 
lessons. 

• German Tutor 	  $75 
• French Tutor 	  $75 
• Spelling & Speed Reading 	  $60 
• Australian Geography Tutor 	  $75 
• The Universal Tutor 	  $75 
• School Reporting System 	  $150 

GENERAL SOFTWARE 
Currently available programs include: 

• Universal Filing System 	  $150 
• Library Catalogue 	  $150 
• Loan System 	  $150 

GAMES 
Sophisticated games of strategy and adventure 

• The Caverns of Mordia 	  $75 

Lothlorien Farming 
Cultivating New Concepts 

G.P.O. Box 1033, Sydney 2001 
Phone: (02) 436-3122 

SPECIAL 
AUGUST 
PRICES 

SZAHORSE COMPUTERS 
10 MITCHELL ST, 
CAMDEN, NSW 2570. 
TELEPHONE (046) 66-6406 

Authorised apple Dealer 
& Service Centre No 88X061 

THE PROFESSIONALS 
COMPUTERS FOR 

• SCIENTIFIC 
• COMMUNICATIONS 
• ENGINEERING 
• FINANCIAL MODELLING 
• BUSINESS & 
• EDUCATION 

The Eagle Lands 
THE EAGLE, a "species of 
computer packages de-
signed to provide simple 
answers to modern small 
business problems," was 
launched in Sydney last 
month. 

The range includes five 
computers of varying stor-
age capacity, matched with a 
comprehensive range of 
business software. 

The hardware is manufac-
tured by Eagle Computer, a 
subsidiary of Audio Visual 
Laboratories — the leading 
manufacturers of audio 
visual programming compu-
ters in the United States. 

The software package in-
cludes the Spellbinder word 
processor and Accounting 

Plus, a fully integrated, 
menu-driven suite of prog-
rams including general led-
ger, accounts receivable, 
accounts payable, purchase 
order entry, sales order en-
try, point of sale and inven-
tory. 

Thirty-two 	pre- 
programmed special func-
tion keys on the Eagle mean 
the word processing pack-
age offers simple, single-
stroke commands, together 
with a Help key if the user 
needs guidance. 

The hardware utilises the 
Z80A, has 64K of internal 
memory, a single multi-
layered board and is in one 
case. The only difference 
between the computers is  

storage capacity and, of 
course, price. 

Eagle I ($5995) has a 
single-sided double-density 
drive with 390K of formatted 
storage; the package in-
cludes Spellbinder word pro-
cessing. 

Eagle II ($6995) has two 
single-sided double-density 
drives with total of 780K of 
formatted storage. Its pack-
age includes Spellbinder and 
Accounting Plus. 

Eagle III ($995) has two 
double-sides double-density 
drives with a total of 1.6 
megabytes of formatted stor-
age. It also comes with 
Spellbinder and Accounting 
Plus. 

There are two hard-disk 
versions. Eagle IV ($10,995) 
with 7.5 megabytes, and 
Eagle V ($11,995) which has 
15 megabytes. 

For further information 
contact the distributor, Sco-
mo, on (02) 438-3032. 

Apple File Access 
A SOPHISTICATED multi-
keyed file access program 
that saves costly software 
development time has been 
announced by Apple Com-
puter. 

Record Processing Ser-
vices (RPS), designed for 
Apple III Pascal software de-
velopers, provides file man-
agement services for prog-
rams handling large quanti-
ties of data. The multi-key 
file access method allows 
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Just about ANY MICRO on the market. 
And ALL KINDS of DISK DRIVES & PRINTERS 

* ALL PRODUCTS CARRY FULL 90 DAY WARRANTY * 

( UPGRADES 
ADD ONS for the TRS-80 (*) and SYSTEM-80 (**). 

With easy to follow installation instructions. 

(6.18 O0 U8 LERBOARt  
Provides single/DOUBLE density operation thus doubles 
disk storage and halves 110 times. $185.00. 

(DISKERROREUM!NATOf  
For error free disk operations, a must for the TRS-80.$34.50 

Runs programs up to double normal speed. perfect for halving 
sort times, etc. Ideal with ANY operating system. $99.50. 

Essential for word processing use, full L'C descenders and NO 
SOFTWARE DRIVER REQUIRED. $59.50. 

(*) 
SAVE the cost of an expansion interface. $125.00. 

-:..,GREEN SCREENS 
Converts our 8/W monitors to professional standards. $99.50. 
z,.77-717,7•777,777:77,':,77.777:777.  NIINI;INTERFACE ..) 
Provides disk & printer control PLUS a real time clock. $299.00 

SUPEREZ480..• 
The ultimate in HIGH resolution graphics (fitted only) 
$255.00*, $275.00". 

Operate TWO printers with the same system WITHOUT 
fighting with cables and connections. $175.00. 

r) RELIABILITY UPGRAO 
If your system suffers from: 
1. The "silent death", freezing or locking up. 
2. Unpredictable "REBOOTING" of disks. 
3. "CRC" or other errors on known good disks, etc. 
Then this is what you need, and we are so sure ridding these 
problems that we provide a full warranty on your system less 
drives and monitor for SIX months. $195.00. 

NlEGAEO 
Utilising a QUAD DENSITY disk drive network you can now 
have up to 2.2 MEGABYTES of on line storage, price depend 
on disk drive configuration required. 

CO I11 G SOON 
Economic disk control and SUPEREZ-803 for the MODIII. 

FAST 
REPAIR SERVICES 

In workshop and ON SITE 

C.P.U. SEND S.A.E. FOR FREE BROCHURE 

APPLICATIONS 
PO Box W116 WARRINGAH MALL 2100 
650 PITTWATER RD, BROOKVALE 
PHONE: (02) 93-5561 APPLICATIONS 

Top 30 Apple Programs — July 1982 

1 Choplifter 
2 Screenwriter II 
3 Apple Mechanic 
4 Wizardry Scenario 2 
5 Star Blaster 
6 Utility City 
7 Visicalc 
8 VC Expand 
9 Ultima 

10 DB Master 
11 DOS Boss 
12 Wizardry 
13 Graphics Magician 
14 Apple Cillin 
15 Escape From Rungistan 
16 PFS 
17 PFS Report 
18 Snack Attack 
19 Master Type 
20 Castle Wolfenstein 
21 Versaform II 
22 The General Manager 
23 Visitrend/Plot 
24 Flywars 
25 DB Master Utilities 
26 Visischedule 
27 Flight Simulator 
28 Sargon II 
29 Alpha Plot 
30 Olympic Decathlon 

Position 
last month 

Broderbund 
Online 
Beagle Bros 
Sir Tech 
Piccadilly 
Beagle Bros 	 7 
Visicorp 	 5 
Saturn 	 10 
CPC 
Stoneware 	 18 
Beagle Bros 	 22 
Sir Tech 	 8 
Penguin 	 3 
XPS 	 6 
Sirius 	 2 
Software Pub. 	11 
Software Pub. 	14 
Datamost 	 21 
Lightning 	 13 
Muse 
Applied S'ware 	16 
Online 	 9 
Visicorp 	 27 
Sirius 
Stoneware 
Visicorp 	 26 
Sub-Logic 
Hayden 	 17 
Beagle Bros 	 15 
Microsoft 	 29 

*Denotes New Program 
List compiled by Imagineering. 

files to be readily inter-
changed among programs 
built on RPS. Data is not 
locked up in any one 
program. 

"RPS offers to Apple III 
Pascal programmers the 
opportunity to save develop-
ment time," said Kris Olson, 
Apple product manager. 

"It is a major new product 
for the Apple III — a sophisti-
cated, general purpose file 
access method. Apple is 
committed to RPS as its own 
Apple III access standard, 
and we expect it to be an 
important tool for software 
developers." 

Users of RPS must obtain 
a license for resale or dis-
tribution of RPS-based pro-
ducts. Available through Ap-
ple Vendor Support, licenses 
are $100 per product per 
year for an unlimited number  

of resale or distributed 
copies. Technical support is 
available to licensed ven-
dors. 

MicroBee Deluxe 
THE MicroBee computer, 
originally sold only in kit 
form, is now available as a 
fully built and tested unit in a 
deluxe new custom-made 
case. 

And the price of the Mic-
roBee is staying at its kit 
price of only $399 for a 16K 
model — fully built and 
tested. 

Stocks of the new Mic-
roBee were expected to be 
available from August 1; and 
to those who expected it 
sooner after seeing the 
advertisement last issue, we 
apologise. We mistakingly 
placed the ad a month early. 

Ic35 • pour computer FIC035 • pour corn! 
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Computerised Slide-
Show 
THE FIRST microprocessor-
controlled soundslide projec-
tor that can interface with a 
microcomputer and be prog-
rammed to run slides in any  

sequence regardless of their 
tray order has been intro-
duced by Bell & Howell Au-
stralia. 

These start-of-the-art de-
velopments are incorporated 
into the top-of-the-line model 
of the new RM 800 series 
soundslide projectors which 
will help meet the widening 
communications needs of 
business, education and in-
dustry. 

"Since the introduction of 
soundslide projectors in the 
early 1970s, few major pro-
duct developments have 
occurred until now," says 
John Swainston, the com-
pany's divisional group 
general manager. 

The microcomputer inter-
face capacity allows the 850 
to be used as a peripheral 
with all major microcomputer 
systems. With the wide vari-
ety of microcomputer soft-
ware, the projector can be- 

come a tool for interactive 
learning. 

The 850 with its computer 
technology is one of a family 
of four models in the RM 800 
series combining advanced 
micro-electronics with a 
range of sound and projec-
tion feature innovations. 

For further information 
contact Bell & Howell Austra-
lia at GPO Box 4778, Syd-
ney 2001. 

Apple Ill CP/M 
THE Apple III personal com-
puter will now run CP/M-
based application programs 
with the introduction of the 
Apple Softcard III System. 

The Apple Softcard III 
System was developed by 
Microsoft Corporation and is 
being distributed exclusively 
by Apple Computer. Micro-
soft also developed the Soft-
card System for the Apple II 
and Apple II Plus computers. 

"The Apple Softcard III 
System brings dual-
processor capabilities to Ap-
ple users," states David 
Escoffery, Apple III product 
marketing manager. 

"The range and variety of 
programs compatible with 
these two operating systems 
makes the Apple III an enor-
mously flexible computer for 
business, science, industry, 
and education." 

A major feature of the sys-
tem is that it supports the 
Apple 5-megabyte mass 
storage system, Profile (TM). 
Both SOS and CP/M files 
can be stored on Profile. 

The Apple Softcard III 
System includes a plug-in 
Z80 microprocessor card, 
CP/M software, and four 
manuals which describe 
card installation and use of 
the software. The system 
also provides Microsoft 
BASIC. 

Whose side 
is yours on? 
If you have been put off 'going computer' because 
of the possible problems you have heard about, 
you're overlooking something. 
Quality software provides the 'detente' between 
man and machine. 
Before you end up in the ring with a computer, 
see a demonstration of the Six "S' Business Pack. 

6S . . . . SOFTWARE SUCCESS 

For $1990 the Six 'S' Business l'acic gives you ... 
Debtors & Invoicing/Inventory or Insurance 
Management or Medical Accounting. 
Creditors & General Ledger 
PascAl Letter Setter (Word Processing) 
Profit Plotter — Graphics Setter 

Write or phone for your free booklet on 
"Common Sense Computing." 

Six 'S' Business Advisory Ply. Ltd. 
39 Gheringhap St., Geelong 3220 
Victoria, Australia. 
P.O. Box 1220, Geelong 3220 
Phone (052) 22431 1 

A mcmix r of the Six 'S (droup of Compdnics. GMS 203 6S (C) 
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UY A 
ORCERER 

COMPUTER 
THIS MONTH AND GET 
THIS GREEN SCREEN 
MONITOR FOR ONLY 

$10! 
USUALLY $199 
Cat X-1198 

ritoigra 

 

WITH SOUND 
I 

Not valid in 
States where this 

contravenes 
State Laws. 
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I.B.M., Digital and other industry 
giants have gone the CP/M way! 

YOU CAN TOO WITH THE 
BRILLIANT SORCERER! 

Some of the world's leading computer manufacturers are now producing 
CP/M based systems to utilise the vast range of existing software. The only 

problems for you are 1): Some of the CP/M-based systems are not yet 
available in Australia, and 2): Some of them may cost up to, and over, $5,000! 

So why not check out ... 

The Incredible Sorcerer 
For the serious personal computer user, it offers a 
truly outstanding performance - plus the ability to 
run the industry-standard CP/M operating system 
at lower cost than any other computer. The Exidy 
Sorcerer Mk11 — the most powerful, flexible and 
businesslike machine in its class. 

Look at the features 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

VIDEO IVIONITOR, FDS 
El SOFTWARE MANUAL NOT 
INCLUDEDpi J  
OF 	TER 	OUR BETTER BUYING SN 

IN PRICE 

NOW POSITION MEANS WE CAN 	 2,0cL, 	ONLY PASS ON THE SAVINGS TO YOU!!  

Built in serial and parallel ports 
2 cassette control ports 
Powerful graphics capabilities 
Expandable to 48K on board 
Uniquely versatile ROMPACS" — instant change 
to dedicated processor, and back again! 
Built-in 4K ROM resident monitor 
Economic disk storage now available (optional) 
with Exidy's FDS — floppy disk subsystem 
(does not need expansion interface) 
8K Microsoft BASIC 
Cat X-3002 was_$1-39t 

$1195! 

INA   
DATSUN DATSUN 

STANZA: 

When you purchase a Sorcerer Computer, VIC 20 or System 
80 from Dick Smith Electronics you become eligible to win a 

DATSUN STANZA GL four door sedan! 
Don't delay, hurry in for your computer now! Contest must 

close soon! 
't/IPt Nn, 11 8.5/2 78, 1550,91 under Hie 1,1110111“, and AO 1911011, Ai 
Nol Valid IN STU, whntr 	trelf,f 1,111IGIVPIlin, Val,' I aVV,,, 

DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
NSW, Milian, 648 (04,8 • •Bankstown Sq 1111 48/18 • Illakehilisi 6411 1/44 • Saadi ,linictitia 387 1444 • Bioadway 211 3)17 • Siarikv.ile 93 0441 • 
Cliallaia 1428122 • Mali 00439 6311 • N 1111 Ryila 8118 321111 • PH011.0861 683 113:1 • Syilitey (81alile Sll 7.1 5051 • Sydney (Yolk 00290 330/ • 
Now/iv:11a 61 1806 • Wailaillairai 28 3800 • 3 	i II 66 11161 ACT. Iyfiw1k 804944 VIC Mill II 	679814 • (labial) 383 4455 • Hichilairal 
428 1614 • Saimaa:de 641 05,22 • 	/03 9144 • raiiilois /8 6/06 ULD: Bitalliale 720 9311 • llamado 391 6233 • Eliaiinalile 59 6755 
SA: Ailelaiila 112 1067 • I alield ?EU 6088 • Uadln9luu 7118 8901 WA: Pr,,IL 328 6044 • Canialialon 461 806ti TAS: Hoban68 31 0800 
Mail Order Contra: INI 8o 321. Nash Hyde NOW 7113 Phone (07) 880 3700 

DSE/A236M/PAI 



ATARI® 
PUBLIC DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY 

— After unauthorised conversion. 
The distributors of Atari 400 and 800 model Home Computers warn 
owners that they should NOT convert their computers with 48K 
RAM or 32K RAM boards or similar programs. These call for 
functions for which the Atari units were not designed. 
Unauthorised conversion Is not recommended by Atari and 
owners should be warned that the manufacturer's warranty on 
their computer may be jeopardised if any damage should 
occur. 
	Futuretronics Australia Pty. Ltd. 	 
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Intelligent Case 
THE FIRST two products in 
a new range of intelligent 
matrix printers have been 
released by CASE Com-
munication Systems. 

Manufactured specifically 
for CASE in the UK, the 
initial range constitutes the 
BD 136 with 240 cps capabil-
ity and the WM 2000 with a 
speed fo 120 cps. 

Both printers offer a bi-
directional logic seeking 
mechanism for maximum 
throughput speed and to 
minimise printhead move-
ment. 

A 9 by 9 dot matrix pro-
vides high quality print and 
the ballistic printhead has 
proven to give reliable, long-
life according to CASE. 

Both units include dot 
addressable and character 
graphics as well as user 
programmable characters. 
The BD 136 has an alterna-
tive 96 character set, user- 

defineable and capable of 
printing with a resolution of 
60 dots per inch horizontally 
and 72 per inch vertically. 

Interfaces available with 
both models include Centro-
nics parallel, RS 232, Cur-
rent Loop and IEEE. 

For further information 
contact CASE Communica-
tions Systems on (02) 438-
2400. 

IMS For ICL 
LOCAL business software 
house Integrity Management 
Services' products are to be 
offered with the ICL personal 
computer range. 

The IMS Advanced Busi-
ness Software (Version 3.3) 
will be offered through ICL 
dealers in Australia, New 
Zealand, Hong Kong, Singa-
pore, Malaysia and the 
Pacific. 

Olivetti has also settled on 
IMS Business software 
packages to go with its new  

M20 series of desktop com-
puters. 

IMS managing director 
Bryan Gardiner said his soft-
ware would also be available 
to American users through 
the IMS subsidiary, Amer-
ican Integrity Systems. 

"Our integrated business 
software packages are 
already the top seller in Au- 

stralia, and this agreement 
with ICL is a flattering en-
dorsement of Australian soft-
ware by a major computer 
house," said Mr Gardiner. 

The IMS package includes 
stock control, accounts re-
ceivable, accounts payable 
and general ledger, all of 
which can be run separately 
or as a fully integrated suite. 
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PRIZES WORTH OVER $1000 TO BE WON I 

I with THE COMMODORE 
* Nationwide support from Commodore. 

.ii.,..:,;tilll ''''' 	* 90 day unrestricted Warranty. 
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\* Over 100 cassette programs in stock. ! 
*Friendly, helpful service and advice. 

: 	
* More "add-ons" than ANYBODY! COMPUTER  

includinq: 

PR 	
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Kit 	 II 

I 

ARFON Expander 
ARFON 3K, 8K, 16K RAMS 
FUJITSU Eprom Programmers 
FUJITSU A to D Converter 
FUJITSU VIC DOS an easier Dos for VIC 20 

11 	* FAST overnight delivery in capital cities on all stock lines. 	• 
IIK 	Mt III INC 1IN 	OK 	OK 4M. II. 

220 MORPHETT STREET, ADELAIDE. S.A. 5000 

COMPUTER 
IMPORTS 

All Correspondence to: 
P.O. BOX 7. PORT ADELAIDE. S.A. 5015 

TELEPHONE: 1081 211 8146 



ONLY 

9 9 Cat X-2000 

$699 
Fast, high 

capacity storage/retrieval of 
data on standard 5.25" floppy diskettes. Stores up 
to 170K on each diskette, with read/write 
compatibility with PET/CBM Computer Systems. 
Comes complete with own power supply. 
Cat X-2007 

FLOPPY DISK DRIVE 
ONLY 

MEMORY 
MOTHERBOARD 

Now you can owned up to 6 different expansion programs at the same ham 
Increase your computer's capabilities to its maximum of 32K plus connect 
interface cadiidges as well. Cat 0-201 I 

ONLY 1 9 

0=" 
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,  

11 COLOUR 
I COMPUTER 

Ideal for the first time user, this remarkable 
computer can be used immediately with plug in 
cartridges. The fantastic range of game cartridges can 
be used with any colour or B & W TV set, to look just like 
the arcade games. Or it can be expanded to form the 
heart of a complex computer system. The system is 
programmed in BASIC and " 	provides good value for 
money 	". (EA, July 82 Pp 114) 
Also available: 
Colour monitor to suit VIC 20, Cat X-1195 	  $379.00 
B & W Monitor to suit VIC 20, Cat X-1196 	  $149.50 

GENUINE VIC 20 PERIPHERALS 0 

.0-- 	 ----.-"' ,...' 	Store your programs 
DATASETTE 

only • 
$9900 

This remarkable computer comes equipped with 
a tape cassette interlace which lets you connect 

the Commodore tape unit directly into the computer. With this ability 
you can load, store or retrieve data on standard cassette tape. By a 
simple command the machine will automatically 'save' a full program 
for you. ICs a handy and economical way of storing and retrieving 
data, plus you can buy existing software or create your own programs 
and store them, Cat X-2005. 

GRAPHIC PRINTER 
ONLY 

$479 
Lcorionecal dot 

matrix printer makes paper 
copies of BASIC programs. loners, business 

data and graphic displays. Connects directly in 
the VIC 20, prints all characters incl. letters, numbers and graphics 
Reliable tractor feed mechanism. Accepts sprocketed 8 inch roll or sheet paper 
Unique oni-hammer pont head for unproved reliability. Cat X-2009 

WANT TO KNOW MORE? 
Introduction to Computing 
Sample programs in the book and on tape make this an interesting 
introduction for the ono- cam piderist. Cat 8-2001 	$29.95 
Introduction to Basic 
A gentle but thorough introduction to BASIC ['regimenting. 
Instructional tapes are supplied. Cat 0-2002 	. $29.95 
Personal Computing on the VIC 20 
The 'friendliest' computer guide available. This manual comes free 
with every VIC 20 but is also for sale separately due to the high 
demand. Cat B-2003 	  $12.00 

(All hooks written especially for the VIC 20) 

JOYSTICK PADDLES 

Allows 4 way movement. Play For two player games such as 
against the computer as in the 'Tennis. Small and compact 
popular arcade type game they allow movement left or 
'Space-Invaders'. Cat X-2010 right and are easy to lire with.  

ONLY $ 1 990  ea 
Cat X-2022 

$39"pr 

AND LOOK AT THE GREAT PROGRAM RANGE 
ON CASSETTE 

SYDNEY 6 Bridge St. 27 5051 • NEWCASTLE 173 Maitland Rd. TIGHES EIRE 61 1896 • WO LLON GONG 263 Keira St. 28 3800 • CANBERRA 96 
Gladstone St. FYSHWICK 80 4944 • MELBOU RN E 399 Lansdale St. 67 9834 • GEELONG 2111t Melbourne Rd. 78 6766 • BRISBANE 93 Adelaide St. 
229 9377 • ADELAIDE 60 Wright St. 212 1962 • PERTH 414 William St. 328 6944 • HOBART 25 Barrack St. 31 0800 
Mail Order Centre: PO Box 321, North Ryde 2113 NSW. Phone: (02) 888 3200 

Super Alien 
Can you capture the aliens before they zap you? 
Cat X-2051 	  $39.95 
Draw Poker 
Casino style poker recreates the real tirrell 

Cat X-2053  	 $39.95 
Rat Race 
Race through a maze. Challenging game of action, 
requiring quick thinking. 
Cat X-2055 	 $39.95 
VIC Avengers 
Space action for arcade enthusiasts. You are the 
VIC Avenger protecting the Earth from an invasion 
of space intruders. 
Cat X-2048 

Superslot 
Colourful slot machine, works just like the real 
thing! Cat X-2049 	  $39.95 
Midnight Drive 
Authentic night drive simulation provides chills and 
... spills? An unusual computer challenge 
Cat X-2054 	  $39.95 
Jelly Monsters 
Jelly Monsters abound in a maze, racing at you, 
following your every move. Look out! 
Cal X-2050 	  $39.95 
Super Lander 
Pilot your Jupiter Lander through the treacherous 
crevices of a mysterious planet. 
Cat X-2052. 	 $39.95 

Car Chase 
Fast paced road action 
Cat X-2031  	$14.00 
VIC 21 Casino Game 
Casino style blackjack 
Cat X-2032 	  $14.00 
Biorythym 
Compare hiorythym compatibility 
Cat X-2034 	  $14.00 
Slither/Super Slither 
Dexterity genre. 
Cat X-2036 	  $14.00 
Blue Meanies 
Space game. Watch out, they'll get you! 
Cat X-2033 	  $14.00  

Space Math 
Maths unproyemertl. Learn at home! 
Cat X-2035 	  $14.00 
Recreation Pack 
Contains all of the above cassette programs in a six 
pack. Cat X-2037. 
	  $75.00 

Programmable Character Set 
Lets the VIC user create up to 64 programmable 
characters, and rise them in BASIC programs. The 
Editor takes only one half kilo-byte of program 
space, works with tape, disk and printer.  
Cat X-2045 	  $29.95 

	 $39.95 

DICK SMITH Electronics 

ON PLUG-IN CARTRIDGE 



A.C.S. A Classy School 
A new school in Sydney claims to 
be 'taking the mystery out of com-
puters' for today's businessman 
— people who know they need 
computers, but have never used, 
or even seen, one before. We put 
it to the test by sending along the 
glossy brochure's 'model' 
student. 

Greg Hawkins had never 
touched a computer before his 
was delivered, the week of the 
course. He wanted to use it to 
keep track of his expanding chain 
of Warlords' Cavern home video 
stores, but didn't know where to 
start. 

He arrived at the course a total 
novice, full of questions about 
how to get 'the machine' to do 
something for him. He left with en-
ough answers to justify the visit —
and his computer purchase. 

IT'S 8 am sharp, at Applied Computer Sci-
ences, and here I am wondering exactly 
what am I doing in the midst of all these 
computer people — I can hardly figure out 
how to turn on my machine! 

Look out, someone's coming and he's 
heading straight for me. He introduces 
himself as John Meehan and takes me 
along to meet everyone else. 

There's another independent business-
man like myself, a general manager of a 
large company, a young data processor 
from an insurance firm, a marketing man 
from a chemical company and others. It 
seems we all have one thing in common 
— we don't know a thing about BASIC, but 
we'd all like to. 

Well, that's a relief. I thought I was going 
to be the odd one out. One hurdle out of 
the way... 

We have an informal chat and coffee 
and I think to myself this isn't all that bad; 
then it happens...it's time to start. 

This is what I've been dreading, the 
practical work. Why? Because I would 
have to be the slowest, most fumble fing-
ered typist I know. 

There's no way I'll be able to keep up. 
But what's this? We all have our own 
machine, our own disk, with our own exer-
cises and I don't have to worry about any-
one else except myself. No-one even 
knows how fast or slow I'm going. 
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Hey! This might not be so bad after all! 
And this exercise disk is great! It's a step 
by step guide that I can just follow and 
type in as I go along. I can even tell it when 
I am ready to continue. Great! 

I've been merrily typing away here for 
about 20 minutes and you wouldn't want 
to know I've already written my first prog-
ram. Sure it's not very big (4 lines to be 
exact) but it's a start. 

Luckily John Meehan and his offsider 
Marilyn Cross are always about to lend a 
hand and they aren't even surprised at all 
the mistakes I'm making — as a matter of 
fact they've been waiting for me to make 
them, it seems that just about everyone 
does. 

Lunch comes and goes (beautiful re-
staurant and food and company) and then 
we're back into it. 

The amazing thing is that all those 
GOTOs, GOSUBs, Cl $s and so on aren't 
just printing mistakes, they actually mean 
something...and everything starts to fall 
into place. 

By the end of the second day I've 
worked on arrays, created files, learned 
the if-then, for-next routines and all sorts 
of goodies with the help of John and Mari-
lyn and all of a sudden I realise computer 
is a tool for me to use, not worship. 

The course, with its hands on, practical 
experience has shown me what a power- 

ful piece of equipment my computer can 
be. 

So if you feel you aren't getting the true 
benefit from your computer, or if you've 
felt that none of the courses around are for 
real beginners, or even if you feel you 
would like to expand your current 
knowledge, then get over and enroll your-
self in this course. 

Although it is aimed mostly at execu-
tives and small businessmen, it would suit 
most people who have an interest in com-
puters and want to know more about 
them. At the completion of the course you 
will still be a few steps away from being a 
computer expert, however you will have a 
sound appreciation of computers, pitfalls, 
buying guides and confidence from actu-
ally having written small programs. 

Each course, held at the Company's 
Education Centre, Chatswood, is of two 
days duration (Thursday and Friday). In 
this time twelve participants (all ages) can 
enjoy a mostly practical agenda (yes, 
there are some lecture periods). 

Lunch is served, with wine, between 
12.30 and 2.00 each day and there is also 
a half hour tea and coffee break in the 
morning and afternoon. 

The cost is $245.00 including lunch 
on both days. For further information 
phone Applied Computer Science on (02) 
419 5581. 
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...and SIGMA/OKI made it happen! 
other people said It had to happen, but SIGMA/OKI 

made it happen with the SIGMA/OKI IF800 personal computer 

Model 10 
Personal Computer 

from $1,790* 

Standard capabilities 64K RAM, 
10 programmable function keys (no shift 
needed), Z80A processor (no extender 
board needed), 4MHz cycle speed, 
640 x 200 dot bit addressable graphics, 
eight foreground plus eight background 
colours, full 99 station keyboard, 
upper/lower case, separate numeric & 
cursor pads, RS232, light pen, audio 
cassette, composite video, 40/80 
columns, ROM cartridge, and 80 cps 
80 column microline printer (fully 
integrated). 

Standard Model 20 capabilitiesAll 
the above, plus high resolution colour 
monitor, 10 super function keys, dual 
384KB diskette drives. Fully integrated 
desktop package. 
Options available now: Centronics, IEEE, 
A/D and D/A, light pen, ROM pack, 
monitors, 8" diskette and much more. 

Model 20 
"All-in-one Professional Computer 

from $5,990* 

Software available now  CP/M 
(standard), BASIC (interpreter and 
compiler), COBOL, FORTRAN, Pascal, 
PL/1, Wordstar, Supercalc, Spellstar, 
FMS-80, Supersort and much more. 
Applications available now: Padmede 
fully integrated, simple to use invoicing, 
Debtors, Stock, Creditors, General 
Ledger. Other applications from IMS, 
Boulevard, John F. Rose, Cyres and the 
whole CP/M world. Ready to use on the 
Australian Beginning. 

SIGMA/OKI Microcomputers, 
11th Floor, 157 Walker St, 
North Sydney, 2060 
Dealer Enquiries: David Thomas (02) 436 3777 

The SIGMA/OKI is available now from: 
New South Wales (Sydney City) King Street Computers (02) 29 8554 (North - Brookvale) Computermax 
(02) 93 1383 (South - Redfern) Cybernetics Research (02) 698 8286 (East - Bondi) Software Source 
(2) 389 6388 (West - Guildford) AED Micros (02) 681 4966 Victoria (Melbourne City) Computer Country 
(3) 329 7533 Queensland (Brisbane City) The Data Professionals (07) 229 7101 (South Brisbane) 
Argonaut Computer Sales (07) 44 7491 Australian Capital Territory (Canberra) Boulevard Business 
Systems (062) 48 5411 South Australia (Adelaide) Disk Computer Systems (08) 271 4299 Western 
Australia (Perth) Taimac Corporation (09) 328 1988 (Bunbury) South West Business Systems (097) 21 6677 

•rec retail includes CP/M, printer, excludes sales tax, 



Spectrum Analysi 
By Graham Webber 

DID YOU ever try to buy a new micro off 
specs? Not easy, is it! 

Lots of people have written seemingly 
knowledgeable reports about Sinclair's 
new machine, the ZX Spectrum, but close 
inspection leads a person to believe that 
many of these 'reports' are simply re-
hashes of Sinclair-produced press re-
leases and advertising blurb. 

Not that there's anything wrong with 
press releases, it's just that manufactur-
ers are prepared to crow about what a 
machine will do, but are understandably 
reluctant to divulge just what a machine 
will not do. 

With this in mind, I'd held off buying a 
new Spectrum from England until I'd had 
an opportunity to either try a machine or 
read a report written by a Spectrum user. 
After all I wasn't feeling inclined to part 
with a large wad of hard earned Oz dollars 
simply on the recommendations of some 
anonymous advertising executive. 

Please forgive, me Uncle Clive, I owe 
you an apology — your machine seems to 
be everything you promised. I've tried it 
myself, and I love it. 

Realising that an imminent trip to the 
UK was a golden opportunity for a hands-
on demonstration of the new machine, I 
set about trying to find a Spectrum owner 
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located near where I was planning to stay. 
Word soon came back to Australia that 

there was a user only three doors down 
the road, and that arrangements had 
been made for me to try the machine 
myself. 

A couple of raps on the door, combined 
with a doleful expression and just a touch 
of the old silver tongue soon had the 
owner and myself perched in front of the 
colour teev. Thanks for the demo, Jane, 
and please thank your folks for agreeing 
to watch the World Cup on the old black 
and white portable... 

The computer itself is known in England 
as the Sinclair ZX Spectrum. It's very un-
likely that it will sport this label for the 
Australian market. 

The basic machine has 16K bytes of 
RAM and 16K bytes of ROM. Features 
include single word entry, colour graphics, 
sound and automatic syntax checking. It 
measures approximately 22cm by 12cm 
by 2.5cm, and weighs in at around half a 
kilogram. 

The Price Is Right 
Cost in England is £125 ($230) for the 

16K version. A 48K version is available for 
£175 ($320). Owners of the 16K 
machines who would like to upgrade to  

48K can do so by sending the whole kit 
back to Sinclair along with a cheque for a 
further £50 ($90). 

Sinclair also tempts us with a 100K byte 
micro-floppy to be released at a later date, 
and an RS232/NETWORK interface 
board which will allow you to connect the 
Spectrum to a whole range of commer-
cially available printers. You would also 
be able to connect a few machines to each 
other as well. 

Apparently up to eight micro-floppies 
can be used, making the machine very 
powerful indeed. Cost of the micro-floppy 
will be about £100 ($180) and the in-
terface board £20 ($36). 

The prices look terrific, don't they? 
However, don't be surprised if the 
machine ends up costing a whole lot more 
in Australia. 

At present a ZX81 with 16K RAM costs 
£99.90 ($181.63) in England and $349.00 
in Australia. This is a massive 92 percent 
increase on the English retail price. I say 
massive (unjustified?) because the duty 
on the machine is only six percent of the 
wholesale price. 

If pricing of the new machine is based 
on the same formula — and who's to say it 
won't be — the basic Spectrum will cost 
around $450 and the 48K about $600! 



Hopefully the Sinclair agents will be wil-
ling to deny this assumption because if 
they don't I can predict an awful lot of 
VIC-20s being sold to people who were 
willing to wait for a Spectrum. 

I am however diverging from the main 
theme, which was supposed to be a 
'hands-on' evaluation of the new colour 
machine. 

The very first thing I wanted to compare 
between the ZX81 and the Spectrum was 
— you guessed it — the keyboard. Well, 
it's much better. They both have forty keys 
but the Spectrum keys are almost real. 

I say almost because, although the 
Spectrum dabs are a huge improvement 
on the '81, they still don't feel right. An 
Olivetti it will never be...more like 
calculator keys than anything. Still, beg-
gars can't be choosers, and since I'm still 
a beggar, I'll be more than satisfied with 
what Clive has made available this time 
around. 

A Bit Of A Squeeze 
The main problem has to do with all the 

functions, symbols and letters squashed 
into such a tiny space. If you once had a 
problem sorting out the old '81 keyboard, 
you can expect to be in heaps of trouble 
with the Spectrum. 

Not only are you asked to locate one of 
nearly two hundred different symbols on 
the board, you may also be required on 
occasions to depress three keys at once! 
Spare set of fingers, anyone? 

To be fair, though, the layout is quite 
logical and quite a lot of thought must 
have gone into the ergonomic design. For 
example, THEN and GOTO are on the 
same key, and LET and ' = ' share the 
same key. You still won't enjoy the benefit 
of a space bar, but at least the space key 
is bigger than the rest. 

Although we pay the penalty of a clut-
tered keyboard, there is one very im-
portant advantage to having single key 
entry. You will never have to search 
through the manuals to determine how a 
particular keyword or function is spelt. If 
it's not right there in front of you on the 
keyboard, it doesn't exist in Sinclair 
BASIC. This system also saves on mem-
ory, because each BASIC word takes up 
only one byte. 

A further difference between the two 
machines is the click that is produced 
each time a key is depressed. By poking a 
particular location you can change the 
click to a more distinctive beep. Also, each 
key has auto repeat, which is a real 
godsend when editing long program lines. 

Here I found a huge improvement. Of 
the twenty or so programs that I loaded, 
only one failed, and that was because I'd 
screwed the player's volume up to max-
imum. Apparently, when a program is 
transferred to tape, the machine produces 
some sort of tone burst to set the auto 
record level found on most modern re- 

corders. I also read somewhere that the 
computer also incorporates a Schmitt trig-
ger arrangement in the playback mode to 
remove unwanted tape noise. 

For example, when I loaded my first 
tape I was pleasantly surprised to find the 
screen telling me I was loading a program 
called 'X'. The name 'X' is determined by 
the REM statement at the beginning of the 
program. Fascinating! 

I also discovered I can save parts of 
programs, data and variables, which I 
couldn't do on the '81. As well as this, 
there is a facility to save a screen picture 
without having to save the program that 
was used to create the picture. All very 
good stuff. 

End Of The Cold Sweat 
Have you ever wondered whether or 

not your precious program has been 
SAVED correctly on the '81? Do you 
break out in a cold sweat just before you 
pull the plug? Well, you won't with the 
Spectrum because the machine has a 
VERIFY feature. 

Once you've saved your program on 
tape, you play it back before clearing the 
memory, and the machine compares what 
comes back with what's in memory and 
verifies that the program has been saved 
correctly. An extremely useful and neces-
sary feature. 

Unfortunately, the machine still isn't 
able to tell the recorder when to turn itself 
on and off. You still have to do it manually. 
I guess that isn't going to bother us much 
once we've connected up the micro-
floppies. 

Finally, the Spectrum saves and loads 
programs more quickly than the '81. This 
means shorter waiting time and more 
programs to a cassette. 

Spectrum BASIC and ZX81 BASIC are 
much the same. Naturally, with 16K bytes 
of ROM on board there are going to be 
some differences, but these are mainly in 
the form of additions rather than changes. 

The main change is the adoption of the 
ASCII upper and lower case character 
set, which because of the different 
character codes, is the main reason the 
ZX81 program cassettes won't work on 
the Spectrum. 

However, once you type the '81 listing 
into the computer, they'll save and work in 
exactly the same way as before, providing 
that you take care to change any PEEK, 
POKE and CODE instructions to suit the 
Spectrum's requirements. 

The additional BASIC commands that 
are not associated with the sound, colour 
graphics or micro-floppies include DATA, 
READ, RESTORE, DEF FN and CLEAR. 
DATA allows you to provide a list of state-
ments at the beginning of a program and 
READ asks the machine to read the state-
ments one at a time. RESTORE is used to 
reset the data pointer at any particular 
point in order to start again. Quite an im- 

provement here, because it was neces-
sary to hide data in a REM statement on 
the '81. 

DEF FN is another useful addition. It 
allows us to define a new BASIC instruc-
tion and to say what it is supposed to do. 
Unfortunately, I wasn't able to try it out 
because I didn't have enough time to find 
out how it worked. 

The days of having to slot machine 
code into a REM statement are also over. 
By using the new CLEAR command fol-
lowed by the appropriate address you dan 
move RAMTOP to that address, and use 
the area left for machine code. Far easier 
to handle. 

Ready For Disks 
The commands concerning the micro-

disk feature include CAT, CLOSE, DE-
LETE, ERASE, FORMAT and MOVE. It 
beats me how they work. 

Up to this point what I've really been 
describing is a sort of beefed-up ZX81. So 
when does a Spectrum become a 
Spectrum? When you add colour graph-
ics, of course. 

The colour graphics are beaut. The col-
our shimmers and wobbles but it's still 
beaut. When the machine is first turned 
on, the display appears as a white square 
inside a white border with black char-
acters — just like the ZX81, but instead of 
a K in the 'bottom left hand corner the 
machine actually introduces itself. What 
will they think of next? 

In order to get some colour up, you have 
to tell the machine what you would like to 
see. To do this you need to use three 
commands, BORDER, PAPER and INK. 

The machine is capable of producing 
eight different colours with two levels of 
intensity. Each shade is identified by a 
number between 0 and 7. The colours 
available are black (0), blue (1), red (2), 
magenta (3), green (4), cyan (5), yellow 
(6), and white (7). 

BORDER refers to the area extending 
from the edge of the screen to the edge of 
the PAPER upon which the graphics are 
printed in INK. Simple, eh! The com-
mands BORDER 2, PAPER 6, INK 1, will 
produce a display incorporating a yellow 
background surrounded by a red border. 
The characters appearing on the back-
ground will be blue. 

You can even put a red border around a 
red background by using the BRIGHT 
command. I tried it but I'm afraid I could 
only just see the difference. 

Other commands include FLASH, IN-
VERSE, OVER, DRAW and CIRCLE. 
FLASH is self explanatory. INVERSE 
swaps the colours of the paper and the 
ink. This affects the whole character 
matrix, so has a blotchy effect. Far more 
useful is the OVER command, which al-
lows you to merge a character over a 
character. 

If you print a flashing character OVER a 
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solid block of colour, you can get a flash-
ing label effect. Also, if you print a double 
quote over an 0 you end up with an Um-
laut — terrific if you happen to read 
German. Experimenting with the OVER 
command using the RND function gave 
some very interesting combinations, 
some of which I would have wanted to 
save for use in games programs. 

Easy-Draw 
Care to draw a straight line? Easy. Just 

use the DRAW command along with a 
starting and finishing point and it appears 
as if by magic. Draw an arc using the 
same command after adding a third argu-
ment expressed as a fraction of pi. Same 
goes for the CIRCLE command. Give it a 
centre point and a radius and the circle will 
appear...sort of! It's a little 'steppy'. 

A further useful addition is the BIN corn- 
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mand. Very useful for defining your own 
graphics. Each character is made up of 
ink spots within an eight by eight matrix. 
Use the BIN command to fill each of the 64 
squares with a 0 or 1. The '1's represent 
the ink spots. 

I found it great fun to use, and within a 
short time I was quite adept at producing 
very respectable space invaders 
characters and chess pieces. Makes for 
very realistic arcade type games. 

The facility to produce LISTings of vari-
ous colours is also available. This means 
that your main program listing can be in 
black, and sub routines could be red. You 
may even want to add flashing REM state-
ments. The possibilities are endless. 

I've left the sound feature till last. Prob-
ably because I find it rather disappointing. 
Should it be required, the machine is able 
to produce a very quiet beep in response 
to the BEEP command. The basic note is 
a middle C, and duration can be set in 
seconds or parts of seconds. The pitch 
can also be set higher or lower by setting 
the number of sonic tones wanted above 
or below base frequency. 

The sound can be improved by con-
necting an amplifier to the cassette port, 
but then you have to keep on disconnect-
ing every time you want to SAVE a prog-
ram. Besides — who wants to carry an 
amplifier around with them? A further 
problem associated with BEEP is that the 
micro stops working while the sound is 
being produced. This tends to reduce fast 
games programs incorporating sound to a 
slow crawl. Not very good. 

Generally, the ZX Spectrum seems to 
be terrific value for money (in the UK). 
How it shapes up here in Australia will 
depend a great deal on the price. It's still 
got some of the old ZX81 problems, such 
as the keyboard clatter and funny BASIC, 
but I can soon live with that. 

The machine is slower than a ZX81 in 
fast mode, but the colour graphics more 
than make up for the speed. The extended 
Sinclair BASIC adds a lot of good features 
and I think the machine is friendlier. 

Once the micro-drives and printer 
boards are available, the computer will be 
streets ahead of the others. I've already 
ordered mine from overseas, and I can't 
wait for it to arrive. 
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OKI's OK Oriental 
Oki is one of those extremely di- 
verse Japanese companies 
which manufactures everything 
from integrated circuits to 
printers. Its latest product to hit 
the stores in Australia is the Oki 
if-800 personal computer. 

AS THE IMPORTANCE of colour graph-
ics displays begins to filter through to 
commercial users, a number of machines 
are beginning to appear which capitalise 
on this feature to add an extra distinguish-
ing ability to a standard business compu-
ter. The presence of colour graphics abil-
ity in the IBM and similar computers is not 
for game-playing. 

The latest machine in this class to ap-
pear in Australia is the if-800, man-
ufactured by Oki. This is a rather interest-
ing machine from a number of viewpoints. 

your computer 
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First, it is a big box — bigger than most of 
the 'mass-market' personal computers 
such as Apple and Tandy. Second, it con-
tains a built-in printer which can be used to 
dump the screen to hard copy, or just as a 
general printer. 

Third, it offers high-resolution colour 
graphics of an extremely high standard, 
with 640 by 200 resolution and eight col-
ours. A matching colour display with in-
tegrated disk drives, which sits above the 
computer, offers an immaculate colour 
image, with strong colour saturation that 
produces a most attractive display. 

The graphics capabilities of the 
machine are positively seductive, as this 
month's cover photograph (produced on 
the Oki) shows. 

The Oki is a large machine (in its fully 
expanded form). The main box containing 
the processor, keyboard and printer butts 
up to and sits under a high quality colour 
display with integrated disk drives and 
programmable keys. 

Quality Construction 
The construction is of very high quality, 

largely of pressed metal and some plastic 
trim and mouldings, and gives the 
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impression of considerable robustness. In other words, the 
machine can stand up to the kind of long hours and pounding it 
would receive in a typical (busy) office. 

Inside the machine, the quality of construction continues. The 
main processor board sits in the bottom of the machine, and 
mounted above it, on clips for easy servicing, is the keyboard. 
To the rear left is an eighty-column printer mechanism, while at 
the right is a card cage for further expansion. In the model we 
reviewed, two slots were occupied by the disk controller card 
and a colour graphics RAM card. 

The keyboard is nothing if not comprehensive. There is a full 
QWERTY keyboard, numeric keypad, cursor control keys and 
miscellaneous functions such as tab set, clear screen, and so 
on. 

Across the top is a row of 10 programmable function keys. As 
well as the control key, there is also a 'command' key which 
allows access to a second set of super-shifted functions, and a 
'Kana' key which allows access to a set of Japanese Katakana 
characters (in Oki-BASIC) or functions as a caps lock under 
CP/M. 

The keyboard is an interrupt-driven processor scanning type, 
which allows it to be completely reprogrammed under software 
control. This means that one cannot really describe the opera-
tion of the keyboard, as it can completely change under different 
software subsystems. For example, under WordStar, the vari-
ous dedicated function keys like 'INSERT' can be reprogram-
med to perform the corresponding WordStar function. 

A couple of other notes on the keyboard: the keys do not have 
as much travel as most other keyboards, so that at first it feels a 
little strange; and second, the computer beeps to give audio 
feedback that a character has been accepted. Since the key-
board is interrupt driven, it can continue to accept characters 
while another process executes (except during disk read/ 
writes), although the characters will not be displayed immed- 

iately. For this reason, the audio feedback is useful (it can be 
disabled if required). 

At the front right, below the keyboard, is a ROM cartridge 
socket. To be honest, we can't see many people using this 
feature, as the system has plenty of RAM and boots off disk 
anyway. However, the machine is available without disk drives 
or display, in which case it uses a cassette interface, and in 
those circumstances a ROM cartridge would be useful. 

Also inside the main box is an 80-column dot matrix printer. 
Ironically, for a company which is well known for its printers, this 
is the weak point of the computer. While the printer is probably 
adequate for program development and perhaps some reports, 
it is not really adequate for much business use. 

The most outstanding flaw is the lack of descenders on lower 
case characters (p, q, y and soon). While this could perhaps be 
rectified by redefining the character set in software, none of the 
software we examined did this, and it may not be as easy as one 
might expect. Furthermore, the printer uses pin feed (not 
tractor), making adjustment for different paper widths difficult, 
and was rather awkward to feed roll paper into. 

In-Built Advantages 
On the other hand, having the printer built into the machine 

does have some advantages. It is possible to dump the contents 
of the screen to paper at the push of a button — including 
graphics. The printer can be enabled/disabled at will, allowing a 
selective record to be kept of transactions being entered. 

Of course, there is nothing to stop the connection of an 
external printer, and the RS-232C port on the side of the mach-
ine will allow anything from a simple dot matrix printer to 
a daisy-wheel. Incidentally, the machine knows about 
XON/XOFF protocol. 

The machine is based on the ubiquitous Z-80 processor, 
running at just under 4 MHz, and has 64K of RAM as standard, 

Japan Prepares For Battle 
A SEEMINGLY harmless aspect of the 
Oki if-800 — the fact that it runs Digital 
Research's CP/M — spells trouble for the 
computer technology leader, America. 

Put simply, it illustrates the Japanese 
are waking up to their software de-
ficiencies and are turning to America for 
the help they've needed. 

Make no mistake, it has been this as-
pect alone which has held them back. 
Their hardware is generally excellent —
both well designed and cleverly/efficiently 
manufactured. 

'Funny' operating systems, incomplete 
utilities and 'cute' applications programs 
have been the only drawback. That is 
changing, fast. 

A whole range of new and powerful 
machines is due for launch, and most will 
be attractive and comprehensive 
packages. American software, from com-
panies like Digital Research, Microsoft, 
Micropro, and Ashton-Tate will abound. 

The stumbling block in the past has 
been Digital Research's unwillingness to 
write the hardware-dependent CP/M 
BIOS — that is usually the job of the man- 

ufacturer, but the Japanese just weren't 
up to the task. Now they are employing 
American consultancies (like Lifeboat As-
sociates, which provided the CP/M for 
Oki) to do the job. 

No longer are they relying on a 
Microsoft BASIC 'operating system', and 
hastily-prepared software packages 
which often did little more than prove the 
machine had a processor inside. 

There's already a strong Japanese pre-
sence here, and it will soon skyrocket. For 
example, eight Japanese manufacturers 
are displaying their wares at Data '82 this 
month. New machines we may not see 
there, but which are on the way, include: 
• Fujitsu (Facom) FM8, a high-
performance dual-processor machine 
based on the 6809 chip. Fujitsu says we 
won't see this machine in Australia, which 
suggests there's probably something else 
just around the corner. 
• NEC 'APC', or Advanced Personal 
Computer, which will be launched here 
shortly. It's a 16-bit machine, based on the 
8086. NEC is marketing the 8-bit PC8000 
here already. 
• Toshiba will soon launch two new 

models, called T200 and T300. 
• Epson — yes, the printer company —
has shown but not released the HX20. It's 
a compact portable, with integral display 
and printer, and looks good. 
• Panasonic has already released its 
'IBM-compatible' JB3000, and will soon 
launch the Link — a large hand-held 
machine which takes plug-in video dis-
plays, modems and other accessories 
and can be carried in a briefcase. 
• Hitachi will have announced three new 
products by the time this issue reaches 
the news-stands. Two of these are 16-bit 
computers, and the third (finally) is the 
micro-floppy drive, which fits around 300K 
onto a three-inch disk. 

Australia will see many of these 
machines before the rest of the world, as it 
makes a good test market. One reason for 
this is the fact that the Japanese home 
market is two years behind us — basically 
because of the difficulty of including the 
Japanese character sets in the machines. 

This problem generates side-benefits 
— the Japanese preoccupation with high-
resolution graphics is a result of their need 
for complex character sets. 
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your software professionals 

Presents 
The Latest Apple 

Software now available 
at your local 

"Headstart" Computer 
Dealer 

Wizardry Scenario #2 
Congo 
Gold Rush 
Swordthrust #6 
Swordthrust #7 
Star Blaster 
Quadrant 6114 
Sensible Speller 
Disk Organiser 
DB Utilty Pak #2 
Animated 3D 

Graphics Combo 
Apple Mechanic 
M.I.T. Logo (Krell) 
Visiblend 
Zoom Graphics 
Executive Briefing 

System 
Robert Tinney 

Graphics 
Apple Fan 
Videx Enhancer 
Micro Buffer 16k 

(Epson) 
Micro Buffer 32k 

(Epson) 

$ 41.38 
$ 49,95 
$ 49.95 
$ 31.30 
$ 31.30 
$ 35.78 
$ 49.95 
$176.34 
$ 34.72 
$128.74 

$178.79 
$ 35.78 
$231.00 
$ 65.46 
$ 46.98 

$269.92 

$ 20.00 
$ 99.50 (ex tax) 

$209.00 (ex tax) 

$309.00 (ex tax) 

$329.00 (ex tax) 

with an additional 48K devoted to the display. There is 2K of 
ROM carrying a self-test routine and bootstrap — interestingly, 
the system will boot from either disk drive, cassette or ROM. 

The machine is quite quick. We benchmarked it using the 
same tests as we did on the IBM Personal Computer two 
months ago and it turned in a very creditable performance. The 
prime number benchmark ran in 2 minutes 4 seconds, while the 
disk test ran in 52.2 seconds (the IBM ran 1m 51s and 27s 
respectively). 

Above the console is a colour display unit. The monitor is 
capable of very high resolution and impressive colour satura-
tion. The unit's graphics capabilities encompass 640 by 200 
graphics in eight colours. In text mode, a variety of display 
formats is possible: 80 by 20, 80 by 25, 40 by 20 and 40 by 25. 
The character set is generated from RAM, and so is definable by 
the user. 

A consequence of this is that the display does not have lower 
case descenders; the same problem as the printer. In addition, 
particularly in colour, this software generation of the characters 
seems to slow the display down slightly. In practice, this is 
unlikely to affect users of the machine. 

The good news is that the total software control over the 
display does have its benefits. For example, the display can be 
set for 'smooth' or 'soft' scrolling, which eliminates the jerky 
upwards motion which can make listings very difficult to read. 
Furthermore, any type of character set can be displayed on the 
screen, as the Japanese set adequately demonstrates. 

Below the display is a set of programmable keys. Under Oki 
BASIC, these just mirror the programmable keys on the key-
board below, but under CP/M, they can be treated separately. 
In particular, the 25th line of the display could be used to label 
the keys — a device which Oki uses in many demonstration 
programs. 

The disk drives to the right are double-sided double-density 
units with a capacity of 280 Kbytes/disk under Oki BASIC or 384 
Kbytes/disk under CP/M. Oki BASIC has an annoying habit of 
leaving the drive activity light on even when doing nothing, 
making it a bit difficult to know when it is safe to remove a disk. 

Avoiding BASIC Pitfalls 
Like most Japanese companies, Oki got itself going by having 

Microsoft knock up a version of its self-standing BASIC interpre-
ter which includes all the disk I/O functions. 

We're afraid it is this approach that has got so many Japanese 
companies into software difficulties, as they then tried to write all 
their system software and utilities (formats, disk copies, and so 
on) in BASIC and wondered why it was so incredibly bad and ran 
so slowly. 



A SOPHISTICATED 
COLOUR PRINTER FOR 

UNDER $2000! 

The CASE CX80. 

Post Code: 
116 	Ui 

r 
,  CASE 1-3 Atchison Street, St. Leonards N.S.W. 2065 
I Please forward details on the CASE CX80 Colour Printer. 

I 
I Name: 	 Phone:  

Company: 

I Address:  

   

   

     

orT----ISEN,  owl 
CASE Communication 
Systems Ltd. 

NOW AVAILABLE FROM YOUR APPLE DEALER 

• Prints 7 colour graphs, piecharts, etc. 
• 96 ASCII and 64 Pet Graphics characters 
• Dot addressable graphics 
• Uses normal tractor feed paper 

The CX80 Colour Matrix Printer allows you to 
get the message across more clearly, with maximum 
visual impact. It also reduces information clutter, thereby 
minimising errors. 

For full details on this amazing breakthrough in 
graphics presentation phone CASE Communication 
Systems Ltd., Sydney (02)438 2400, Melbourne 
(03)233 6255, or post this coupon today. 
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'your software professionak' 

Presents 
The Fastest Way to the 

Best New Software 
Here is a list of Personal computer dealers participating 
in HEADSTART! I magineering automatically forwards 
the best New Apple Software as soon as it is released.  
To find out what's new call your nearest dealer NOW! 

N.S.W. 	Computerland 
Bondi Junction 

Computerland 
Parramatta 

Computerland 
Chatswood 

Computerland 
Ryde 

Computer Cellar 
Computer 

Connection 
Computer Focus 
City Personal 

Computers 
Computer Wave 
Direct Computer 

Sales 
Computer Galerie 
Minit Computers 
Micla (Armidale) 
New Technology 
Seahorse Computers 
Trinity Computing 
Zoffary 

Victoria 	Computerland 
Camberwell 

Computerland Melbourne 
Computers 2000 
Computer Ware 
De Forest Software 
The Logic Shop Prahran 
Mildura Office Equipment 
Random Access 

N.T. 	 Computerworld 
Darwin 

S.A. 	 Computer Programmes 
Machines 

Random Access 
Adelaide 

OLD 	 Computerland Brisbane 
Computerland 

Gold Coast 
Computer City 
Electronic Circuit 
Mackay Office Equipment 
Medilab — Wondal 
Software 80 
Toowoomba 

Computer Centre 
W.A. 	 Computer Age 

Micro Based Computer 
Tee 	 The Logic Shop 
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— David Saul 
	

389 4466 

— Ray Green 	 683 3199 

-- Rob Byrne 	 411 7611 

— James Van Lane 	808 2666 
— Ross Dibley 	(049) 67 5700 

— Tim Harvey 	 526 1404 
— David Beale 	 600 8222 

— Peter Hatcher 	 233 8992 
— Bernhard Kirschner 	238 4484 

— Gillian 	 570 8344 
— David Diprose 	929 5497 
— Alan Sturdy 	(060) 21 5933 
— Barry Portors 	(067) 72 5792 
— Wayne Toohey 	(049) 23 343 
— Keith Stewart 

	
(046) 66 6406 

— Bev Coates 	 683 4349 
— Harry Harper 	 745 1888 

— Bob Cruickshank 
— Richard Devere 
— Brian Prince 
— Ray Bunting 
— Peter De Forest 
— Ralph Stadus 
— Peter Janssen 
— Mark Thompson 

813 1300 
662 2133 

774 617 
602 1006 
878 6946 

51 1950 
233 611 
62 1339 

— John Hof meyer 	81 7427 

— Paul Campbell 
	

212 2666 

— Mike Phillips 	 223 2505 
— Brian Maddern 	221 9777 

— Paul Rees 	 32 8300 
— Richard Robinson (07)3986759 
— John Crew 	(07)52 8455 
— Bob Catterall 	 572 777 
— Patrick Lip 	 68 5606 
— Tony Melius 	 371 6996 

— Jeff Bailey 	(076)382162 
— Kim Chipper 	(09) 384 1559 
— Mike Goldman 	(09) 328 9308 
— Roger Hindle 	(002)31 0818 
— James Powell-Davies 	34 3051 

Fortunately, Oki has only partially fallen into this trap. Oki 
BASIC is a comparatively new version of Microsoft's mix'n' 
match BASIC, and is in fact similar to that used on the IBM PC 
and Tandy's Extended Colour BASIC. That is, it contains all the 
standard BASIC features we've come to know and love, plus all 
those high-res graphics and music add-ons that make programs 
so interesting. 

For example, the RS-232C port is supported for interrupt 
driven communications through a version of the OPEN 
statement: 

OPEN "COM1:8N81" AS #fi 

will open port 1 for communication at 9600 baud with no parity, 8 
data bits and 1 stop bit. The port is accessed as file 1. 

Interrupt handling on receive is done through the ON COM 
GOSUB statement which will cause a branch to the appropriate 
routine for the port which has received a character. 

Oki BASIC also includes the Graphics Macro Language 
found on the IBM PC. The DRAW statement takes a string as its 
argument, consisting of letters and numbers which control the 
movement of an imaginary 'pen'. For example: 

DRAW "M320,100U20R20D20L20" 

will draw a square of side 20 with the bottom left hand corner at 
the middle of the screen (320,100). 

Other macro commands can specify colour, scale and rota-
tional angle. The whole facility is very easy to use, and quite 
powerful. 

The PAINT statement will fill an area with a specified colour, 
moving outward from a particular point until a boundary of 
another, specified, boundary colour is met. This statement can 
be used to create some fantastic effects not possible with con-
ventional line graphics. 

The Music Maker 
Also available on the machine is Music Macro Language, 

which operates in a similar way to the graphics facility by setting 
up strings of music characters. 

Generally, Oki BASIC is quite powerful, and includes a 
number of machine-specific extensions, particularly in the 
graphics, music and communications areas, but the fact that it is 
self-standing means that it cannot be used with other packages. 

The Oki also runs a Lifeboat Associates implementation of 
CP/M, and this offers a number of interesting features. A prog-
ram called CONFIG.COM allows complete redefinition of the 
keyboard to strings of up to 80 characters, control of the screen 



1,1 IOLET 

GREEN 

LIGHT GLUE 

Specifications and Report Card 

Unit: 	 Oki if-800 

ROM: 	 2K bootstrap and self-test 

I/O: 	 Integral scren, keyboard and printer RS-232 

Languages: 	Microsoft BASIC, plus the CP/M range 

Keyboard: 	 QWERTY, software definable, plus function keys 

Display: 	 80 x 25 colour 

Graphics: 	 640 x200 

Peripherals: Who needs peripherals 

Internal bus, RS-232C , disks Expansion: 

Best Points: 	Graphics are stunning 

Worst Points: 	Printer is the weak point 

Ratings: 	 excellent 	very good 	good 	poor 

Documentation: 	 ✓ 

Ease of Use: 

Functionality 

Support: 

Value-for-money: 

Extras Included: 

Price: 

Colour video  RAM options: Various I/O boards, light pen 

$7050 inc sales tax 

  

Review Unit from: Sigma Data Corporation, 157 Walker St, North Sydney, 
NSW 2060. (02) 436 3777. 
Branches in State capitals. 

Made By: 	 

Processor: 

Clock Speed: 

RAM: 

Oki Electric Co, Japan 

4 MHz 

64 Kbytes 

Z-80A 

including cursor blink rate, end-of-page 
wraparound, keyclicking and smooth 
scrolling, initial I/O assignments, serial 
port characteristics, printer parameters 
and other functions. 

Using this program, the hardware 
characteristics of the machine can be al-
most completely altered. 

Other utilities allowed use of a light pen 
for drawing on the screen, setting and dis-
playing the real-time clock, and memory 
testing. There is also a dumb terminal 
program which operates through the built-
in RS-232C interface. 

The screen emulates an 'enhanced' 
ADM-3 terminal under CP/M. This makes 
it a snap to install software such as Word-
Star and Supercalc, and is something that 
other Japanese manufacturers do not 
seem to realise the importance of. Exten-
sions allow escape sequences to set the 
colour, print the screen and other 
functions. 

Our test system included a demonstra-
tion copy of WordStar installed for two-
colour operation. The use of two colours 
made it particularly easy to distinguish 
WordStar's menus and messages from 
the text being edited. One problem arose 
with the internal printer's knowledge of 
page lengths conflicting with WordStar's: 
the printer would automatically form-feed 
every page, as well as accepting Word-
Star's sequence of line feeds to do the 
same thing. The result was a shambles! 

Plenty Of Software 
In addition, a wide range of software is 

available to run under CP/M. This inc-
ludes database managers such as 
dBASE II and FMS-80 (which we were 
able to see in operation), languages such 
as Pascal, PL/1, BASIC compiler, 
FORTRAN and others, and the well-
known Micropro range of WordStar, 
SpellStar, DataStar, CalcStar and 
Supersort. 

Optional accessories for the if-800 inc-
lude 20cm disks, a light pen, Centronics, 
RS-232C and IEEE-488 interface cards, 
and A/D and D/A cards. 

The demonstration programs we saw 
on the if-800 showed a number of interest-
ing applications, including graphing and 
plotting, time scheduling, computer art 
and game playing. Some of the graphics 
in particular are very impressive, and 
there is no doubt that there is a lot of 
potential for this machine in 'serious' busi-
ness use of colour graphics. 

Summing up, the Oki if-800 is a very 
interesting computer indeed. It is power-
ful, featuring an excellent extended 
BASIC as well as the ability to run CP/M 
and its wide range of software. Its 
fantastic graphics capability will attract 
many users. It is well engineered and repre-
sents good value for money. 
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The 'BULLET' Single Board 
Computer. 

cmkroP03) SPECIAL 3-PACK 
iNIfPN(:GflVGPA r(,N 

SOFTWARE SALE! 
ALL-STAR WORD 
PROCESSING PACK 

1. WordStar' 
2. MailMergem 
3. SpellStarm 

ALL-STAR DATA 
PROCESSING PACK 

1. Data Star 
2. CalcStarlTM 
3. SuperSortim 

801120%! $695 
LIMITED TIME ONLY! 

Not even Superman is faster than 
this speeding BULLET! 
• FULLY ASSEMBLED AND TESTED. 
• 4 mhz Z-80 A. 
• 1 28k RAM configured as two 48k banks, a 16k block common to both 

banks, (perfect for MP/M) and the remaining 16k implemented as a 
transparent disk cache buffer. 

• DMA disk controller supports up to four 8"; AND four 5" drives 
simultaneously in single and double density, single and double sided. 

• Utilising DMA for sector deblocking (memory to memory moves) 
makes disk operations more than 10 times faster than conventional 
CP/M implementations. 

• DMA channel available for use by all peripheral devices. 
• Keyboard type ahead buffer functional even during disk transfers. 
• Access to the internal buss for future expansion is via a 50 pin header. 
• Transparent bootstrap ROM enables booting from 5" or 8" disks. 
• PIO device provides 2 parallel ports implemented in firmware as 

a single Centronics interface. 
• 2 Asynch serial ports with full RS-232 handshaking and speeds to 

38,400 BPS. 
• Winchester interface provided (IMI compatiable). 
• Vectored priority interrupts available. 
• Real Time Clock. 
• Requires only 5 Volts at 1.5 Amp. All other required voltages are generated on board. 
• Size ... same as this page. 
• Fantastic value at only $995.00 (plus sales tax). 
Fully configured CP/M 2.2 to suit the 'BULLET' includes extra features for auto sensing drive density and 
single/double sided operation. The enhanced CCP adds new features to CP/M and improves some of 
the old ones. The iobyte is fully implemented. 

We can supply the 'BULLET' in a wide range of complete systems with 8" or 5" drives, terminals 
and printers. 
Dea er inquiries welcome. 

dBASE 

dBase II Demo $75 
dBase II Real $650 
Money Back Guarantee 
dBase ll now comes with 
"Zip" screen and report 
generator. We use dBase II 
ourselves, highly recommend 
and support it. 

Archive Computer Services Brisbane 
P. 0. Box 13, 23 Wagner Road, Clayfield, Qld 4011 (07) 262-2911 

Telex 44187 ARCHIV 
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SUPERCOMPUTER GOES MULTI USER 
THE WORLDS MOST 
POWERFUL CP/M 
COMPATIBLE 
COMPUTER. 

Dual 8 & 16 Bit 6MHz cpu to 
run CP/M & CP/M-86 or I/OS 
or 	MULTI/OS 	with 
SUPERAED offering features 
and 	expandability 	not 
equalled on any other system. 
*Available in two desk styles 
and desktop or 19" rack 
mount versions* 

igM MICROCOMPUTER 
PRODUCTS 

130 MILITARY RD, GUILDFORD 
NSW 2161. 
PHONE: (02) 681 4966 (4 LINES) 
TELEX AA70664 

AT LAST AED HAS ENTERED THE MULTI USER ARENA. BY IMPLEMENTING MULTI USER FACILITIES ON THE 
"SUPERCOMPUTER". 
WE HAVE AVOIDED IMPLEMENTING MULTI USER FOR THE LAST 2 YEARS BECAUSE WE BELIEVED 
INSUFFICIENT MULTI USER TECHNOLOGY HAD DEVELOPED FROM THE SYSTEM SOFTWARE HOUSES. THOSE 
MULTI USER OPERATING SYSTEMS THAT WERE WELL ENGINEERED EG. TURBODOS & OASIS WERE NOT 
COMPATIBLE WITH THE POPULAR CP/M AND WERE THEREFORE NOT ABLE TO OFFER VERY MUCH IN THE WAY 
OF END USER APPLICATION SOFTWARE SUPPORT. THE MULTI USER OPERATING SYSTEMS WHICH HAD 
CP/M COMPATIBILITY WERE NOT WELL ENGINEERED AND DID NOT HAVE TOTAL CP/M COMPATIBILITY EG. 
MP/M. 
DURING THE LAST 2 YEARS WE KEPT OUR EYES OPEN FOR AN OPERATING SYSTEM WHICH SATISFIED BOTH 
OF THESE REQUIREMENTS. IN AUGUST 1981 "INFOSOFT" AND THEIR MULTI/OS ATTRACTED OUR ATTENTION 
AND SUBSEQUENT INVESTIGATION REVEALED THAT "INFOSOFT" WAS IN FACT A SLEEPING GIANT THAT WAS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CREATION OF SUCH FAMOUS OPERATING SYSTEMS AS CREMENCO CDOS, S.D. 
SYSTEMS SDOS AND COSMOS AND MOSTEKS NEW MULTI USER AND NETWORK OPERATING SYSTEMS. 
"INFOSOFT" HAVE RECENTLY STARTED MARKETING THEIR OWN SINGLE USER, MULTI USER AND NETWORK 
OPERATING SYSTEMS UNDER THEIR OWN BANNER, IN NOVEMBER 1981 WE SENT AN ENGINEER TO INFOSOFT 
OFFICES IN CONNETICUT TO EXAMINE THEIR MULTI USER OPERATING SYSTEM IN DETAIL, HE DETERMINED 
THAT MULTI/OS HAD MANY TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES OVER THE ALTERNATIVES AND THAT IT WAS ALSO 
TOTALLY CP/M AND CDOS COMPATIBLE. SOME OF THE OTHER ADVANTAGES ARE THAT IT LEAVES A LARGE 
TRANSIENT PROGRAMME AREA FOR EACH END USER, IT HAS KEYBOARD TYPE AHEAD, LARGE DISK HANDLING, 
SUBDIRECTORIES, DEFAULT DRIVES F R COM FILES AND BATCH FILES ETC ETC ... 
WE DECIDED THAT AT LAST HERE WAS THE MULTI USER SYSTEM THAT AED AND ITS CLIENTS HAVE BEEN 
PATIENTLY LOOKING FOR. INFOSOFT WERE IMPRESSED BY THE SUCCESS OF OUR CP/M EXTENSION 
"SUPERAED" WHICH IS NOW BEING MARKETED BY SSM IN CALIFORNIA. INFOSOFT DECIDED TO INSTALL US 
AS THEIR SOLE REPRESENTATIVE IN AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND AND NEW GUINEA. 
AED IS NOW MAKING THESE OPERATING SYSTEMS AVAILABLE CONFIGURED ON THE SUPERCOMPUTER, ALSO 
THE CONFIGURATION PACKAGES ARE AVAILABLE TO OTHER OEM'S SO THAT THEY MAY IMPLEMENT THEM ON 
THEIR OWN MACHINES. 
THE SUCCESS OF THE "SUPERCOMPUTER" HAS LEAD TO SALES AS FAR AWAY AS TONGA AND MEXICO. 
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THE SUPERCOMPUTER AND ITS OPERATING SYSTEMS WRITE TO US OR 
CALL US AND ARRANGE A DEMO. 

THE MOS,  POWERFUL SIOC CPM SYSTEM IN THE WORLD 



Applegar !ng Action 
I'VE BEEN having fun with several new 
games lately, even if my boss is starting to 
question the value of the time I spend on 
research. 

The problem is there are so many new 
products coming up all the time — he'll 
just have to understand that informing 
Your Computer readers comes first.. 

The first one I looked at is Swashbuck-
ler, from Datamost. Swashbuckler is a fun 
game in which you, the swordsman, are 
constantly being attacked by pirates, 
rogues, snakes, scorpions, spiders and 
rats. 

The game uses the keyboard. Keys I, J, 
K, L and M are used to control your sabre 
and the actions you take with it, while keys 
A, S and D control your movement. The 
game, in high-res colour, is easy to learn, 
yet as time passes the opposition gets 
better and more aggressive. 

The documentation is adequate as 
there is very little instruction needed. The 
game has fairly good graphics, although 
they are limited to a few scenes with simi-
lar action. 

To start you need to advance towards a 
pirate to engage him in combat. Care 
needs to be taken — he can kill you. If you 
succeed you then turn around to face 
another attacker at your rear. They keep 
coming at you, in increasing levels of skill 
and increasingly rapidly, as you work your 
way up the score-chart. 

The various animals bob up at the most 
inopportune times to confuse you — you 
have to get them before they get you... 

Swashbuckler is a different game in an 
age where so many programs are similiar 
to some other programs. I like the game 
and found it entertaining. It certainly is a 
good program for the younger Apple 
owners. 

One bug I found with the program is that 
after you kill two opponents you can keep 
you sword unsheathed and in the thrust 
position — the next opponent will walk 
directly into the sword and be killed. 

Fun Foosball 
This is another computer simulation of 

an old arcade game. Foosball was one of 
the old-style mechanical games often 
found at the agricultural shows or seedy 
pinball parlours of the pre-Space Invader 
vintage — the 'A little dab will do ya' days. 

In the original version Foosball was  

known as socc or football and con-
sisted of a machir,a with up to six handles 
a side to which five or six soccer players 
were attached. You furiously spun the 
handles so that the men attached would 
kick the ball towards the opposition goal. It 
was a game which required skill and fast 
reflexes. 

It the Apple version the paddles are 
used to rotate the handles and kick the 
ball into the goal. 

I was surprised that someone came out 
with a computer variation and was scepti-
cal as to its interest value. I am still not 
completely convinced of the value of the 
game in the computer format — then 
again, I didn't do too well when I played it 
against some of my work colleagues. 

I'm told it was a big hit in the Your Com-
puter office, where they seem to be 
spending all their time lately 'testing' a 
whole pile of the new games sent in for 
review by Imagineering. 

your computer 

SOFTWARE REVIEW 
A Sirius Minotaur 

Minotaur is another game from that pro-
lific crowd at Sirius. This is an arcade style 
game based on the maze concept. 

It has four levels. Each of these levels is 
a maze in itself. Each of the four levels is 
connected by stairways, some going up 
and down, others only one way. 

You have up to 99 lives to explore the 
maze. At each point you can see about 
five percent of the maze you are on. You 
are armed with a laser sword which helps 
you against the nasties you encounter on  

your foolish endeavour. 
You can acquire more lives along the 

way although you can never accumulate 
more than 99. When you do battle with a 
monster you can lose a life or two or more 
depending on the strength of the monster. 

The monsters vary from wandering 
types like Furies and Skeletons to the 
personal henchmen of the Minotaur, the 
Charon. The other fixed monsters which 
are found only in certain places are the 
dragon snakes, cyclops centaurs and 
cobras. 

Actually, to digress at this point, I am 
amazed at the ability of various software 
authors to devise names for these mythi-
cal beasts — some actually put Tolkien to 
shame with their inventiveness. 

Despair not, there are some traditional 
allies who will help you build up you 
strength; the fair Virgin, who allocates 
more lives, and surprisingly the Skulls. My 
theory on this is that these are the skulls of 
less fortunate adventurers and that they 
are trying to avenge their own demise by 
giving you the power to defeat the 
Minotaur. 

Tools which assist you include: Clubs 
— you can break down walls and go 
through floors; Elixirs — which assist you 
to leave your body and travel through the 
maze as a spirit (however there are dan-
gers to this); and Wings — these give you 
the ability to fly above the maze you are on 
and to get a perspective of where you are. 

Minotaur is not easy at first and takes 
some time to master. It can be played with 
a keyboard, joystick or paddle. There are 
five speeds. 

It is a good game, interesting and time-
consuming — a very good variation on the 
maze theme. 

Pursuit Of The Graf Spee 
In the aftermath of WW1 the Germans 

were restricted by the Treaty of Versailles 
to construction of warships of 10,000 tons 
or less. This was assumed to mean that 
they would be unable to build ships more 
powerful than a typical cruiser mounting 
six inch guns, no match for the battleships 
of the British which could carry guns as 
large as sixteen inches. 

As Hitler's Germany rearmed it still 
faced these constraints. Its answer was 
ships such as the Graf Spee, which had 
heavier armour than a cruiser and carried 
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eleven inch guns, almost as big as those 
of the heaviest battleships. 

Intended as a commerce raider, the 
Graf Spee was meant to prey on the con-
voys of merchant ships which kept Britain 
supplied with vital materials, while being 
more than a match for any opposition less 
than battleship status. It was a pocket 
battleship. 

Pursuit Of The Graf Spee is a simula-
tion of the hunt for and eventual destruc-
tion of the Admiral Graf Spee, and bears a 
conceptual relationship to the game Com-
puter Bismarck, also from SSI. Most of the 
time the computer displays a map of the 
South Atlantic which shows the coasts of 
South America and Africa with British or 
neutral ports. 

The map is divided by a square grid, 
ships are represented by a single letter 
code and the density of merchant ship-
ping is represented by varying numbers of 
white dots in each square. Also shown are 
the date, turn (AM or PM), and the 
weather. 

The rule book the game provides two 
reference sheets which are very nicely 
produced and contain all sorts of essential 
information. The rules themselves are 
clearly written and relatively quite simple. 
The game can be for two players or 
solitaire. 

All the games I played were solitaire, 
thus the Germans were controlled by the 
computer. 

The campaign game starts on the first 
of December, 1939, with 12 allied ships 
including two aircraft carriers and one bat-
tleship, looking for the Graf Spee and its 
supply ship the Altmark. 

The position of the Graf Spee is 
unknown and remains so until it attacks a 
merchant ship. Each unfortunate victim 
has a 50 percent chance of sending a 
radio message giving the position of its 
attacker. 

On playing the game for the first time a 
few truths become apparent to the British 
player. One is that 12 ships is not a lot 
considering the territory. Also the British 
must always keep one eye on the fuel 
situation. Rushing around madly is very 
costly. However, sooner or later a position 
for the Graf Spee will be known, most 
likely from the last report of a merchant 
ship. This is when the fun begins. 

The British must manoeuvre as quickly 
as possible to the general area to look for 
the Graf Spee. However any British ship 
has three times its normal chance (ad-
justed for weather) of finding something 
when it is in patrol mode — that is, not 
moving that turn. 

If the Graf Spee should be spotted then 
the display switches to the tactical mode. 
This, while visually sparse, gives one all 
the necessary information to slog it out 
with the Graf Spee, however at this stage 
another fact becomes painfully obvious —  

the Graf Spee is superior, leaving aside 
the battleships or aircraft carriers to any 
two or possibly three of your ships. Its 
eleven inch shells can penetrate the ar-
mour of most British ships at up to 28,000 
yards, whereas those of your ships with 
six inch guns must get to within 6,000-
8,000 yards to do significant damage. 

Those of your fleet with eight inch guns 
do damage at 12-16,000 yards depending 
on where they hit. This disparity is what 
gives the Graf Spee such an advantage. 
Naturally this disappears if the British can 
stay afloat long enough to close the range. 

There are a number of factors at work in 
even deciding whether to engage in com-
bat, let alone how to manage such. It is 
here that the reference charts are essen-
tial. A thorough reading is recommended 
before the game. 

At one stage a 'lucky' French light 
cruiser emerged from a fog bank very 
close to the Graf Spee. Siezing this ch-
ance for glory, it sped in to deliver a crippl-
ing blow with its torpedoes, only to dis-
cover that due to what must have been a 
rather severe period of French fiscal con-
straint, it was not equipped with them 
(shades of Argentina). Needless to say, 
such parsimony was rewarded as the 
Germans used a minimum of shells to sink 
the hapless ship. 

The other option for the game is the 
December 13th, or historical scenario 
which recreates the situation of the Battle 
of the River Plate in which the British ships 
Ajax, Achilles and Exeter fought the Graf 
Spee. 

Program: 

Made By: 

Available for: 

Reviewed By: 

The game starts with the sighting of the 
Graf Spee and goes immediately into the 
tactical mode. The computer has the Graf 
Spee turn away and run at top speed so if 
the British want to follow it is a long and 
dangerous chase. 

I fought this scenario twice; on one oc-
casion the Graf Spee was sunk without 
the loss of any of the three British ships 
although they were severely damaged. 
On the other, the Graf Spee sank all three 
opponents without sustaining major dam-
age. On the balance of probabilities the 
second would seem more likely to occur 
than the first. 

Historically the British did damage the 
Graf Spee, though receiving much more 
punishment in return. The Graf Spee 
made for the neutral port of Montevideo 
where, three days later, believing himself 
to be now blockaded by heavily superior 
British forces, the commander of the Graf 
Spee scuttled the ship and shot himself. 

The game can take from between one 
to two hours, depending on the scenario 
chosen and the amount of tactical fighting. 
The rules and commands are quite sim-
ple, the challenge lying in the strategic use 
of the ships. 

It is also possible to select from one of 
four levels of difficulty and to have the 
combat decided off-line — that is, by use 
of naval miniatures, pistols at dawn or 
whatever. 

The game provides a good strategic 
simulation with an adequate tactical one, 
the tactical game getting full marks for 
speed. 

Very good 	Good 	Poor 

1.0 

Games Software Report Card 

Pursuit of the Graf Spee 

Strategic Simulations 

Apple II 48K disk 

Greg Whiley/Peter Sandys 

Ratings: 	 Excellent 

Ease of Use:  	 fro 

Speed: 

Entertainment value 	 ✓ 

Educational value: 

Documentation: 

Value-for-money: 	 1.0 

Suitable for (ages): 10 — 110 

Price: 	 $6995 

Review Unit from: Strategic Simulations Inc, California 
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IBM 
PERSONAL 
COMPUTER 

C3 

co) HITACHI 
PEACH 

SIGMA/OKI 

your 
IBM per5onal 

computer 

At Cybernetics Research we try to give you the best. We are broadening our retail 
base to offer you more, but we sell only those machines we have evaluated and 
believe to be the best on the market. Our advisory and software backup services have 
made us a lot of friends, too. And if we don't have what you want we'll do our best to 
get it for you. At the moment we are very excited about the IBM Personal Computer. 
We have a demonstration machine and we are looking at delivery three weeks from 
date of order. 

Software, service and printers of your choice. 

120 LAWSON STREET, REDFERN 2016. P.O. BOX 138, CH PPENDALE 2008 
TELEPHONES: (02) 698-8286, (02) 699-3690 



VIC SOFT 	ey 
EXPANDER BOARD 	v. No 
FOR VIC 20 COLOUR COMPUTER 

Over 100 software cassettes available from $12 and $14 inc: 
• Alien Blitz 	• Pac-man 	• City Bombers 
• Dragon Maze 	• Hangman 	• Minefield 
• Victrek (8K) 	• Fuel Pirates 	• ICB Mission 
• Lazer Blitz 	• Amok 	 • Star Wars 
• Indy 500 	• Loan Analyser 	• Submarine 
• Master Wit 	• Othello 	 and others 

3K, 8K, 16K RAM CARTRIDGES, JOYSTICKS 

0 SOON  40 COLUMN CONVERTERS!! 

igapple BOOKS AND REFERENCE MANUALS 

THE GRAPHICS MAGICIAN 
Professional Graphics for your programs 

BUSINESS FORECAST MODEL 
Income Statement, Balance Sheet, Cash Flow, Finance 

Ratios, Assets & Depreciation, Sales and Cost of Goods. 
TAX ASSESSMENT PROGRAMME with printout. 
Computing Stationery, Service Centre, Diskettes. 

COMPUTER SYSTEM SPECIALISTS 

Computer Focus 
4/224 George Street, Liverpool. (02) 600 8222 

LATEST APPLE/IMAGINEERING SOFTWARE 
OF THE MONTH 48K TO 256K 

*COMPLETE* 
Apple II Package 

Your Computer's Office Apple 
Ready-to-run Business System 

64K Apple with Pascal and CP/M 
• Printer and Communications Interfaces 

• 132-Column Epson MX-100 Printer 
• Two disk drives (third available) 

• Sanyo Green-Screen Monitor 
• 80-column Video 

This machine is near-new, excellent condition, and 
fault-free. All-up it's worth well over $7000, but we'll take 
$4900. We will consider selling individual pieces. Contact 

Matt Whelan, managing editor, on (02) 662-8888. 

EVER HAD one of those days when prob-
lems kept on appearing? If your problems 
were disk failures, then we may have 
found something here to help you. 

Even if you don't have a penchant to-
wards Cecil, the delicate chappie pictured 
on the manual's cover, and don't carry 
diskettes around in your handbag (which 
might be the cause of his problems), you 
may still find this package of four separate 
programs useful. 

Each of the four programs is extremely 
well documented, and although they are 
obviously written by different people (be-
cause of the differing command formats), 
they complement each other in function. 
None of them is the type of program you 
would need to use every day, so it is im-
portant that the explanation of commands 
be fairly concise but informative. 

Each of the programs has a tutorial in 
the manual, plus some very interesting 
detail on various aspects of disk structure. 

Some of the explanations get right 
down to the bits-and-bytes level, so if you 
are not up to that sort of thing, you might 
be well advised to stay clear. However, if 
you feel that you would like to find out 
more about the way the system controls 
the physical recording of data on a dis-
kette, then this product not only provides 

By Caroline Christie 

some detailed information in this area, but 
also some tools to fiddle around with the 
disks at the most basic level. 

The four programs provided are TRAX, 
INIT, ZAP and FIXCAT. 

TRAX will read any track from a diskette 
and display the data on the screen, high-
lighting any anomalies in sector format-
ting, checksum errors and the like (if it is 
not too confused by what it finds). 

INIT allows you to format any or all 
tracks on a diskette, and will attempt to 
preserve readable data on a track (if you 
so desire) so that a single unreadable 
sector can be formatted without the loss of 
any other data on the diskette. The other 
main function of this program is to allow 
you to specify the physical order of sec-
tors on a track. The objective of this is to 
decrease the load time for sequential files, 
and is explained in detail in the manual. 

The third program, ZAP, is the most 
complex of them all and therefore the 
hardest to learn how to use. 

The basic function is to allow the modifi-
cation of any part of the disk. The com-
mands available with which to do this look 
quite complicated at first glance, (but0ok a  

general understanding is gained it is pos-
sible to do some useful things (and also 
some disastrous ones) without too much 
effort. 

The last of the suite, FIXCAT, provides 
a simple catalog check and fix-up proce-
dure. Other functions provided by this 
program are the recovery of 'lost' files on a 
disk, removing the DOS boot image from 
the first 2 tracks of the disk (every bit of 
storage space counts), and the correction 
of the VTOC freespace map. 

Not only do these programs provide 
some extremely useful functions, but also 
the authors have some fascinating ap-
proaches to 'user friendliness'. 

When using INIT, it is not necessary to 
type in any answers to questions. It is only 
a matter of 'rotating' through the given 
values with the left and right arrow keys 
until the desired answer is displayed. 

The FIXCAT program asks you how 
long you want it to wait after writing each 
question on the screen before using the 
default answer to each question. In this 
way, by setting the value at 1 second, it is 
possible to leave it to answer all its own 
questions, and run through all its tests. 

The documentation provides some in-
teresting details of the function of disket-
tes and a complete description of the func-
tion and commands for each program. My 
only warnings to potential users are — do 
NOT, under any circumstances, attempt 
to find the cartoons funny and, second, 
watch out for Cec... 

Need A Bag Of Tricks? 
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SUPER LOW RATES! 

HOME VIDEO LIBRARY 

ALL MOVIES DISPLAYED IN STOCK 

WAITING LISTS - A THING OF THE PAST! 

PERSONAL SERVICE AND ATTENTION FROM THE WARLORD 
JOIN OUR VIDEO LIBRARY NOW — FULLY COMPUTERISED MEMBERSHIPS! 

Warlord Home Video. 
Head Office: 345 Clovelly Road. 
Clovelly N.S.W. 02 - 665 5368 

• 
,Warlord Home Video. 

71 Beecroft Road. 
Epping N.S.W. 02 - 86 5973 

Warlord Home Video. 
359 The Kingsway, 

Caringbah N.S.W. 02 - 525 2758 
• 

Galaxy Home Video. 
14-16 Queen Victoria Street. 

Kogarah N.S.W. 02 • 587 9223 

Warlord Home Video.  
• 13976 Logan Road. 
Mt. Gravatt OLD. 07 • 349 8373 

• 
Warlord Home Video. 
Shop 9, The Centre 

19.21 Main Street. Beenleigh OLD 

FRANCHISES AVAILABLE — CONTACT US NOW. 

WARLORD SLASHES THROUGH THE HOME VIDEO MOVIE PROBLEM 



your computer 

tutorial 

Basic For Birdwatchers 
Part X 

This month, in the quest for ever 
more efficient means of storage, 
Les Bell introduces linked lists 
and binary trees. 

SO FAR, in our search for efficient means 
of disk storage, we have looked at straight 
(linear) lists, sorted lists, indexed lists and 
a variety of access methods such as 
hashing and binary searching. All of these 
work quite well in certain applications, but 
they each have drawbacks. 

However, considerably more powerful 
techniques are still available to us (there's 
more to this computer science than meets 
the eye!). These include various kinds of 
more refined dynamic data structures 
such as linked lists and the several var-
ieties of trees. The basic key to under-
standing these is the idea of the linked list. 

In a linked list, each record (or node) 
contains at least one extra field; this con-
tains information about where to find the 
next record. The information depends 
upon the particular implementation and 
computer. 

For example, in a linked list which is 
maintained completely in memory, the link 
pointer may contain an address, while a 
linked list which forms part of a disk 
operating system may contain track and 
sector numbers. 

Let's look at a linked list in memory. To 
choose an example near to our hearts, 
we'll examine the way that a typical 
BASIC interpreter stores the lines you 
type into it. 

Typically, the BASIC interpreter lives at 
the bottom end of memory, extending up 
for, say, 16K or so. At the top end of mem-
36 

ory is the microprocessor's stack. In bet-
ween is a space of 24K or so which must 
hold your program, all variables including 
strings, and disk buffers. 

As you can imagine, some sophistica-
ted techniques are used to get the best out 
of that memory space. 

Now let's think about the problems the 
BASIC interpreter encounters as you type 
in your program. Each line is numbered, 
and if you've been good and written your 
program out on paper first, then you'll type 
them out in order without any mistakes. 
Storing such a program internally is a 
cinch — just a straight sequential list will 
do the job. 

However, BASIC is rather more ac-
comodating than that, and allows lines to 
be entered in any order. What would you 
do if a line was to be inserted into a linear 
list? Push down all the following lines, 
character by character, as the new line is 
typed in? If you do, you'll find that your 
typing speed will be very slow as you enter 
a line at the beginning of a long program. 
In fact, some word processors suffer from 
this very problem. 

Linked Lists To The Rescue 
Similar problems arise when replacing 

a line or editing it to make it either shorter 
or longer. There has to be a better way. 
And there is — linked lists to the rescue! 

Suppose we store our lines in the fol-
lowing way: The first part of a line is the 
line number, stored as an integer. Next 
comes the address of the next line in 
memory, also stored as an integer. Third, 
we store the line itself, either as text or in 
some compressed form. This is shown 
diagramatically in Figure 1. 

Here we have a five-line BASIC prog- 

ram stored in memory, as the interpreter 
sees it. The interpreter has an internal 
memory location which knows the loca-
tion of the first line. 

Usually, after you type 'NEW', this will 
always be in the same location, but if you 
normally start your programs at line 100, 
then later add a line 95, this will change 
(think about it). 

Thereafter, each line actually contains 
the address of the following one, rather 
like a thread linking them all together. 
Finally, the last line of the program will 
have a link value of zero, to tell the in-
terpreter that it is the last (a BASIC line 
could never be placed at location 0). 

On drawings of lists, a link to zero is 
always shown as the electrical 'earth' 
symbol. 

Now, adding a line onto the end of the 
program is very easy. We simply insert it 
somewhere (anywhere within reason) in 
memory, with a link field of zero, and 
change the link field of the old last line to 
contain the address of the new one. See 
figure 2. 

Inserting into a linked list is almost as 
easy. First we look at the line before the 
insertion point, and store its link value into 
the new line. Then we set its link to point to 
the new line, and that's it. The result is 
shown in figure 3. 

Now, in the figures so far, I've shown 
the lists as proceeding in an orderly man-
ner down the page. If the program lines 
are typed in sequentially, that's the way 
the list will grow in memory. Note, though, 
that the lines will be 'butted up' tightly 
against each other with no room between 
them for a line to be inserted. 

This means that a line will normally be 
placed at the end of the list, but linked in in 
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BASIC INTERPRETER 

     

 

LINE NO I  LINK 	TEXT   

 

  

LINE NO I 	LINK 
	

TEXT 

  

  

LINE NO LINK 	TEXT 

TEXT LINE NO 	LINK 

LINE NO 	LINK TEXT 

Figure 1. Basic program stored as a linked list. 

LINE NO I 	LINK 	I TEXT 

Cl LINE NO I 	LINK 	I TEXT 

sN 
—/— 

LINE NO I 	LINK 	I 

1")  

TEXT 	<— NEW LINE 

  

Figure 2. Appending to a linked list. 

exactly the same way. Although it is physi-
cally located at the end of the list, when 
the interpreter executes or lists the prog-
ram by tracing its way along the links, the 
line will appear in its correct position. See 
figure 4 for a graphic representation of 
this. 

Deleting a node from a linked list is 
straightforward too; it's the reverse of in-
sertion. We look at the node preceding the 
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one to be deleted, and copy the link from 
the one to be deleted into its predecessor. 
That's it. 

Of course, it leaves a 'hole' in memory 
where the line used to be. This will be 
wasted space unless we do something 
about it. The answer is to grab the space 
back by appending it onto another list, 
consisting of deleted lines, and known as 
the 'free list'. 

From now on, if a line is to be inserted, 
we can quickly check down the free list to 
find a space which will accomodate it. If 
one is found, we put the line into it and 
delete it from the free list, inserting it into 
the program list. 

Of course, lines will not usually be ex-
actly the same length as the spaces they 
occupy, leaving a few bytes spare. And as 
a program grows in memory, so will the 
free list. The free list will also consist of 
progressively smaller and smaller, and 
consequently less useable, spaces. 

Eventually, the machine runs out of 
space, and something has to be done ab-
out it. 

Collecting The Garbage 
The answer is garbage collection. With-

out the aid of any glad bags, a program 
called the garbage collector runs down 
the free list collecting up the spaces, and 
at the same time packing up the program 
lines to eliminate the spaces between 
them. 

This repacks the program more tightly 
and collects all the itty-bitty spaces into 
one useable lump. 

By this stage it should come as no 
surprise to you to learn that BASIC stores 
its strings in exactly the same way. As you 
concatenate, delete and otherwise work 
with strings, they are moved around on a 
linked list, and there is an associated free 
list. 

If you're running out of string space, 
the garbage collector will come along and 
re-shuffle everything into a tighter con-
figuration. 

This is why storing machine code prog-
rams as strings and then using the VAR-
PTR function to access them can some-
times cause you grief; the garbage col-
lector is quite likely to arbitrarily shift your 
program out of the way and put something 
else in its place. 

Incidentally, for those who think that 
garbage collection and linked lists are 'big 
machine' techniques, the HP-41C pocket 
calculator uses just this method to cram 
programs into memory, which is why it can 
sometimes down tools and display 
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Figure 3. Inserting into a linked list. 
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Figure 4. A more realistic view of insertion into a linked list. 

'PACKING' or 'WORKING' for 20 seconds 
or so. Garbage collection is a slow pro-
cess on any computer. 

Putting The Concept To Work 
We could quite easily apply the idea of 

linked lists to a mailing list or similar prog-
ram. When FIELDing up a record, we 
would merely have to provide an extra 
field for the link. After reading the first 
record of the file we can then carry on by 
putting the link field into a variable and 
then doing a GET using that variable to 
index into the file. 

By repeating the process, we can read 
through the file in alphabetical order. In-
serting records into the file is quite easy, 
and only requires a few random reads and 
writes, so it's quite quick. 

The problem arises when we try to ran-
domly access the file. There's just no way 
it can be done! The records aren't in con-
secutive order, and there's no way hash-
ing or binary search will get us near the 
record we want. So for applications where 
fast random access is required count 
linked lists out. 

On the other hand, you can't rule linked 
lists out totally, since there is no reason 
why you can't maintain a table of extra 
links into the middle of the list; say, 25 
extra links, one for each letter of the al-
phabet. Then you can perform a sequen-
tial search on just a section of the list —
something you can get away with on small 
lists. 

Other advantages of linked lists: they 
make it easy to join lists together or break 
one apart; common information can be 
shared (for example, two people with dif-
ferent names can share one address); 
clever schemes with multiple links and 
tables of links can be constructed. 

As an example of the last, consider the 
case in a line-oriented text editor, where 
you may want to look backwards through 
a text. In this case, an extra link field can 
be added, which gives the address of the 
preceding line, as well as the successor. 
Now sequential access is possible in both 
directions. 

The idea of doing tricks with links leads 
on naturally to the subject of trees. So far, 
all the data structures we've discussed 
have been linear; that is, they have one 
beginning and one end. Trees don't work 
that way. 

Suppose we define a record for a 
person whose surname is Michaels, and 
we make this the first record in a file. We  

can always access the first record by just 
reading the file. Suppose we define two 
link fields, each of which leads further into 
the file (obviously) and one of which is for 
names lexicographically less than our first 
record, and the other for names greater 
than it. 

Suppose we follow down to the 'left', to 
the names starting with letters before M, 
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Figure 5. Deletion of a line from a linked list. 
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Figure 6. A simple binary tree of names. 

- - 	 - TRAVERSAL PATH 

and find that this takes us to a node for a 
Mr. Green. Now taking the 'right' link, we 
wind up with Mr Johnson. At this stage, 
the right node is zero, so we now know 
that Mr Lessing, for whom we were 
searching, is not on file. Why? 

Look at Figure 6. This shows a simple 
binary tree for a few names and addres-
ses. If you think back to our earlier discus-
sion on binary searching, you will see a 
certain similarity between that technique 
and searching a binary tree. 

Notice, from the drawing, that binary 
trees grow upside down. The topmost 
node, that for Michaels, is known as the 
root node, and the nodes below it are 
known as sons (or daughters, if you feel 
that way). Two nodes with the same 
parent are known as brothers, sisters, or 
siblings, depending upon your pref-
erence. 

The left link points to a son which has a 
lexicographic value less than the parent, 
while the right link points to a son of grea-
ter (or equal) lexicographic value. 

Now, how could one get an alphabetic 
listing of such a data structure. This is 
known as traversing the tree, and is really 
quite a simple process (though it probably 
gave its discoverer a few sleepless 
nights). 

The process begins with the root node. 
Start at the left link of the node. If there is a 
son, move down to it. If there is not, print 
the contents of the node, and then move 
to the right link. If there is a son there, go to 
it. Otherwise, climb back up (down?) the 
branch that brought you there. 

Repeat this process for every node vis-
ited, and the result will be an alphabetic 
listing! The process is shown diagramati-
cally in Figure 6. Basically it involves 
climbing down the left side of every link 
and up the right side, printing each node's 
contents as you pass across its underside 
between the left and right links. This 
sounds complicated but is actually quite 
simple. 

Unfortunately, this is the kind of thing 
that BASIC does not shine at; other 
languages do it much better. However, 
next month we shall tackle the job of grow-
ing a binary tree, traversing it and even 
pruning it. 	 C 
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ELISTEIREE0 TEEHMLOOf 
A MEMBER OF THE ENSIGN SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL GROUP 

* IBM &*PANASO 
COMPUTER 

ELECTRONIC DISK 
This program is an upgrade to the I.B.M. P.C. 
DOS to permit the use of extended capacity disk 
drives and allow RAM memory to be used as an 
Electronic Disk Drive. 
This program will create the equivalent of a disk 
drive in your extra RAM memory. 	$75.95 

!SAM DATABASE 
INCLUDING A NAME 
AND ADDRESS 
DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM 
ISAM (Indexed Sequential Access Method) provides 
keyed access to data files for reading, writing, updating 
and deleting records within the file. 
The whole purpose for storing information on the 
computer is to have the computer manage the 
information, print reports, and find upon request any 
particular piece of information. A good analogy is a 
public library where hundreds of books have been 
organised to make it easy to find any particular book. 
ISAM will be the librarian who possesses efficient skill 
in storing and retrieving records (books) in a file 
(library) by a record's "Key". A file of addresses can be 
stored using the name as the record's key. Any 
particular record is then retrieved by specifying the 
name. The actual location of a record within the file is 
of no concern to the user or the application. ISAM 
interfaces directly to your Basic programs through a 
few variables. Accessing ISAM is a simple as execut-
ing a call to a basic subroutine. 
ISAM represents state-of-the-art software by using 
sophisticated techniques in its data architecture, sort-
ing, searching, updating, dynamic disk space manage-
ment, record buffering, searching by full key or by 
partial key, sequential retrieval in both a forward and 
backward direction, and accessing up to seven ISAM 
files simultaneously. 
You also get a complete NAME AND ADDRESS 
program that demonstrates ISAMs simplicity and 
power. 
FEATURES: 
OPEN FILE 
	

GET RECORD BY KEY 
CLOSE FILE 
	

GET NEXT RECORD 
ADD RECORD 
	

GET PREVIOUS RECORD 
DELETE RECORD GET FIRST RECORD 
UPDATE RECORD GET LAST RECORD 
SORT FILE BY KEY SHOW FILE STATISTICS 

$75.95 

NIC PERSONAL 
SOFTWARE 
CROSS REFERENCE 
Will list your basic program and print all of the variables 
used in the program. The line numbers following each 
variable are the lines on which the variable is used. 
The program also cross references all line referencing 
statements such as GOTO, GOSUB, ON-GOTO, 
ON-GOSUB, IF-THEN-ELSE, and RESTORE. You 
can easily determine if a line number is referenced by 
another part of the program. 
The listing can be sent to the screen, the IBM parallel 
printer, or to a serial printer. 
EXAMPLE: PROGRAM LISTING 
820 Q$ = N$; J = 1; QL = 157 
830 IF J> QL THEN Q = 0; RETURN 
840 QM = (J 	QL)/2 
850 IF Q$<Q$ (QM) THEN QL = QM +1 : GOTO 830 
860 IF Q$<Q$ (QM) THEN QL = QM — 1: GOTO 

830 
870 0 = 1: RETURN 
CROSS REFERENCE LISTING 
2 	830 FROM 	850 860 
4 	J 	  820 830 840 850 
1 	N$ 	  820 
2 	Q 	  830 870 
3 	Q$ 	  820 850 860 
2 	Q$( ) 	  850 860 
4 	QL 	  820 830 840 860 
5 	QM 	  840 850 850 860 860 
END OF LISTING 	 $29.95 

MINIMUM REQUIRED SYSTEM CONFIGURATION: 
I IBM-PC WITH 48K MEMORY. 
✓ 1 DISK DRIVE, DOS AND DISK BASIC. 
✓ EITHER MONOCHROME OR COLOR/GRAPHICS 

GAMES PACKAGE 1 
is a collection of 10 great games to play on your 
IBM-PC. Even though you may have purchased your 
IBM for "Work", these games turn the computer into a 
fun machine for the whole family. Includes games for 
both youngsters and adults. 
QUBIC: Tic-tac-toc-toe for four in a row. 
OTHELLO: Strategic moves capture the IBM's pieces. 
KINGDOM: Manage your peasants and knights. 
CRIBBAGE: Popular card game against the IBM. 
BLACK BOX: Solve the mystery with ray-gun clues. 
SPACE TREK: Rid the galaxy of Klingons. 
BLACK JACK: Las Vegas style card game of 21. 
MASTER MIND: Guess the code combination. 

$35.95 

FOR THE EXIDY SORCERER 
— EZY FILE 2 

Features include: fields of up to 20 
* Expansion of fields on-board screen editor. 
* Save files in format you wish. 
* Directory for disk users. 
* Save all or parts of file. 
* Expanded report features. 
* Print field in any order or position. 
* Up to 30 descriptors 
Plus more $65.95 
(Ezy file 1— upgrade $30.00) 

CONVERTER 
Convert basic programs to text files under CP/M 
so that they must easily be modified to run under 
disk basics, $25.95. 

Software Available 

CHOMP $21.95 

• 
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ASTRO ATTACKER $21.95 

ASTRO ATTACKER 

4,10 
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BOWLING LEAGUE 
STATISTICS MANAGER 
This package maintains all bowling league statistics 
and memberships, computes individual handicaps and 
team standings, and prints various reports. This is the 
ideal system for a league secretary. 
EARN MONEY by using your IBM and this software 
package to maintain league statistics for several of the 
bowling leagues in your community. 
Printed reports can be sent to the screen, the IBM 
parallel printer, or to a serial printer. 	$99.95 

Software Available Shortly 
Astro Attacker 	 Ledger System 
Basic Tutorial 	 Invoice & Statement package 
Chomp (Pacman) 	Stocks and Commodities 
Alien Invaders 	 Executive Calendar 
Frog 	 Lawyer Billing. 

MISSILE DEFENCE $19.95 

* IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corpora- 
tion. 	 j 	"  

* IBM and Panasonic are authorised names. 

See other issues of "Your Computer'Torother -oftware  descriptions. 
Call or write for our free catalogue which includes a greater 

CUSTOMIZED TECHNOLOGY 
Phone: 1021799 6373 	 P.O.BOX 461 

ASHFIELD N.S.W. 2131 

range of products. 
Source I.D. TCY654 
THE AUSTRALIAN BEGINNING. 
ID. WEIRPOBOASHF 

CLISTOrtli40/1A 
TECHFIOLOGY 
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Where to get the world's first full colour 
fultpower computer for $399. 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

PERTH: Abacus Calculators, 4/863 
Hay St. (09) 322 1298 
INGLEWOOD: Inglewood Business 
Machines. Suite 3/870 Beaufort St 
(09) 271 7169 
LEEDERVILLE: J. H. Bruining 
Computers. 131A Cambridge St. 
(09) 381 2070 
MIDLAND: Lion Electronics. 314 
Great Eastern Hwy. (09) 274 4519 
SUBIACO: Micro Applications, Suite 
1, 25 Hamilton SI. (09) 381 4398 
PERTH: Micro Data Pty. Ltd., 25 
Brisbane St. (09) 328 1179 
GERALDTON: Pombe Pty. Ltd., 38 
Marine Tee. (09) 921 5272 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 

ADEALIDE: Computer Imports P/L, 
220 Morphett St (08) 211 8146 
ADELAIDE: Aquis Australia P/L. 185 
Pin St (08) 223 1900 
MILE END: Compucom Pty. Ltd., 
117A Henley Beach Rd. 
(08) 43 7981 
KENT TOWN: Computer Campus. 
I 1 Rundle St. (08) 42 4826 
GLENELG: Sargent Electronics Pit., 
6 Moseley St. (08) 294 6188  

ADELAIDE: Southern Info & 
Robotics. 55 Hindley SI. 
(08) 212 7936 
MT GAMBIER: Hutchessons 
Comms. Centre, 5 Elizabeth St. 
(087) 25 6404 
WHYALLA: Gulf Communications. 6 
Walls St. (086) 45 0208 
RENMARK: Lawton Electrical, 7 
Renmark Ave. (085) 86 6682 

NEW SOUTH WALES 

ORANGE: Calare Data Systems, 39 
Sales St. (063) 62 6811 
NEWCASTLE: Cenco Computer 
Systems, 

2902  
Shop 4, 767 Hunter St 

(049) 69  
MAYFIELD: Computer Cellar Pty 
Ltd , 136 Maitland Rd. (049) 67 5700 
PORT MACQUARIE: Central Coast 
Bus Mach , The Hub Centre. 
Bellhowne (065) 83 2035 
TAMWORTH: LST Electronics, 11 
Fitzroy St. (067) 66 3162 
TAMWORTH: Pacific Accounting 
Systems, 515 Peel St. 
(067) 66 5122 

WOLLONGONG: L & B Radio TV & 
Hifi, 250 Crown St (042) 28 6911 
ALBURY: Special Office Equipment, 
535 Hume St. (060) 21 4481 
LISMORE: Parry's Office Supplies, 
25 Molesworth St (066) 21 7331  

CAMDEN: Seahorse Computer 
Services, 33 Mitchell St. 
(046) 66 6406 

SYDNEY 

SYDNEY: Compulerwave Ply. Ltd.. 
Cnr. George & Market Sts. 
(02) 238 9111 
GRANVILLE: Desktop Computer 
Systems. 10 Cowper SI. 
(02) 637 3062 
CARINGBAH: Compute Systems 
Pty. Ltd 5/2 38 President Ave. 
(02) 525 5022 
BONDI JUNCTION: Computerland, 
119 Oxford St. (02) 389 4466 
MONA VALE: Piltwaler Comp. 
Sales. Suite 13, 9 Bungan St. 
(02) 997 4495 
CHIPPENDALE: The 
Microcomputer House, 133 Regent 
St. (02) 699 4334 
KINGSFORD: Micro Visions, 472 
Anzac Pde. (02) 662 4063 
BALGOWLAH: Trevor Burton Pty.  
Ltd.. 93 Beatrice St. (02) 290 1233 
SYDNEY: City Personal Computers, 
75 Castlereagh St. (02) 233 8992 
LIVERPOOL: Computer Focus, 
Shop 4, 224 George St. 
(02) 600 8222 
KILLARA: Nauta and Associates. 28 
Blaxland Rd. (02) 498 2858  

PARRAMATTA: Trinity Computing, 
Shop 5, 1-9 Palmer SI. 
(02) 683 4349 

ACT 

FYSHWICK: Steve's Comm. Centre, 
57 Wollongong St. (062) 80 4339 
PHILLIP ACT: Computerland, 
22-24 Colbee Court (062) 82 2342 
YARRALUMLA: Yarralumla 
Software. 41 Bailey Place 
(062) 82 1379 

OUEENSLAND 

N. ROCKHAMPTON: Rockhampton 
Sound Centre, 69 High St. 
(079) 28 6628 
MAROOCHYDORE: Computer 
Business Aids, 33 Sixth Ave 
(071)43 555/ 
STONES CNR: CW Electronics, 416 
Logan Rd. (07) 397 0888 
WEST END: Johns Perry Pty. Ltd.. 
268 Montague Rd. (07) 44 7504 
TOOWOOMBA: Downs Office 
Equipment. 203 James St. 
(076) 32 4733 
CAIRNS: Onro Industries. 136 
Sheridan St. (070) 51 6111 
SOUTHPORT: TRS Office 
Equipment, 115 Ferry Rd 
(075) 32 3200  

VICTORIA 

MELBOURNE: B. S. Microcomp 
4111 Floor, 561 Bourke St. 

(03) 614 1433 
ABBOTSFORD: Maxwells Office 
Equipment. 162 Nicholson St. 
(03) 419 6811 
ABBOTSFORD: Edible Electronics, 
50 Park SI. (03) 41 5708 
BENDIGO: Minit Computer Service, 
119 McRae St. (054) 43 2589 
LUCKNOW: Gippsland Computers, 
167 Princes Highway (051) 52 5939 
MONT ALBERT: Panatronics PIL, 
691 Whitehorse Rd. (03) 890 0579 
SHEPPARTON: Data Parts, 1-3 
Naomi St. (058) 21 7155 

TASMANIA 

LAUNCESTON: Advanced 
Electronics, 5A The Quadrant 
(003) 31 7075 
LAUNCESTON: Hopwood Business 
Equipment, 107 George St. 
(003) 31 9844 
NEW NORFOLK: Craws Television 
P/L, 40 Derwent Tce. (003) 61 2699 
HOBART: Quantum Computers, 
194 Liverpool St. (002) 31 0222 

NORTHERN TERRITORY 

DARWIN: Computerworld Darwin. 5 
Star Vill, Smith St (089) 81 4738 

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM ALL DICK SMITH ELECTRONIC STORES 

VIC 20. So much brain for so little. 

Cr commodore 
COMPUTER 
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uy just a video game 
when you can get a full colour 

computer for this price. 
A computer like this would have been fiction a few years ago. Now it's a 

reality. It's the new Commodore VIG20, a full-fledged, expandable colour 
computer that costs little more than the video games. 

Everybody loves video games and the VIG20 has some of the best. But 
the Commodore VIG20 can also help the kids with their homework and 
mum with her home budgeting. Dad can even take the light, portable VIG 
20 to the office for financial and business applications. And Commodore has 
many more applications on the way. With full capability for 

• Education programmes 
• Recreational programmes 
• Personal computing 
• Includes Microsoft, PET BASIC 
• Connects to any TV set 
• 4 sound generators • 16 colours 
• 66 graphic characters 
• Full-size typewriter-style keyboard 
• Easy-to-follow instruction manual 
• 25K total memory • 5K RAM 
• Memory expansion to 32K RAM 

The VIG20 is the friendliest way we know to learn 
computing. It has a full computer keyboard even a 
small child can operate. It plays music, has exciting 
graphics and lets you create pictures. It even tells you 
when you've made a mistake and how to correct it. The 
VIC-20 can take your children from preschool through 
post-graduate studies. 

Why get just another game that could end up in the 
closet? Get an honest-to-goodness computer for just 
$399. Get the Commodore VIG20. 

So much brain for so little. 

commodore
1R  
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Gee, Pascal's not bad... 
In recent years, EF Schumacher's 
statement that 'small is beautiful' 
has resonated throughout the 
computer world. In the third quar-
ter of the seventies, a rash of Tiny 
BASICs cropped up in the US 
and, recently, many have been 
turning their eyes to useful tiny 
versions of other languages. Les 
Bell reports on an Australian 'Tiny' 
Pascal... 

THERE IS A great deal to be said for 
languages which are small enough to do 
sensible things in an efficient and elegant 
way. Just as the energy crisis convinced 
Americans that compact cars aren't so 
bad after all, so the microcomputer has 
led to a realisation amongst computer pro-
fessionals that big isn't always better. 

While the earliest BASIC interpreters 
for microcomputers were small, they rap-
idly grew into the Microsoft and similar 
software packages we know today. Other 
language systems followed a similar 
trend, and today's FORTRAN, Pascal, 
COBOL and C compilers are as big as, if 
not bigger than, many minicomputer 
packages. 

On the other hand, one area which has 
given a lot of people a lot of pleasure and 
education is the implementation of so-
called 'tiny' languages. Doctor Dobbs' 
Journal started it all in 1976 with its series 
of Tiny BASIC articles and listings (all 
around 2K in size), and subsequently tiny 
packages for other languages, such as 
Pascal and C, have appeared. 

Gammon & Gobbett's G-Pascal follows 
in the tradition of being an interesting and 
extremely useable small language 
package, in this case for the Apple II com- 
puter. Its originator, Nick Gammon, was 
inspired by the original Tiny Pascal 
published in Byte magazine, but not hav- 
ing a North Star computer (for which it was 
written), he decided to use the articles as 
the basis for his own Apple-based Pascal 
compiler. 

The result is a compiler which imple-
ments a useful subset of the Pascal 
language. While it does not have all the 
bells and whistles of a full Pascal compiler 
(user-defined types, for example, are mis-
sing), it is still a good tool for writing 
system utilities. 

Simplicity Itself 
G-Pascal is simplicity itself to install, 

particularly if you have an Apple II with 
48K and DOS 3.3 — then it's just a matter 
of inserting the disk and booting. 

your computer 

SOFTWARE REVIEW 
RAMCard users will find a larger version 
of the Pascal on the disk, and this can be 
set up to automatically load and run by 
making a loader program the 'HELLO' 
program on the disk. 

The system is also available on cas-
sette, and by changing only one location 
in memory, can be switched between cas-
sette and DOS I/O. G-Pascal actually 
consists of a compiler, p-code interpreter 
and a text editor, all combined into one 
program which occupies 12K of memory. 

Once the program has loaded, it will ask 
the user 'DISPLAY LOWER CASE? Y/N'. 
This allows use of lower case adapters. 
After this, the system is operational, and 
will sign on with a short copyright mes-
sage and the main menu. 

The main menu offers the user access 
to a number of subsystems, in much the 
same way as Apple Pascal 'proper': 

(E)dit, (C)ompile, (D)ebug, (F)iles, 
(R)un, (S)yntax, (T)race, (Q)uit ? 

The Files subsystem allows source files 
to be loaded, saved or merged. It also 
offers control of the printer, so that a ses-
sion can be recorded on hard copy, and 
allows DOS commands to be executed. 

The editor is a fairly simple-minded but 
effective line-oriented type. Its commands 
are Compile, Delete line number range, 
Insert line number, List line number range, 
Modify line number range, Quit and 
Syntax, where line number is what you 
would expect and line number range is a 
pair of line numbers. 

The compile option is the same as en-
tering (C) from the main menu. Delete 
removes one or more lines from your 
program, with a query for more than five 
lines to prevent accidental grief. Insert 
adds lines after the line specified. 

List works like you would expect, with 
the ability to 'freeze' and release the listing  

by hitting the space bar. Modify works by 
listing the lines requested, then deleting 
them and entering insert mode to allow 
replacement. Minor changes can be 
made by using the Apple's cursor control 
codes to edit erroneous lines. 

Quit returns the user to the main menu, 
while the Syntax option works the same 
way as from the main menu. 

The compiler first asks the user if he/ 
she wants a p-code listing; normally, this 
is not required. Next it asks if a listing is 
required. After this, it will go ahead and 
compile the program. 

If the user does not want to generate 
code, but simply check for errors (useful 
when first writing a program) he can 
specify the 'Syntax' command as an al-
ternative. This is identical to the compiler, 
but generates no p-codes. 

Catching Sloppy Programming 
If an error is found, the compiler will halt 

with an arrow pointing to the symbol being 
processed when the error was dis-
covered, the word 'Error' and an error 
message. It then returns you to the editor 
to fix up your sloppy programming! 

The output of the compiler is p-code 
(pseudo-code) which is then interpreted 
at run time. Each p-code is up to four bytes 
long, and the manual contains an expla-
nation of what the p-codes mean. This, 
together with a trace mode of execution 
and a listing which has p-code addresses, 
means that it is possible to track down 
particularly recalcitrant bugs without too 
much difficulty. 

The run-time interpreter also supports a 
debug mode, which shows the p-code be-
ing executed and its operands, the top 
eight bytes of the stack and the stack 
frame linkage data used to manage the 
data on the stack as procedures are called 
and exited. 

G-Pascal is a subset of standard Pas-
cal. While it omits some of the most pow-
erful features of Pascal (for example, run-
time range error checking), what remains 
is still powerful enough to be useful and to 
demonstrate the principles of structured 
program design. 

Integers are stored as three-byte 
signed values and range from -8388608 
to 8388607; constants may be expressed 
in either decimal or hexadecimal format. 
Char variables occupy a single byte, so 
that arrays of char are much more space-
efficient than arrays of int. Other data 
types are not supported, nor is the type 
statement. 

However, with some ingenuity, types 
can be simulated, as in the following 
example. 
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In full Pascal: 
type 

colour = (red, green, blue); 

var 
fred : colour; 

begin 
fred := green 

end. 

Software Report Card 

Unit: 	 G-Pascal 

Made By: 	 Gammon & Gobbett Computer Services 

Useful for: 	System utilities, games, education, Pascal 

Hardware Reqd: 	Apple II, disk drive 

In G-Pascal: 
Ratings: 	 excellent 	very good 	good 	poor 

const 
red = 0; green = 1; blue = 2; Documentation: 1.0  

  

var 
fred : integer; 

begin 
fred := green 

end. 

Ease of Use: 

Speed: 

Functionality 	 rro 

Both of these will have the same effect. 
String constants are supported, up to 
three letters in length, basically by storing 
them in an int variable. Of course, arrays 
of char are possible, and these would be 
the best way of dealing with strings where 
more than three letters are required. 

Arrays can only be single-dimensional, 
and there is no run-time checking of sub-
script bounds. That's not really as serious 
a problem as it sounds, as it is possible to 
write checks into a program (good defen-
sive programming!), and there are ways to 
simulate two dimensional arrays when 
only a single dimension is available (a 
computer's memory is only a single di-
mension anyway; all languages have to 
'fake' multiple dimensions). 

Identifiers can be any length, with all 
characters significant. One up for sensible 
programming. At last I can have a variable 
called hereisalongvariable and know the 
compiler knows it's different from 
hereisalongvariabul! 

In order to support recursion, G-Pascal 
passes all arguments by value on the 
stack. This has the side effect of prevent-
ing a procedure returning a result by alter-
ing one of its arguments, as is possible in 
standard Pascal. On the other hand, it 
allows recursive calling of functions indefi-
nitely or at least until the stack overflows. 

G-Pascal supports a default extension 
to the case statement, through the use of 
an else clause at the end of the list of case 
selectors. 

A Useful Extension 
A useful extension is the MEM array, 

which is a pre-declared array of memory 
locations starting at zero. By using this 
array in assignment statements, peeking 
and poking are effectively emulated. A 
similar array, MEMO, is an array of char. 

G-Pascal can read and write disk files 
using the same conventions as Applesoft 
BASIC and DOS. For example, the state-
ment WRITE (4, "CATALOG", 13); will do 

Support: 

Value-for-money: 

Extras Included: 	N/A 

Price: 	 $40 

a catalogue of the disk. 
Other extensions include the pre-

declared integer RANDOM, the CURSOR 
statement, which is equivalent to the Ap-
ple Pascal GoToXY procedure, and the 
function ADDRESS(identifier) which re-
turns the address of a variable. 

G-Pascal also includes three built-in 
procedures for high-res graphics: HGR, 
which sets graphics mode and clears the 
screen, HPLOT(colour, column, row), 
which plots a point, and TEXT, which re-
turns to text mode. The low-resolution 
graphics modes in the Apple monitor can 
be called from G-Pascal to do low-res 
plotting. 

There is also a built-in procedure 
MUSIC(pitch, duration) which will gen-
erate tones. 

The 0-Pascal manual gives some use-
ful addresses inside the system which al-
low the user to customise it. For example, 
normally the compiler generates code 
starting immediately after the source code 
in memory. This makes for quick recompi-
lation when bugs are found. 

With large programs, however, there 
might not be enough memory left over 
after the source has been loaded for the 
program to be compiled into. By changing 
two memory locations, the compiler can 
be set up to allow the p-code to overlay the 
source, thus permitting much larger prog-
rams to be compiled. 

Similarly, the symbol table size can be 
altered, the right and left brackets 
changed from '( )' to '[ 1', the printer slot 
altered and so on. 

fro 

The manual is well-written and informa-
tive, with plenty of examples of programs. 
Special sections outline the unique G-
Pascal statements such as the high-res 
graphics functions, and there is particu-
larly useful information on converting from 
other Pascals and debugging. 

The reference information towards the 
back of the manual covers configuring the 
system, machine language subroutines 
and meanings of p-codes. 

Amazing Value 
G-Pascal is a compact but particularly 

potent package. It is especially useful for 
writing system utilities, as well as games, 
where its performance would be consider-
ably faster than BASIC. 

As an example of the kind of work that 
can be done in G-Pascal, Nick Gammon 
has written a complete Adventure game, 
and we hope to feature this in a future 
issue. After seeing the program, we can 
only say that once you know how it's done, 
you'll be surprised how simple it is (the 
same could not be said of a BASIC Ad-
venture, however!). 

We played around extensively with G-
Pascal and found no bugs — however, 
Gammon & Gobbett did issue a bug fix 
sheet for early versions of G-Pascal (the 
fixes have been applied to later versions). 

Not only does G-Pascal work well, it 
also represents amazing value for money, 
at only $40 for the diskette and 58-page 
user manual. Contact Gammon & Gob-
bett Computer Services, PO Box 124, 
Ivanhoe VIC 3079. 
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Your Own 
i
Pasca 

G-Pascal author Nick Gammon 
presents a 'skeleton' adventure 
for our Pascal programmers to 
develop. It's a fun game on its 
own, and illustrates how easy it 
can be to produce such a seem-
ingly complex program using this 
language. You can play it as is, 
modify it fairly easily for most Pas-
cals, and turn it into a massive 
adventure saga... 

EVER SINCE Crowther, Woods and Pal-
ter wrote the 'original' Adventure game, 
computerised fantasy games have be-
come very popular. Hardly a month goes 
by without a computer magazine some-
where printing another adventure-style 
game for its readers (usually in BASIC). 

Probably quite a few of us have felt the 
desire to write our own adventure, but 
have been daunted by the seeming comp-
46 

lexity of such games. 
Writing a complex text-oriented game in 

Assembler code is tedious, and BASIC 
doesn't really lend itself to doing the job 
easily either, as well as being fairly slow. 

Fortunately there is relief on the horizon 
— Pascal turns out to be a very good 
adventure-game medium, as this article 
illustrates. 

Why Pascal? 
Pascal makes the job easy because: Its 

long data names make the program self-
documenting; the CASE statement is very 
useful for decision-making; and its strong 
structure makes it easy to debug and 
enhance. 

The listing accompanying the article is a 
complete game, which will work if keyed 
in. However it is intended as a 'skeleton' 
adventure rather than the end product it-
self. Readers are encouraged to under-
stand how the program works and then 
add their own plot, room and object de-
scriptions to the game. 

The particular Pascal implementation 
used is G-Pascal, a cheap, high-speed 
Pascal subset available for the Apple II. 

Converting G-Pascal 
With minor changes the game should 

run on other Pascals — you would prob-
ably have to rewrite the GETWORD pro-
cedure. If your Pascal has no ELSE 
clause on CASE statements you may 
need another couple of lines of code to 
check whether the CASE statements did 
what is intended. 

Adventure games generally accept 
commands from the player in the form of 
two word sentences; for example, GET 
ROD or WALK NORTH (some of the more 
sophisticated adventure games, such as 
Zork, can interpret longer and more comp-
licated sentences, such as TAKE EVERY-
THING EXCEPT THE BOOK THEN GO 
NORTH.) 

Our game expects commands to con-
sist of a verb, followed in some cases by a 
noun. For the sake of brevity, movement 



477 PROCEDURE SOUTH; 69 CASE WORD(2) 	OF 
478 BEGIN 70 "LAM.: 	OBJ LAMP; 
479 CASE ROOM OF 71 "BUN", 	.CRE.: 	OBJ BUN; 
480 1:8000 	2; 72 "ROD.: 	OBJ 	:. ROD; 
481 4:ROOM 	:. 	5; 73 .111N". 	"GOL": 	OBJ 	:. RING; 
482 5:0000 	6; 74 .SIL., 	"STA": 	OBJ STATUE; 
483 9:ROOM 	7; 75 .JEW., 	.C80.: 	OBJ 	:. CROWN 
484 7:ROOM 	11; 76 ELSE 
485 16:6000 	15; 77 OBJ 	9999 
486 17:ROOM 	:- 	16; 78 END; 	CASE •) 

487 19:IF CARRYING(STATUE) THEN 79 CONVERTOBJECT 	OBJ 
488 ROOM 	:- 	18 
489 ELSE 
490 FORCE 
491 
492 

ELSE NOWAY END 
END; CONVERTOBJECT uses a CASE 

commands such as GO NORTH may be 
abbreviated to the direction only: NORTH 
(for example). 

Commands are accepted from the 
player by GETLINE which reads a line of 
text from the player. GETLINE calls 
GETWORD twice to decode the text into 
two words. If GETLINE finds more than 
two words it asks the player to try again. 
You could easily accept more than two 
words by changing the constant 
MAXWORDS. 

GETWORD may seem a bit obscure, 
but it basically 'packs' the first three letters 
of the next word on the input line into a 
single integer (G-Pascal uses 3-byte inte-
gers so this is a neat way of storing a 
three-letter word). 

A side-effect of this is that our game 
only regards the first three characters of 
the word as significant. GETWORD also 
keeps track of where the whole word 
starts and ends, so if you say TAKE AN-
TELOPE it can reply I SEE NO AN-
TELOPE HERE rather than I SEE NO 
ANT HERE. 

Our adventure player can take one of 
five general categories of actions: Move 
(for example, GO NORTH); Take some-
thing (TAKE ROD); Drop something 
(DROP LAMP); Use something (WAVE 
RING); and Other (SCORE, QUIT, 
INVENTORY). 

Make A Move... 
The player's current location is stored in 

ROOM. His or her previous location is 
stored in OLDROOM. If ROOM and OLD-
ROOM differ the program prints a descrip-
tion of the current location by using a 
CASE statement in DESCRIBEROOM. 

287 	BEGIN 
288 	WRITE (.YOU ARE "2; 
289 	CASE ROOM OF 
290 
291 1: 
292 
293 WRITE ("AT A PLATEAU NEAR A CLIFF.".CR, 
294 "A ROCKY PATH LEADS SOUTH...CR); 
295 
296 2: 
297 
298 WRITE ("ON A ROCKY PATH LEADING.,CR. 
299 .NORTH AND CURVING TO THE EAST. THERE.,CR, 
300 "IS A SLIGHT BREEZE...CR)I 

422 
423 
	

FOR I 	0 TO MAXOBJ DO 
424 
	

IF INROOM(I) THEN 
425 
	

WRITE (CR."THERE IS A ., 
426 
	

DESCRIBEOBJECT(I), 
427 
	

. HERE I".CR) 

When the player enters a movement 
command such as NORTH, SOUTH, UP, 
DOWN and so on the VERB procedure 
calls the appropriate movement proce-
dure. The movement procedures handle 
all movement by a single CASE statement 
— invalid directions are caught by the 
ELSE clause of the CASE. 

Movement can be conditional — in the 
above example the player can only move 
from room 19 to 18 if carrying the statue. 

To add more rooms to our game we 
merely have to add their descriptions to 
DESCRIBEROOM, and make provision 
for getting to and from them in the move-
ment procedures. 

Manipulating Objects 
A lot of the fun on adventure games is 

finding 'objects' (such as lamps and rods) 
and discovering a use for them. 

An object can either be carried, lying 
around somewhere, or nonexistent. 

In our game we use an array, OBJECT, 
to contain the current location of each ob-
ject. For example OBJECT (LAMP) is the 
location of the lamp. The locations are: -1, 
being carried; 0, nowhere; room number, 
lying in that room. 

We now define some handy boolean 
functions which tell us if a given object is 
being carried, is in the room, or is here 
(meaning carried or in the room). 

We can now pick up an object by setting 
its location to -1, or drop it by setting its 
location to the current room number, for 
example: 

At this point you might ask: "If I say 
TAKE LAMP, how does the word 'LAMP' 
become a subscript in the OBJECT 
array?" 

Good question! This conversion is car-
ried out by CONVERTOBJECT: 

63 FUNCTION CONVERTOBJECT; 
64 BEGIN 
65 	OBJ :- 0; 
66 	IF WORD(2) - 0 THEN 
67 	WRITE (SAYWORD(1)," WHAT?..CR) 
68 ELSE 

statement to convert the name of any ob-
ject (or its synonym/s) into a value which 
is stored in OBJ. (The actual numbers are 
stored as constants at the start of the 
program to avoid confusion and make the 
program more self-explanatory). 

CONVERTOBJ also prints 'WHAT?' if 
the player has not supplied a noun, so if 
you just say TAKE it will reply TAKE 
WHAT? 

CONVERTOBJECT is called by the 
boolean function GETOBJECT whose 
function is to check that the requested 
object is in the right place. 

Since GETOBJECT returns true or 
false you can write (for example): IF 
GETOBJECT (CARRIED) THEN 
statement; 

In this case the statement is executed if: 
a noun was supplied; it is a valid object 
name; and it is being carried. 

If the statement is executed then the 
object number is in OBJ, otherwise the 
appropriate error message will already 
have been printed. 

This greatly simplifies programming the 
rest of the game. For example, here is 
how we handle the verb EAT: 

To Add More Objects... 
Here's how to add more objects to the 

game: 
• Increase MAXOBJ to the appropriate 
size. 
• Allocate an internal name and sequen-
tial number to each object in the CONST 
declaration at the start of the program 
(see lines 22 to 29). 
• Put the description of each object in 
DESCRIBEOBJECT. 
• Put the external name to internal name 
conversion in CONVERTOBJECT. 
• Allocate the object's initial room number 
(if any) in INITIALIZE. 
• Decide what the use of the object will be 
and put it in an appropriate procedure. For 
example, a book might be read, or a key 
might open a lock. 

Expanding The Program 
To turn this game into a full-scale ad-

venture you would need to: create more 
47 

DESCRIBEROOM also prints a de-
scription of all objects in the same room as 
the player: 

121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 

PROCEDURE PICKUP (X); 
BEGIN 

IF HOLDING 	HAXCARRY THEN 
WRITE 	("YOU CAN'T CARRY ANY 

ELSE 
BEGIN 

HOLDING 	;. 	HOLDING 	♦ 	I; 
OBJECT(X) 	INHAND; 
WRITE 	(.TAKEN...CR) 

END 

MOREI.,CR) 

38 ROOM, 	OLDROON 	INTEGER, 
39 
40 	FUNCTION CARRYING (X); 431 
41 	BEGIN 432 PROCEDURE EAT; 
42 	CARRYING 	;. OBJECT 	(X) 	INHAND 433 BEGIN 
43 	END; 434 IF GETOBJECT(NEARBY) THEN 
44 435 IF OBJ 	• 	BUN THEN 
45 	FUNCTION 	INROOM 	(X); 436 BEGIN 
46 	BEGIN 437 WRITE 	(.TUANKSI YOU HERE RATHER UUNCRYI..C11); 
47 	INROOM 	:. OBJECT 	(X) 	• ROOM 438 DESTROY(BUN) 
48 	END; 439 END 

440 ELSE 
441 CRAZY 
442 END; 



rooms; create more objects; create more 
verbs (for example, READ, LOCK, OPEN, 
magic words and so on.) 

It might be necessary to store room de-
scriptions on disk as a text file (for exam-
ple) if the game becomes too big to fit into 
memory. 

You would probably want to keep the 
last five or so room descriptions in mem- 

ory so that you don't keep accessing the 
disk as the player blunders backwards 
and forwards between a couple of rooms. 
Your imagination is the limit — enjoy 
creating your own scenarios! 

If you don't yet own a copy of G-Pascal, or 
would like a copy of the adventure prog- 

ram on disk to save typing 730 lines of 
code, send a cheque to Gambit Games, 
P.O. Box 124, Ivanhoe, Victoria 3079. 
(For Apple II only). G-Pascal on disk with 
user manual costs $40. The disk with ad-
venture game and listing is $20, or you 
can get both combined for $50. Price inc-
ludes airmail postage within Australia. C 

1 (* ADVENTURE-STYLE GAME 
2 
3 	AUTHOR: NICK GAMMON *) 
4 
5 CONST 
6 
7 HOME=5; 
8 CR=13; 
9 
10 FALSE=0; 
11 TRUE=1; 

12 
13 INHAND = -1; 
14 MAXOBJ=6; 
15 MAXWORDS=2; 
16 MAXCARRY=3; 
17 
18 CARRIED=1; 
19 NOTCARRIED=2; 
20 NEARBY=3; 
21 
22 (* OBJECTS * ) 
23 
24 LAMP=1; 
25 BUN=2; 
26 ROD=3; 
27 RING=4; 
28 STATUE=5; 
29 CROWN=6; 

30 
31 VAR 
32 
33 LINE : ARRAY (100) OF CHAR; 

34 OBJECT : ARRAY (MAXOBJ) OF INTEGER; 
35 WORD, STARTWORD, ENDWORD : 

36 	ARRAY (MAXWORDS) OF INTEGER; 
37 HOLDING, SCORE, TURNS, OBJ, PTR, 
38 ROOM, OLDROOM : INTEGER; 

39 
40 FUNCTION CARRYING (X); 
41 BEGIN 

42 	CARRYING := OBJECT (X) = INHAND 

43 END; 
44 
45 FUNCTION INROOM (X); 
46 BEGIN 
47 	INROOM := OBJECT (X) = ROOM 
48 END; 
49 
50 FUNCTION HERE (X); 
51 BEGIN 
52 	HERE := CARRYING (X) OR INROOM (X) 
53 END; 
54 
55 FUNCTION SAYWORD (X); 
56 VAR I : INTEGER; 
57 BEGIN 

58 	FOR I := STARTWORD(X) TO ENDWORD(X) - 1 DO 

59 	WRITE (LINE(I)); 

60 	SAYWORD := 0 

61 END; 
62 
63 FUNCTION CONVERTOBJECT; 
64 BEGIN 
65 	OBJ := 0; 

66 	IF WORD(2) = 0 THEN 

67 	WRITE (SAYWORD(1)," WHAT?",CR) 
68 ELSE 
69 	CASE WORD(2) OF 

70 	"LAM": 	OBJ := LAMP; 

71 	"BUN", "CRE": OBJ := BUN; 

72 	"ROD": 	OBJ := ROD; 

73 	"RIN", "GOL": OBJ := RING; 

74 	"SIL", "STA": OBJ := STATUE; 

75 	"JEW", "CRO": OBJ := CROWN 

76 	ELSE 
77 	OBJ := 9999 
78 	END; (* CASE *) 

79 	CONVERTOBJECT := OBJ 
80 END; 
81 
82 FUNCTION DESCRIBEOBJECT (X); 
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83 BEGIN 
84 	CASE X OF 
85 	LAMP: 	WRITE ("LAMP"); 
86 	BUN: 	WRITE ("CREAM BUN"); 
87 	ROD: 	WRITE ("ROD"); 
88 	RING: 	WRITE ("GOLD RING"); 
89 	STATUE: WRITE ("SILVER STATUE"); 
90 	CROWN: WRITE ("JEWELLED CROWN") 
91 	END; 
92 	DESCRIBEOBJECT := 0 
93 END; 

94 
95 FUNCTION GETOBJECT (MUSTBE); 
96 BEGIN 
97 	GETOBJECT := FALSE; 
98 	IF CONVERTOBJECT THEN 
99 	BEGIN 
100 	IF NOT HERE(OBJ) THEN 
101 	WRITE ("I SEE NO ',SAYWORD(2), 
102 	" HERE.",CR) 
103 	ELSE 
104 	CASE MUSTBE OF 
105 	CARRIED: 
106 	IF CARRYING(OBJ) THEN 
107 	GETOBJECT := TRUE 
108 	ELSE 
109 	WRITE ("YOU'RE NOT CARRYING ITI",CR); 
110 	NOTCARRIED: 
111 	IF NOT CARRYING(OBJ) THEN 
112 	GETOBJECT := TRUE 
113 	ELSE 
114 	WRITE ("YOU'RE ALREADY CARRYING ITI",CR) 
115 	ELSE 
116 	GETOBJECT := TRUE 
117 	END 
118 	END 
119 END; 
120 

121 PROCEDURE PICKUP (X); 
122 BEGIN 
123 	IF HOLDING >= MAXCARRY THEN 
124 	WRITE ("YOU CAN'T CARRY ANY MOREI",CR) 
125 	ELSE 
126 	BEGIN 
127 	HOLDING := HOLDING + 1; 
128 	OBJECT(X) := INHAND; 
129 	WRITE ("TAKEN.",CR) 
130 	END 
131 END; 
132 
133 PROCEDURE DROPIT (X); 
134 BEGIN 
135 	HOLDING := HOLDING - 1; 
136 	OBJECT(X) := ROOM; 
137 	WRITE ("DROPPED.",CR); 
138 	IF ROOM = 1 THEN 
139 	IF (INROOM(RING)) 
140 	AND(INROOM(STATUE)) 
141 	AND(INROOM(CROWN)) THEN 
142 	ROOM := 0; 	(* FINISHED OUESTI *) 
143 END; 
144 
145 PROCEDURE DESTROY (X); 
146 BEGIN 
147 	IF CARRYING(X) THEN 
148 	HOLDING := HOLDING - 1; 
149 	OBJECT(X) := 0 
150 END; 
151 
152 PROCEDURE OK; 

153 BEGIN 
154 	WRITE (CR,CR,"OK.",CR) 
155 END; 
156 
157 PROCEDURE TAKE; 
158 VAR I : INTEGER; 
159 BEGIN 
160 	IF WORD(2) = "ALL" THEN 
161 	FOR I := 0 TO MAXOBJ DO 
162 	IF INROOM(I) THEN 
163 	BEGIN 
164 	WRITE (DESCRIBEOBJECT(I),": "); 



165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 

PICKUP(I) 
END ELSE 

ELSE 
IF GETOBJECT (NOTCARRIED) 	THEN 
PICKUP 	(OBJ) 

END; 

262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 

WRITE 	(CR,"PLEASE USE NO MORE 	", 
"THAN 	",MAXWORDS9," WORDS",CR,CR) 

END 
UNTIL WORD(1) 	<> 	0 

END; 

171 268 PROCEDURE INSTRUCTIONS; 

172 PROCEDURE DROP; 269 BEGIN 

173 VAR I 	: 	INTEGER; 270 WRITE 

174 BEGIN 271 "YOUR QUEST IS TO EXPLORE THE CAVE OF",CR, 

175 IF WORD(2) 	= "ALL" THEN 272 "THE EVIL UR-LORD, AND BRING BACK TO",CR, 

176 FOR I := 0 TO MAXOBJ DO 273 "THE EDGE OF THE CLIFF THE FOLLOWING",CR, 

177 IF CARRYING(I) THEN 274 "VALUABLES:",CR,CR, 

178 BEGIN 275 " 	1. 	THE WHITE GOLD RING;",CR, 

179 
II) ; WRITE 	(DESCRIBEOBJECT(I),": 276 " 	2. 	THE SACRED SILVER STATUE;",CR, 

180 DROPIT(I) 277 " 	3. 	THE JEWELLED CROWN OF THE UR-LORD.",CR,CR,CR, 

181 END ELSE 278 "BE 	CAREFUL 	....",CR,CR,CR) 

182 ELSE 279 END; 

183 IF GETOBJECT (CARRIED) THEN 280 

184 DROPIT (OBJ) 281 PROCEDURE DESCRIBEROOM; 

185 END; 282 VAR I 	: 	INTEGER; 

186 283 BEGIN 

187 PROCEDURE INSPECT; 284 IF 	(ROOM > 4) 	AND (NOT HERE(LAMP)) 	THEN 

188 BEGIN 285 WRITE 	("IT'S TOO DARK TO SEEI",CR) 

189 IF GETOBJECT (NEARBY) THEN 286 ELSE 

190 CASE OBJ OF 287 BEGIN 

191 ROD, 	RING, 	STATUE 288 WRITE ("YOU ARE "); 

192 : 	WRITE ("MAGIC SEEMS TO ", 289 CASE ROOM OF 

193 "EMANATE FROM THE 	",SAYWORD(2)," 	...",CR); 290 

194 BUN: 	WRITE ("IT LOOKS 	TASTYI",CR) 291 1: 

195 ELSE 292 

196 WRITE ("YOU SEE NOTHING 	SPECIAL",CR) 293 WRITE ("AT A PLATEAU NEAR A CLIFF.",CR, 

197 END 294 "A ROCKY PATH LEADS SOUTH.",CR); 

198 END; 295 

199 296 2: 

200 PROCEDURE LOOK; 297 

201 BEGIN 298 WRITE ("ON A ROCKY PATH LEADING",CR, 

202 IF WORD(2) 	= 0 THEN 299 "NORTH AND CURVING TO THE EAST. 	THERE",CR, 

203 OLDROOM 	0 300 "IS A SLIGHT BREEZE.",CR); 

204 ELSE 301 

205 INSPECT 302 3: 

206 END; 303 

207 304 WRITE ("AT THE ENTRANCE TO A DARK",CR, 

208 PROCEDURE CRAZY; 305 "CAVE. 	A ROCKY PATH TO THE WEST",CR, 

209 BEGIN 306 "CURVES 	NORTH.",CR); 

210 CASE TURNS MOD 4 OF 307 

211 0:WRITE 	("DON'T BE RIDICULOUS1",CR); 308 4: 

212 1:WRITE 	("NICE 	TRY.",CR); 309 

213 2:WRITE 	("I WOULDN'TI",CR); 310 WRITE ("JUST 	INSIDE A DARK CAVE.",CR, 

214 3:WRITE ("THAT'S A *VERY* SILLY IDEAI",CR) 311 "LIGHT COMES FROM AN ENTRANCE TO THE",CR, 

215 END 312 "WEST. 	THERE 	IS A DANK, 	MOULDY SMELL.",CR, 

216 END; 313 "A TUNNEL LEADS 	SOUTH.",CR); 

217 314 

218 PROCEDURE DONTUNDERSTAND; 315 5: 

219 BEGIN 316 

220 CASE TURNS MOD 4 OF 317 WRITE ("IN A LOW NORTH/SOUTH TUNNEL.",CR); 

221 0:WRITE 	("WHAT?",CR); 318 

222 1:WRITE ("PARDON?",CR); 319 6: 

223 2:WRITE 	("I 	DON'T UNDERSTAND 	THATI",CR); 320 

224 3:WRITE 	("EH?",CR) 321 WRITE ("IN AN OVAL CAVERN WITH AN",CR, 

225 END 322 "EXIT TO THE NORTH. 	THERE IS 	A",CR, 

226 END; 323 "FORBIDDING STONE STAIRCASE LEADING",CR, 

227 324 "DOWN.",CR); 

228 PROCEDURE GETWORD (X); 325 

229 VAR 	I 	: 	INTEGER; 326 7: 

230 BEGIN 327 

231 WORD(X) 	:= 0; 328 WRITE 	("IN A HIGH, 	SQUARE CAVE WITH",CR, 

232 I 	:= 	0; 329 "WALLS 	OF FROZEN 	ICE. 	THERE ARE",CR, 

233 WHILE LINE(PTR) 	= " " DO 330 "PASSAGES 	IN MANY DIRECTIONS, 	AND",CR, 

234 PTR 	PTR 	+ 	1; 331 "A STAIRWAY LEADING UP.",CR); 

235 STARTWORD(X) 	:= PTR; 332 

236 WHILE 	(LINE(PTR) 	<> 	CR) 	AND 333 8: 

237 (LINE(PTR) 	<> 	" 	") 	DO 334 

238 BEGIN 335 WRITE ("IN A TRIANGULAR SIDE-CHAMBER.",CR); 

239 IF WORD(X) 	AND $FF0000 = 0 THEN 336 

240 WORD(X) 	:= WORD(X) 	+ 	(LINE(PTR) 	SHL 	I); 337 9: 

241 I 	:= 	I 	+ 	8; 338 

242 PTR 	:= 	PTR 	+ 	1 339 WRITE 	("IN A MUSTY-SMELLING ALCOVE.",CR); 

243 END; 340 

244 ENDWORD(X) 	:= PTR 341 10: 

245 END; 342 

246 343 WRITE ("IN A EERIE CHAMBER - 	SMALL",CR, 

247 PROCEDURE GETLINE; 344 "SQUEALING SOUNDS COME FROM THE",CR, 

248 VAR 	I 	: 	INTEGER; 345 "WALLS.",CR); 
249 BEGIN 346 

250 WRITE 	(CR); 347 11: 

251 REPEAT 348 

252 READ 	(LINE); 349 WRITE ("PASSING THROUGH AN 	ENORMOUS",CR, 

253 LINE(100) 	:= 	CR; 350 "CAVE WITH A DOUBLE PILLAR OF GREEN",CR, 

254 PTR 	:= 	0; 351 "STONE DOWN THE CENTRE. 	A BIG ARCH",CR, 

255 FOR 	I 	:= 1 	TO MAXWORDS DO 352 "LEADS NORTH AND DANK TUNNELS",CR, 

256 GETWORD 	(I); 353 "LEADS FROM THE SOUTHEAST AND",CR, 

257 WHILE LINE(PTR) 	= " " DO 354 "SOUTHWEST CORNERS.",CR); 

258 PTR 	:= 	PTR 	+ 	1; 355 

259 IF LINE(PTR) 	<> 	CR THEN 356 12: 

260 BEGIN 357 

261 WORD(1) 	:= 	0; 358 WRITE ("CROUCHED IN A MALODOUROUS",CR, 
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Who holds all the aces i 

HIS 
When it comes to software for 
the Hitachi Peach computer, we 
believe in dealing an unbeatable 
hand. 

Hisoft*, the authorised Hitachi 
Software distributor, has 
developed high quality software 
specifically for the Hitachi Peach, 
now readily available through our 
authorised dealers. 

Nothing is better than having 
extra aces up your sleeve and our 
software packages are all aces with 
a range that's ideal for commercial, 
graphic and entertainment appli- 
cations. Our software features full 
colour facilities and step by step 
visual instructions. (with 
CPM now available). 

HiSoft's opening hand 

HiFinance. 
I 	fully comprehensive package 
is specially designed for Australian 
business conditions. 

IDEAS FACTORY/HS/217. 

HiWriter. 
A professional word processing 
package incorporating full mail 
merge capabilities. 
ProCalc. 
A sophisticated visual calculator 
utilizing all the Peach features. 
DataBase. 
An advanced yet easy to use 
package offering sophisticated 
report generators. 



Entertainment. 
Features a full range of arcade and 

assorted games, music, etc... 

More aces to come! 

New software available soon! 
Flex, 0S9, Real Estate, Retail, 
Point of Sale, Medical, Patient 
Record System, Manufacturing, 
Professional Time Costing, 
Commodities, Home Finance, 
Powerful Communication 
Software and a full range of 
CPM software. 

Authorised HiSoft dealers 
Victoria 
RADARO COMPUTER 
CENTRE 
Hartwell 
(03)29 4466 
ROBS COMPUTER CENTRE 
L)andcnong 
1031791 2400 

(03)7256637 

COMPUTER COUNTRY 

Ringwood 

City. 
(03)329 2533 
04 DATA PTY. Ell/ 

DIRECT DATA 
Prahran 
	 Townsville 

Queensland 
COMPUTER CITY 
Camp Hill 
(07)3986571 
COMPUTER JOE 

(077)72 3671 
INNISFAIL HI-F1 CENTRE (03) 529 3198 	
Innisfail ELECTRONIC WIZARDRY 	 (070)612014 Moorabbin 

(03)555 7225 
	

R. E HUNTER & 
ASSOCIATES FAMILY COMPUTING 	 Cairns Glen Waverley 	 (070)515902 (03)630 7886 
SOFTWARE-80 MINERVA MICROWARE 	 Taringa South Yarra 	 (07)3716996 (03)2417094 

COMPSOFT 	 THE DATA PROFESSIONALS 
Richmond 	 Bnsbane 
(03)4285269 	 (07)2297101 

Country 	 THE ELECTRONIC 
CIRCUIT 

C. J. COMPUTER SYSTEMS 	 Fortitude Valley 
Yambuk 	 (07)52 8455 
(055)684386 TOOWOOMBA COMPUTER 
COMPUTER CHECKPOINT 	 CENTRE 
Shepparton 	 Toowoomba 
(058)218174 	 (076)327542 
COMPUTERS 2000 
Frankston 	 Northern Territory 
(059)77 4617 BELLAWIN PTY. LTD. 
HIGHMONT COMPUTER 	 Alice Springs 
SERVICES 	 (089)523270 
Belmont 
(052)43 2373 	 DARWIN BUSINESS 

MACHINES 
MINIT COMIYUTEPS 	 Darwin 
Bendigo 	 (089)815288 
(054)43 2589 

New South Wales 	 Territory 
Australian Capital 

C.IS.A. 	 THE SOFTWARE HOUSE City 	 Holder (02) 29 1590 	 (062)885061 
CITY PERSONAL 
COMPUTERS 	 BOULEVARD BUSINESS 
City 	 SERVICES 
(02) 233 8992 	 Canberra 

(062)485411 
COMPUTERMAX 
Brookvale 
(02) 93 1383 	 Western Australia 
COMPUTER CELLAR 	 M1CROBASE 
Newcastle 	 West Perth 
(02) 67 5700 	 (09)328 9308 
CYBERNETICS RESEARCH 
Redfern 	 Tasmania 
(02) 699 3690 	 TASMANIA COMPUTER 
DONELU 	 CONSULTANTS Dubbo 	 Launceston (068)829933 	 (003)31 5502 
ENSOFT 
Liverpool 	 South Australia (02) 6018493 	

KEY COMPUTER HI-TECH 	 Edwardst own Albury 	
(08) 277 8936 (060)217882 

INTEGRATED  	 METROPOLE 
INFORMATION SYS I hMS 	 Adelaide 
Thomleigh 	 (08) 223 5538 
(02)6511145 MICRO-80 
L.S.T. COMPUTERS 	 Adelaide 
Tamworth 	 (08) 211 7244 
(067)663162 
R. & P. BARLOW 
Annandale 
(02)6920432 

HiSoft 8-12 Alma Rd. 
St. Kilda 3182. 
Ph: (03)534 0383. 

SHOALHAVEN BUSINESS 
EQUIPMENT 
Bonaderry 
(044)215747 
THE COMPUTER HOUSE 
North Sydney 
(on 924 634:5 



Retailers that stock Verbatim Disks where you can obtain 
the 100% solution to your dirt problems 

NSW 
COMPUTER CELLAR 
AAAYFIELD. 136 Maitland SI.  
COMPUTER CONNECTION 
MIRANDA. 629 The Kingsway 
COMPUTER GALERIE 
NORTH SYDNEY, 66 Walker St.  
COMPUTERLAND 
BURWOOD. 31 Bunvood Rd.  
CHATSWOOD. Chalswood Plaza. 
BONDI JUNCTION, 119 Oxford SI 
PARRAMATTA, 2/382 Church St.  
RYDE, Top Ryde Shopping Centre.  
SYDNEY. 31 Market St. 
COMPUTER FOCUS 
LIVERPOOL, 224 George SI. 
COMPUTERS GALORE 
NEUTRAL BAY. 99 Military Rd.  
THE COMPUTER SHOP 
STANMORE. 210 Parramatta Rd.  
DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
AUBURN, 145 Parrainana Rd. 
BANKSTOWN SO.. T55 Terrace Level 
BLAKEHURST, 613 Princes Highway 
BONDI JUNCTION, 552 Oxford St 
BROADWAY, 818 George SI. 
BROOKVALE, 531 Pittwater Rd.  
CHULLORA, 147 Hume Highway.  
GORE HILL, 162 Pacific Hwy.  
NORTH RYDE. 396 Lane Cove Rd 
PARRAMATTA, 30 Grose SI. 
SYDNEY. 125 York St. 
TIGHES HILL. 173 Maitland Rd.  
WOLLONGONG, 263 Keira St.  
TAMWORTH, Arcade 8 Kable Ave 
DIRECT COMPUTER SALES 
HURSTVILLE, 198 Forest SI. 
BANKSTOWN, Cnr. Appian 8 Nonh Terrace 
FRANK KINNINMONT BUSINESS SYS. 
COFFS HARBOUR. 47 Little St 
NEW GENERATION COMPUTER STORE 
LANE COVE. 93 Longueville Rd 
PARRYS OFFICE SUPPLIES 
LISMORE. 25 Molesworth Si 

METROPOLITAN BUSINESS SYSTEMS 
COBURG. 338 Sydney Rd.  
RAM COMPUTERS 
WANGARATTA. 34 Roan St.  
ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS 
NORTHCOTE, 425 High St. 
SEASEN SOFTWARE 
MYRTLEFORD, P.O. Box 261. 
SYSTEM STATIONARY 
GEELONG, 39 Gheringhup SI.  

OLD 
A.A.B. EQUIPMENT 
CAIRNS. 310 Mulgrave Rd.  
A.E.Q.B. 
BRISBANE. 466 Upper Edward Si 
COMPUTER JOE 
TOWNSVILLE. 185 Ingham Rd 
COMPUTERLAND 
BRISBANE. 1 Adelaide St.  
SOUTHPORT. 126 Scarborough St 
BUDERIM. 6 Paralla SI. 
DATACOM 
BUNDABERG. &G.! O. Arcade. 
DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
BURANDA. 166 Logan Rd 
CHERMSIDE. 842 Gympie Rd.  
THE ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT 
FORTITUDE VALLEY, 20 Duncan St 
PETER MADDEN & CO. 
NEWSTEAD. 2 Byres St.  
REX BROCK & CO. 
FORTITUDE VALLEY, 621 Wickham SI. 
S.I. MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS 
COORPAROO, 226 Old Cleveland Rd 
SHANNON ROBERTSON SYSTEMS 
BUDERIM. Middys Complex, Main SI.  
TALBOT PRESS 
MAYNE. 121 Abbotsford Rd.  
TOOWOOMBA COMPUTER CENTRE 
TOOWOOMBA. 180b Hume St 

VIC 
ASTRO EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
MITCHEM, 483 Whitehorse Rd. 
COMPAK COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
DANDENONG. 81a Foster St. 
COMPSOFT 
RICHMOND. 235 Swan St 
COMPUTAILOR 
MELBOURNE, 430 Little Collins SI. 
COMPUTER NUMERICAL CONTROL 
ASHWOOD. 512 Warngal Rd. 
COMPUTERLAND 
MELBOURNE, 123 Lansdale St. 
S. MELBOURNE. 37 Albert St.  
HAWTHORN EAST. 399 Riversdale Rd. 
COMPUTERWARE 
MELBOURNE, 305 Latrobe Sr. 
COMPUTER 2000 
FRANKSTON, 14 Young SI 
DATA PARTS 
SHEPPARTON, 1.3 Naomi St. 
DE FOREST SOFT WARE 
NUNAWADING. 26 Station St. 
DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
MELBOURNE. 399 Lonsdale St. 
COBURG, 260 Sydney Rd. 
RICHMOND, 656 Budge SI. 
SPRINGVALE. Springvale 8 Dandenong Rds.  
GEELONG. 205 Melbourne Rd. 
FRANKSTON. Ross Smilh Ave 8 Nepean Hwy 
GOODMAN & CANNINGTON 
SOUTH YARRA, 18 Yana SI. 
I.G. SUPPLY CO. 
S. MELBOURNE, 113 Moray St. 

L & S EDUCATION SUPPLIES 
CHELTENHAM. 99 Argus SI.  

THE LOGIC SHOP 
PRAHRAN. 212 High St. 

S.A. 
COMPUTERLAND 
ADELAIDE. 122 Gouger SI. 
DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
ADELAIDE, 60 Wright St 
ENFIELD. 435 Main North Rd 
DARLINGTON, Main South 8. Flaysidti Fids 

W.A. 
COMPUTERLAND 
PERTH, 5 Mill SI. 
DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
CANNINGTON, Whorl St 8 Albany Hwy. 
PERTH, 414 William St 
MAGMEDIA 
PERTH, 252 Stirling St. 

A.C.T. 
COMPUTERLAND 
PHILLIP. 22-24 Colbee Cl. 
DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
FYSWICK. 96 Gladstone St.  
MAGMEDIA 
BRADDON, 25 Lonsdale 
STEVE'S COMMUNICATION CENTRE 
FYSWICK, 57 Wollongong SI. 

TAS 
DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
HOBART, 25 Barrack St.  
THE LOGIC SHOP 
HOBART. 120 Murray Si 
MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY 
BATTERY POINT. 8 Mooluullter Retreat. 

359 "TUNNEL. THE ONLY EXIT IS THE" CR , 
360 "WAY YOU CAME . ",CR) ; 
361 
362 13: 
363 
364 WRITE ( "A ROOM WHICH APPEARS TO" , CR , 
365 "ONLY HAVE AN EXIT IN THE NORTHWEST" , CR , 
366 "CORNER. HOWEVER YOU GET THE" , CR , 
367 "IMPRESSION THAT OTHERS HAVE" , CR , 
368 "SOMEHOW TRAVELLED ONWARDS THROUGH" , CR , 
369 "THIS ROOM — THE EXACT METHOD THEY" , CR, 
370 "USED IS NOT APPARENT." , CR ) ; 
371 
372 14: 
373 
374 WRITE ("A SECRET ROOM REACHED ONLY" , CR , 
375 "BY MAGIC MEANS. A HIGH PAS SAGE" , CR , 
376 "EXITS TO THE NORTHEAST . ", CR ) ; 
377 
378 15: 
37 9 
380 WRITE ( "A DEPRESSING OCTAGONAL ROOM . ", CR , 
381 "EERIE PASSAGES LEAD NORTH AND" , CR , 
382 "SOUTHWEST." ,CR) ; 
383 
384 16: 
3 85 
386 WRITE ("AN ENORMOUS MISTY CAVERN —" , CR , 
387 "THE ROOF IS SO HIGH THAT MIST" , CR , 
388 "OBSCURES IT." , CR , 
389 "PASSAGES LEAD NORTH AND SOUTH. ", CR) ; 
390 
391 17: 
392 
393 WRITE ("A TINY BOX—SHAPED ROOM. A", CR , 
394 "DOOR LEADS SOUTH AND STAIRS LEAD" , CR , 
395 "DOWN." , CR) ; 
396 
397 18: 
398 
399 WRITE ("A BIZZARE ROOM WITH A SMELL", CR , 
400 "OF CHLORINE. A PATH LEADS NORTH AND" , CR , 
401 "STAIRS LEAD UP." , CR) ; 
402 
403 19: 
404 
405 WRITE ("A STEAMY CHAMBER WITH WARM", CR , 
406 "WALLS. FOOTSTEPS IN THE DUST SEEM", CR , 
407 "TO LEAD WEST, AND COME FROM THE" , CR , 
408 "SOUTH .",CR ) ; 
409 
410 20: 
411 
412 WRITE ("A LARGE ROOM, LITTERED WITH", CR , 
413 "ALABASTER SLABS. DOORS LEAD EAST" , CR , 
414 "AND WEST." ,CR) ; 
41 5 
416 21: 
417 
418 WRITE ("THE THRONE ROOM OF THE EVIL" , CR , 
419 "UR—LORDI A LOW DOOR LEADS EAST ." , CR) 
420 
421 END; (* OF CASE *) 
422 
423 	FOR I 	0 TO MAXOBJ DO 

424 	IF INROOM( I) THEN 
425 	WRITE ( CR , "THERE IS A 

426 	DESCRIBEOBJECT( I) , 

427 	" HERE I ", CR) 
428 	END; 
429 OLDROOM ROOM 
430 END; 
431 
432 PROCEDURE EAT; 
433 BEGIN 
434 	IF GETOBJECT( NEARBY) THEN 
435 	IF OBJ - BUN THEN 
436 	BEGIN 
437 	WRITE ("THANKS YOU WERE RATHER HUNG RY I ", CR ) ; 

438 	DESTROY( BUN) 
439 	END 
440 	ELSE 
441 	CRAZY 
442 END; 
443 
444 PROCEDURE FORCE; 
445 BEGIN 
446 WRITE 
447 "AN INVISIBLE FORCE PREVENTS YOU FROM", 
448 CR , "PASSING. " , CR) 
449 END; 
450 
451 PROCEDURE NOWAY; 
452 BEGIN 
453 	WRITE ( "YOU CANNOT GO THAT WAY . " , CR ) 
454 END; 
455 
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magmedia magmedia magmedia 

THE 100% 
SOLUTION TO r- 	YOUR DIRT 
PROBLEMS 

FREE 
We at Magmedia believe VERBATIM'S 
New DATALIFE CLEANING DISKETTES 
are the best in the world. 
Together with the DATALIFE DISKETTES 
made in Australia with 7 shielding 
improvements, 100% tested, 100% 
certified, 100% warranteed we think you'll 
believe it too. 

WE MAKE YOU THIS OFFER: 
BUY A BOX OF DATALIFE 
DISKETTES AT THE NORMAL 
PRICE AND RECEIVE A FREE 
VERBATIM DATALIFE CLEANING 
KIT VALUED AT $12.42! 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

AO‘  magmedia 
SYDNEY MELBOURNE BRISBANE CANBERRA PERTH 

(02) 428 1100 (03) 699 9688 (07) 229 1941 (062) 48 6751 	(09) 328 3311 

MAIL OR PRESENT THIS COUPON TO YOUR NEAREST VERBATIM DEALER L STED ON THE NEXT 
PAGE. WITH THE PURCHASE OF ONE BOX OF VERBATIM DISKETTES YOU WILL RECEIVE FREE 
ONE 8" OR 51/4 " DATALIFE CLEANING KIT. 

OFFER CLOSES 30th SEPTEMBER 1982. BY ORIGINAL COUPON ONLY. 
Please supply me with my free Verbatim datalife 
cleaning kit. 
NAME 	 
COMPANY NAME 	  
ADDRESS 	 
	 PHONE No. 	....... 

LTYPE OF SYSTEM 	  

SIGNATURE 
SIZE 8" ❑ 5 1/4" ❑ 

DEALER'S NAME 	  
ADDRESS 	  
TYPE OF DISK PURCHASED 	  

(DEALER TO FILL IN) 
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X56 PROCEDURE NORTH; 553 11:ROOM 	:= 	13 BEGIN  650 

i57 BEGIN 554 ELSE NOWAY END WRITE 	(CR);  651 

.58 CASE ROOM OF 555 END; I 	1;  652 := 

459 1:CRAZY; 556 653 CASE WORD(1) 	OF 

460 2:ROOM 	:= 	1; 557 PROCEDURE SOUTHWEST; 654 "GO", 	"RUN", 	"WAL", 	"MOV", 

461 5:ROOM 	:= 	4; 558 BEGIN 655 "CRA" 	:  

462 6:ROOM 	:= 	5; 559 CASE ROOM OF 656 BEGIN  

463 7:ROOM 	:= 	9; 560 11:ROOM 	:= 	12; 657 IF WORD(2) 	= 0 	THEN 

464 11:ROOM 	:= 	7; 561 15:ROOM 	:= 	14 658 BEGIN  

465 15:ROOM 	:= 	16; 562 ELSE NOWAY END 659 WRITE 	(SAYWORD(1)," WHERE?",CR); 

466 16:IF 	CARRYING(RING) 	THEN 563 END; 660 I 	:= 	0 

467 FORCE 564 661 END ELSE  

468 ELSE 565 PROCEDURE 	IN; 662 I 	:= 	2 

469 ROOM 	:= 	17; 566 BEGIN 663 END 

470 18:IF 	CARRYING(STATUE) 	THEN 567 CASE ROOM OF END; 	(* 	CASE 	*)  664 

471 ROOM 	:= 	19 568 3:ROOM 	:= 	4 665 IF 	I 	<> 	0 	THEN 

472 ELSE 569 ELSE NOWAY END 666 CASE WORD(I) 	OF 

473 FORCE 570 END; 667 "QUI", 	"Q": 	QUIT;  

474 ELSE NOWAY END 571 668 "EAT": 	EAT;  

475 END; 572 PROCEDURE OUT; 669 "NOR", 	"N": 	NORTH;  

476 573 BEGIN 670 "SOU", 	"S": 	SOUTH; 

477 PROCEDURE SOUTH; 574 CASE ROOM OF 671 "EAS", 	"E": 	EAST;  

478 BEGIN 575 4:ROOM 	:= 3 672 "WES", 	"W": 	WEST; 

479 CASE ROOM OF 576 ELSE NOWAY END 673 "NE" 	NORTHEAST;  : 

480 1:ROOM 	:= 	2; 577 END; 674 "NW" 	: 	NORTHWEST; 

461 4:ROOM 	:= 	5; 578 675 "SE" 	: 	SOUTHEAST; 

482 5:ROOM 	:= 	6; 579 PROCEDURE WAVE; 676 "SW" 	SOUTHWEST;  : 

483 9:ROOM 	:= 	7; 580 BEGIN 677 "UP", 	"U": 	UP;  

484 7:ROOM 	:= 	11; 581 IF GETOBJECT(CARRIED) 	THEN 678 "DOW", 	"D": 	DOWN;  

485 16:ROOM 	:= 	15; 582 IF OBJ = ROD THEN 679 "IN" 	: 	IN; 

486 17:ROOM 	:= 	16; 583 BEGIN 680 "OUT" 	: 	OUT;  

487 19:IF 	CARRYING(STATUE) 	THEN 584 CASE ROOM OF 681 "TAK", 	"T", 	"GET", 	"PIC":  

488 ROOM 	:= 	18 585 13:ROOM 	:= 	14; 682 TAKE;  

489 ELSE 586 14:ROOM 	:= 	13 683 "DRO", 	"PUT", 	"PLA", 	"THR": 

490 FORCE 587 ELSE 684 DROP;  

491 ELSE NOWAY 	END 588 WRITE 	("NOTHING 	HAPPENS HERE.",CR) 685 "SCO" 	GIVESCORE;  : 

492 END; 589 END 686 "INV", 	"I": 	INVENTORY; 

493 590 END ELSE 687 "LOO", 	"L": 	LOOK;  

494 PROCEDURE 	EAST; 591 WRITE ("WAVING 	THE 	",SAYWORD(2), 688 "WAV" 	: 	WAVE; 

495 BEGIN 592 " 	IS 	NOT VERY 	REWARDINGI",CR); 	689 "INS" 	: 	INSPECT  

496 CASE ROOM 	OF 593 IF ROOM <> OLDROOM THEN 690 ELSE DONTUNDERSTAND END  

497 2:ROOM 	:= 	3; 594 WRITE 	("THERE 	IS A BLINDING 	FLASH ", 691 END; 

498 3:ROOM 	:= 	4; 595 "OF LIGHT,",CR,"A LOUD 	", 692 

499 
500 

7:ROOM 	:= 	10; 
8:ROOM 	:= 	7; 

596 
597 

"BURPING 	NOISE, 	AND YOU 	",CR, 

"SUDDENLY 	FIND 	...",CR,CR); 

693 
694 

PROCEDURE 	INITIALIZE;  
: VAR 	I 	INTEGER;  

501 20:ROOM 	:= 	19; 598 END; 695 BEGIN 

502 21:ROOM 	:= 	20 599 696 WRITE 	(HOME); 
503 ELSE NOWAY 	END 600 PROCEDURE GIVESCORE; ROOM 	:= 3;  697 

504 END; 601 BEGIN OLDROOM 	0;  698 := 

505 602 SCORE 	:= 0; 

	

SCORE 	0;  699 := 
506 PROCEDURE WEST; 603 IF 	OBJECT(STATUE) 	= 	1 	THEN 700 HOLDING 	0;  := 
507 BEGIN 604 SCORE 	:= 	SCORE 	+ 	100; 701 TURNS 	0;  := 
508 CASE ROOM OF 605 IF 	OBJECT(RING) 	= 	1 	THEN 702 := FOR I 	0 TO MAXOBJ DO  
509 1:CRAZY; 606 SCORE 	:= 	SCORE + 	100; 703 OBJECT(I) 	= 0; 
510 3:ROOM 	:= 	2; 607 IF OBJECT(CROWN) 	= 	1 	THEN 704 OBJECT(LAMP)

:
:= 	1; 

511 4:ROOM 	:= 	3; 608 SCORE 	:= 	SCORE 	+ 	100; 705 OBJECT(BUN) 	6;  := 
512 10:ROOM 	:= 	7; 609 IF 	CARRYING(STATUE) 	THEN 706 OBJECT(ROD) 	:= 	9;  
513 7:ROOM 	:= 	8; 610 SCORE 	:= 	SCORE 	+ 	10; 707 OBJECT(RING) 	8;  := 
514 19:ROOM 	:= 	20; 611 IF 	CARRYING(RING) 	THEN 708 OBJECT(STATUE) 	12;  := 
515 20:ROOM 	:= 	21 612 SCORE 	:= 	SCORE 	+ 	10; 709 OBJECT(CROWN) 	21;  := 
516 ELSE NOWAY END 613 IF CARRYING(CROWN) 	THEN END;  710 

517 END; 614 SCORE 	:= 	SCORE 	+ 	10; 711 

518 615 WRITE 	(CR,"YOUR 	SCORE 	IS", 712 (* 	  

519 PROCEDURE UP; 616 SOORR-F," 	POINTS, 	IN 	", 713 PROGRAM STARTS HERE 
520 BEGIN 617 TURNSW TURNS.",CR) 714  	*) 
521 CASE ROOM OF 618 END; 

7 522 7:ROOM 	:= 	6; 619 BEGIN  716 

523 18:ROOM 	:= 	17 620 PROCEDURE QUIT; INITIALIZE;  717 
524 ELSE NOWAY END 621 VAR 	REPLY: 	CHAR; INSTRUCTIONS;  718 
525 END; 622 BEGIN REPEAT  719 
526 623 GIVESCORE; 720 TURNS 	:= TURNS 	+ 	1; 
527 PROCEDURE DOWN; 624 WRITE (CR,"DO YOU WANT TO QUIT NOW? 	Y/N IF ");721 ROOM <> OLDROOM THEN 
528 BEGIN 625 READ 	(REPLY); 722 DESCRIBEROOM; 
529 CASE ROOM OF 626 IF REPLY 	<> 	"Y" THEN 723 GETLINE;  
530 6:ROOM 	:= 	7; 627 OK 724 VERB 
531 17:ROOM 	:= 	18 628 ELSE 725 UNTIL 	ROOM 	= 0; 
532 ELSE NOWAY 	END 629 ROOM 	:= 	0 726 WRITE 	(HOME); 
533 END; 630 END; 727 GIVESCORE; 
534 631 728 IF SCORE = 300 THEN WRITE 
535 PROCEDURE NORTHEAST; 632 PROCEDURE 	INVENTORY; 729 (CR,CR,"CONGRATULATIONSW,CR,CR, 
536 BEGIN 633 VAR 	I, 	COUNT 	: 	INTEGER; 730 "YOU HAVE COMPLETED 	YOUR QUESTI",CR,CR) 
537 CASE ROOM OF 634 BEGIN 731 END. 
538 12:ROOM 	:= 	11; 635 COUNT 	:= 	0; 

 

539 14:ROOM 	:= 	15 636 FOR I 	:= 0 	TO MAXOBJ DO 
540 ELSE NOWAY 	END 637 IF CARRYING(I) 	THEN 
541 END; 638 BEGIN 
542 639 IF COUNT = 0 THEN 
543 PROCEDURE NORTHWEST; 640 WRITE 	("YOU 	ARE 	CARRYING:",CR); 
544 BEGIN 641 COUNT 	:= COUNT 	+ 	1; 
545 cast 	ROOM OF 642 WRITE 	(" 	",DESCRIBEOBJECT(I),CR) 
546 13:ROOM 	:= 	11 643 END; 
547 ELSE NOWAY 	END 644 IF COUNT = 0 	THEN 
548 END; 645 WRITE 	("YOU 	AREN'T CARRYING 	ANYTHINGI",CR) 
549 646 END; 
550 PROCEDURE 	SOUTHEAST; 647 
551 BEGIN 648 PROCEDURE VERB; 
552 CASE ROOM OF 649 VAR 	I 	: 	INTEGER; 

54 



your computer 
pocket programs 
SINCLAIR 
Genetic Drift 
By Jon Mears 
MY CONTRIBUTION is a game 
for the 1K ZX81 called 'Genetic 
Drift'. 

It is set in the year 2000 in a 
genetic engineering factory, the 
controls have gone crazy and all 
sorts of mutations are being pro-
duced. You have one chance to 
escape from these mutations. 

The computer will draw the 
grid and show you the atoms you 
can use, then wait for three in-
puts. The first two are the co-
ordinates, the last is the number 
of the atom you want to use. 
When you have created your 
molecule, type in 0, and the com-
puter will evaluate the molecule 
and tell you if the genetic drift is 
safe or lethal. 

If you have extra memory, then 
improvements to the program 
could include making a larger 
grid and using a larger range of 
atoms. The program is quite sim-
ple and will run on just about any 
other computer. 

5 LET S=0 

10 LET 6=S 
15 FOR F=1 TO 5 
20 PRINT AT F,7;F;AT 7,F;F 

25 NEXT F 
30 LET A$="CGRAPHICS SHIFTED H1' 

35 LET 8$="0' 
40 LET C$='1' 

45 LET Di='-' 
50 PRINT AT 10,0;AW=1,0=2,1=3,-=4" 
55 INPUT A 
60 IF A=0 THEN GOTO 120 
65 LET S=S+A 
70 INPUT B 
75 LET S=S+B 

80 INPUT C 
85 LET G=G+C 
90 IF C=1 THEN PRINT AT A,B;A$ 
95 IF C=2 THEN PRINT AT A,B;B$ 

100 IF C=3 THEN PRINT AT A,B;C$ 
110 IF C=4 THEN PRINT AT A,B;D$ 
115 GOTO 55 
120 CLS 
125 LET 6D=S/G 
130 PRINT "GENETIC DRIFT=';GD 
135 IF GD(2.4 OR 6D)2.9 THEN GOTO 150 

140 PRINT "GENETIC DRIFT SAFE' 
145 STOP 
150 PRINT "GENETIC DRIFT LETHAL" 

The Sinclair 
Clock 
By K W Hince 
HAVING read your article on 
writing for publication, I decided 
to give it a try. At the time I was 
writing a clock program for my 
ZX-81, and so I tidied it up a bit, 
wrote a few explanatory para-
graphs, and here it is. 

This 1K subroutine turns your 
ZX-81 computer into a 24 hour 
clock. The program works by 
counting the number of frames 
that have been displayed on the 
TV. Since the frame rate should 
be very close to 50 Hz, a reason-
ably accurate clock can be made 
by adding 1 second to every 50 
frames. 

In this program the time is dis-
played as a six digit number, with 
the hours, minutes and seconds 
being be separated by a colon. 

The subroutine itself consists 
of line 10 to 85. Since it is a sub-
routine — that is, it ends with a 
RETURN statement — lines 
100-120 have been added to act 
as a calling program. 

Note that there are only two 
entry points to the subroutine, 
one at line 20 where the clock 
has to be started or the time re-
set, and the other at line 45 
where the time is to be updated. 
If you have entered the entire 
program exactly as it is printed 
here, then enter GOTO 100 to 
get things going. 

You will be asked for the cur-
rent time, which should be en-
tered as a six digit number based 
on the 24 hour clock. For exam-
ple, if the time is 20 seconds after 
4.15 in the afternoon, then enter 
161520. 

The ZX-81 has a system vari-
able called FRAMES (See page 
179, ZX81 Manual). This vari-
able starts out as 65,535 and is 
decreased by 1 every time a 
frame is sent to the TV. FRAMES 
goes down to 32,768, and then it 
starts again from 65,535. This 
makes a very handy reference 
for the clock, since every time 
FRAMES is decremented repre-
sents 1/50 second. 

If you prefer a 12-hour display, 
change line 75 to: 

75 IF VAL (SIRS N) (2 TO 
3) >= 12 THEN LET 
NA-120000( 

In running this program myself 
I noticed that it runs slightly fast, 
gaining about 10 seconds every 
half hour. This must be because 
the frame rate is slightly above 
50Hz. You can compensate this 
by altering every occurrence of 
the constant '50' in lines 55 and 
60. 

Instead of 50, try 50.5 — ex-
periment a little. If the clock runs 
fast, increase it, if slow, decrease  

it. I ended up with 60.63. Another 
thing is that this routine must be 
run with the ZX in SLOW mode, 
because in FAST mode no 
frames are displayed on the TV. 

Also you may not use PAUSE 
statements in any program that is 
relying on CLOCK, because 
PAUSE resets the FRAMES 
counter to the length of the 
pause. One last thing is that the 
actual position of the display on 
the screen can be moved any-
where you like simply by chang-
ing the two numbers following 
the 'AT' in line 80. 
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10 	LET A=PEEK 16436+256*PEEK 16437 

15 	RETURN 

20 	PRINT "TIME ?" 

25 	INPUT N 

27 	CLS 

30 	LET N=N+1000003 

35 	GOSUB 10 

40 	LET B=A 

45 	GOSUB 10 

50 	IF B<A THEN LET B=B+32768 

55 	LET N=N+INT ((B-A)/50) 

60 	LET B=B-50*INT ((B-A)/50) 

65 	IF VAL (STR$ N)(6) >=6 THEN LET N=N+40 

70 	IF VAL (STR$ N)(4) >=6 THEN LET N=N+4000 

75 	IF VAL (STR$ N)(2 TO 3) >=24 THEN LET N=N-240000 

80 	PRINT AT 0,24; (STR$ N)(2 TO 3);":";(STR$ N)(4 TO 

5);":";(STR$ N)(6 TO ) 

85 	RETURN 

100 	GOSUB 20 

110 	GOSUB 45 

120 	GOTO 110 
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LET 
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SINCLAIR 

Pontoon 
By Chris Makowski 
THIS IS a pontoon program writ-
ten for the ZX81 with 16K RAM. 
The program is simple and easy 
to follow and can be used on any 
computer with a CLS (clear sc-
reen) statement and PRINT AT 
or TAB statement. 

I have always liked the card 
game pontoon and I suppose 
most people do too, but some-
times it's hard to find someone to 
play a few games with so I sat 
down to write a pontoon game 
program for my ZX81 with 16K 
RAM. 

To start the game you press 
run then enter, the computer will 
display 'YOUR CARDS' and the 
name of the game. To get the 
cards you press enter every time 
you want one. 

When you have decided you 
do not want any more cards you 
press 'N' then enter; the comput-
er's cards will be added to the 
screen and when it thinks it has 
enough cards it checks to see 
who has won. 

The one who reaches a score 
of 5 wins, the computer will then 
display 'GAME OVER', the final 
score and an instruction on how 
to restart the game. Since the 
computer is dealing the cards it is 
therefore the banker and when 
an identical hand occurs for you 
and the computer, the computer 
wins. 

When you get an Ace, you 
have the choice of making it a 1 
or 11, to make it a 1 you press 'Q' 
then enter. To make it an 11 you 
press 'A' then enter. When you 
have done this and you still want 
more cards they will now be dis-
played under the 'ACE MES-
SAGE'. The computer will make 
its own decision about the Ace. 

When a hand is over, the score 
will be added to the screen and 
the whole display will be paused 
for a few seconds before the sc-
reen is cleared to make room for 
another hand. 

Happy 'Pontooning'. 

p.0 5=0 
E=0 
G =0 
I=0 
K =0 
L2=0 
L5=0 m2.9 
M4 =0 
M8 =0 
M8 =0 
Y=0 

LET X=0 
PRINT RT 0,10"17.X81 PONTOON 

PRINT RT 1,10;"************ 

PRINT 
INPUT 6$ 6$ 

100 IF B$="Y" THEN GOTO 130 
110 IF 6$="N" THEN GOTO 525 
130 LET R=INT (RND*13)+1 
140 IF R=1 THEN GOTO 190 
150 IF A=11 THEN GOTO 300 
180 IF A=12 THEN GOTO 360 
170 IF A=13 THEN GOTO 420 
180'GOTO 490 
190 PRINT " ";"ACE" 
195 PRINT 
196 PRINT 
200 PRINT "DO YOU URNT YOUR ACE 
TO =1 OR 11" 
210 PRINT "IF 1 PRE55 C IF 11 P 

RE55 R" 
230 INPUT C$ 
240 IF C$="0" THEN LET A=1 
250 IF C$="R" THEN LET R=11 
260 LET D=A 
270 PRINT " "C.; 
280 LET E=E+D 
290 GOTO 2000 
300 PRINT " ";"...1"; 
320 LET F=10 
340 LET G=G+F 
350 GOTO 200w 
380 PRINT " ";"0" 

73 
77 

76 

85 
90 

Catch 
By Paul A Barry 

CATCH IS written for the ZX81 
and is a game of judgement and 
skill but needs a bit of practice to 
get used to the controls. 

You are controlled by: 6 to go 
down; and 7 to go up. 

To start, simply type in RUN. 
The title 'CATCH' will appear on 
the screen and the game will 
commence. You have to catch a 
man's head as he is running ac-
ross the screen with your')'. 

You are the ')' and the man is a 
3 line high, star, inversed I and an 
M. If you miss the man don't pan-
ic; he will come back. Note that in 
the listing, lines 1-150 and 205, 
+ means inversed character or 
characters. 
56 

1 PRINT AT 10,12;"+CATCHe 
2 LET B=1 
3 LET C=15 
4 PAUSE 99 

135 FOR J=1 TO 10 
140 LET A=INT (RND$201 
145 FOR I=1 TO 29 

150 PRINT AT A,B;"I"; AT A+1,8;"+I+"; AT A+2,8;"M"; AT C,15;")" 
157 IF C=A AND B=15 THEN LET D=D+1 
160 LET C=C+ (INKEY$="6"1-(1NKEY$="7") 
162 LET A=A+1 
165 CLS 
167 NEXT I 
170 LET B=1 
200 NEXT J 

205 PRINT AT 10,8;'+YOUR SCORE WAS+"“D 
210 PAUSE 50 
215 RUN 



10 CLS P0=0 

11 PRINT "SCREEN OVERLAY ROUTINE° 
12 PRINT 'OFFSET : DESIGNATES START POSITION ON SCREEN" 

13 PRINT °LINES : NUMBER OF LINES FOR SCROLLING RANGE° 

15 INPUT °INPUT OFFSET"; OF 

16 INPUT °INPUT NO OF LINES";LR 

17 OF=INT(OF) 
18 LR=INT(LID 
19 CLS 
20 FOR N= 1 TO 100 

30 N1=(N-1)-PULR 

40 PRINTS OR(N1164)."OVERLAY"; 
45 PRINT N1+1;: PRINT N; 
50 PO=INT(N/ LR1 

60 NEXT 

70 GOTO 70 

expression 	 PRINT@ 
OF + (N1*64),'xxx'; is necessary 
only in the first print position as 
others on the line will follow. 

The length of the For and Next 
loop is limited only by the compu-
ter as long as the loop starts at 1. 

The routine within its limits is 
quite handy where on-screen 
handling of data is required. 
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380 LET H=10 
400 LET I=I+H 
410 GOTO 2000 
420 PRINT - -;"K"; 
450 LET J=10 
470 LET K=K+J 
480 GOTO 2000 
490 LET L1=R 
500 PRINT - 
510 LET L2=L2+L1 
520 GOTO 2000 
525 PRINT 
526 PRINT 
527 PRINT 

540 LET N=IWIRR01137+1 
530 PRINT - 

550 IF N=1 THEN GOTO 600 
560 IF N=11 THEN GOTO 710 
570 IF N=12 THEN GOTO 770 
580 IF N=13 THEN GOTO 830 
590 GOTO 890 
600 PRINT " -;-ACE" 
610 PRINT "DO YOU WANT YOUR ACE 
TO = 1 OR 11" 
620 IF Yill THEN LET A=11 
640 IF Y>=11 THEN LET A=1 
645 LET L4=A 
650 PRINT " ";L4; 
652 LET L5=L5+L4 
655 GOTO 2090 
710 PRINT " -;"..1"; 
730 LET M1=10 
750 LET m2=m2+,11 
760 GOTO 2090 
770 PRINT " ":"Q"; 
790 LET M3=10.  
810 LET M4=M4+M3 
820 GOTO 2090 
830 PRINT - -;"K"; 
850 LET M5=10 
870 LET M6=M6+H5 
880 GOTO 2090 
890 LET Piz =N 
900 PRINT " 
910 LET M5=M8+147.  
920 GOTO 2090 
2000 LET X=E+G+I+K+L2 
2010 IF X=21 THEN GOTO 2022 
2020 GOTO 2050 
2022 PRINT 
2025 PRINT " 
2027 GOTO 3000 
2050 IF X>21 THEN GOTO 2065 
2060 GOTO 90 

2065 
2070 
2080 
2090 
2100 
2110 
2120 
2130 
2140 
2145 
2146 
2147 
148 

2150 
2180 
2190 
2191 
2192 
2193 
2200 
2202  
2203 
2205 
3 

PRINT 
PRINT " -; BUSTED I WIN 
GOTO 3003 
LET •Y =L5 +M2 +H4 +HE +H5 
IF Y>21 THEN GOTO 2120 
GOTO 2140 
PRINT - ; EUPTET.1. vnu WIN 
GOTO 3000 
IF Y(17 THEN GOTO 540 
IF Y=21 THEN GOTO 2147 
GOTO 2150 
PRINT " ";- 0.4TOCIN I Ll IN 
GOTO 3003 
IF Y>17(=20 THEN GOTO 2190 
STOP 
IF X>Y THEN GOTO 2192 
GOTO 2200 
PRINT " 
GOTO 3000 
IF Y>X THEN GOTO 2202 
PRINT " 
GOTO 3003 
IF X=Y OR Y=X THEN GOTO 300 

2210 STOP 
3000 LET P=P+1 
3001 GOTO 3008 
3003 LET 5=5+1 
3005 GOTO 3058 

3009 PRINT AT 3;21.; 411FRED" 
3008 PRINT AT 2,22;-  

3020 	.n • 
3030 PRINT AT 4,28;5 
3032 FOR T=1 TO 55 
3033 NEXT T 
3038 CL5 
3039 IF Pi5 THEN GOTO 10 
3040 PRINT "GAME OLDER" 
3041 PRINT AT 0,15" 
3042 PRINT AT 1.14; "PIE 	FRED" 
3045 PRINT AT 2,14P;" 
3046 PRINT AT 7,2;"00 YOU WANT R 
NOTHER GAME? IF 	YOU DO PRESS 
RUN THEN ENTER." 
3047 STOP 
3058 PRINT AT 2,22, 
3059 PRINT RT 3,21,"HE 	FRED" 
3061 PRINT AT 4,28,5 
3065 PRINT AT 4,22,P 
3070 FOR U=1 TO 55 
3072 NEXT U 
3080 CL5 
3090 IF 515 THEN GOTO 10 
4000 GOTO 3040 

PONTOON V ,J WIN 

BCC'-='E 

SYSTEM 80 
Overlay 
By L Wiggins 
WHILE writing a bank account-
ing program on my System 80 I 
decided I needed a routine that 
would allow me to have headings 
and/or instructions at the top and 
bottom of the screen but still 
scroll through information in the 
centre of the screen. 

What I ended up with was a 
routine that 'Overlays' previously 
presented data. 

The program can be divided 
up into 6 sections: 

• LINE 10 set pointer to 0 
• LINE 15 This sets the offset 
value for screen positioning. This 
line can be deleted and the re- 

quired value included in line 40. 
• LINE 16 This is limited to an 
integer value between 1 and 16. 
This sets the number of lines dis-
played before overlaying occurs. 
This can be deleted if the number 
of lines required is known by sub-
stituting them into lines 30 and 
50. 
• LINE 20 Sets For and Next 
loop. 
• LINES 30 and 50 These lines 
calculate the next print position 
on the screen. The successful 
operation of the program de-
pends on the way Microsoft 
BASIC handles floating point to 
integer conversion; that is, the in-
teger value of 1.9 is returned as 
1. 
• LINE 40 Print command sets 
up position on the screen. The 
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Classroom 
Computers 
By Brian Fowler 

WHILE there are many programs 
published for game playing and 
for the small businessman, there 
are very few published to help 
teachers. 

The few that do appear are 
usually related to CAI (Computer 
Assisted Instruction) and not for 
the business side of the class-
room. 

The program described here 
should help rectify the im-
balance. It is one I have used on 
an Apple II to work out results at 
the end of a term and can be 
used at the primary, secondary 
or tertiary level. 

A deliberate attempt has been 
made to avoid machine specific 
coding so that it can be adapted 
to any computer with a minimum 
of modification. 

The program is designed to al-
low letter grades (from A+ to C-
for passing grades, D or F for 
failures) to be awarded for each 
of a number of tests or essays 
during the term and that each 
test or essay will have a different 
weighting in the final mix of 
marks. 

The resultant printout provides 
the name of each student to-
gether with a notional per-
centage score, an equivalent let-
ter grade, an indication whether 
they have failed any part and fi-
nally a list of the individual letter 
grades that were put in. 

This latter listing enables the 
teacher to check the grades put 
in against his mark book if neces-
sary. Listing 2 shows this for an 
imaginary set of 10 students who 
had 5 pieces of assessment dur-
ing the term. After all the stu-
dents have been individually 
graded a set of statistics is 
produced. 

The Program Listing 
Line 30 allows you to enter in 

the number of individual items of 
assessment used during the 
term (note Arrays A, B and C can 
be adjusted to cope with more 
than 15 items if necessary) whilst 
the section from lines 60 to 110 is 
used to load array A with the 
weighting of each assessment 
item. 

Note that the following section  

from 120 to 170 tells you if the 
allotted weightings do not add up 
to 100 percent and allows you to ,  
re-enter the weightings. 

The section from 280 to 340 
allows the individual student's 
letter grades to be entered. Each 
score is then transformed to a 
number, multiplied by the ap-
propriate weighting, progres-
sively totalled and any failure is 
flagged (at 1$). 

A progressive tally is kept in 
array B (Line 1300) of the num-
ber of scores at each level of 
each assessment item. After all 
the letter grades are entered, the 
weighted average score and let-
ter grade are determined in lines 
400 to 530 and printed in line 
602. 

The Summary 
The first part of the summary 

(Lines 640-670) gives the num-
ber of students which achieved 
each level of the final grade. 

The second part of the sum-
mary (Lines 680-720) is derived 
from array B to print out the 
number of students getting each 
grade within each question and 
the notional average grade for 
each question. This part of the 
summary is useful for comparing 
the relative difficulty of the vari-
ous items of assessment and 
their ability to discriminate be-
tween students. Finally the over-
all class average is printed. 

This program is designed to be 
run once at the end of the term or 
semester. 

A copy of the program is avail-
able from Brian Fowler, School 
of Education, Darling Downs In-
stitute of Advanced Education, 
C/- Post Office, Darling Heights, 
Queensland, 4350. If you wish a 
copy for Apple II computers, 
send a cassette or formatted (3.3 
DOS) disk and a stamped ad-
dressed envelope. 

10 HONE 
15 PRINT "-iARk:ING SYSTEM FOR LETTER GRADES" 
19 	I NOERSF 
20 PRINT : PRINT "TURN PRINTER ON NOO" 
25 NORr1uL 	PRINT : PRINT 
70 INPuT "NO. OF ASSESSMENTS=?";0 

REM INITIALISE ARRAY 
38 	DIM C( 15) 
40 	DIN Pi( 15): DIM 6(15,25) 
41 FOP K = 1 TO 
42 FOR X = 0 TO 20 
47 Be:K.,X) = 0 
45 NEXT X 
50 NPx1" K 
55 PRINT 
60 PRINT "WHAT IS WEIGHTING OF EACH ASSESSMENT" 
70 PRINT "AS % OF TOTAL?": PRINT 
80 FOR K = 1 TO 0 
90 PRINT "ASSESSMENT NO.";K: INPUT B 
100 B1 =B1 + B:A60 = B 
110 NEXT K 
120 IF 81 = 100 THEN 190 
130 PRINT : PRINT : INVERSE 
140 PRINT "WARNING" 
145 PRINT "TOTAL HARKS MORE THAN 100% !" 
148 NORMAL 
150 PRINT : PRINT "IF YOU WISH TO RE—ENTER TYPE 'R'" 
160 PRINT "OTHERWISE PRESS <RETURN>" 
170 INPUT R$: IF R$ = "R" THEN 60 
190 PRINT : PRINT 
200 INPUT "NO. OF STUDENTS=?";N 
205 PR4 0: REM DISCONNECTS PRINTER 
207 PRINT : PRINT 
210 PRINT "ENTER STUDENT NAMES AND GRADES" 
212 FOR I = 1 TO N 
215 PRINT : PRINT " (LIMIT NAMES TO 12 LETTERS)" 
230 T = 0:1$ = " " 
240 PRINT : PRINT 
250 INPUT "NAME=?";A$ 
260 PRINT 
270 PRINT "INPUT GRADES FOR ";A$ 
275 PRINT : PRINT 
280 FOR K = 1 TO 0 
290 PRINT "ENTER GRADE #";K; 
295 INPUT 91 
300 GOSUE: 1000 
310 C = 	* W * 0.05 
320 T = T + c:c = 0 
340 NEXT K 
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In fact it leads to many others! Joining the amazing success 
of our PAL Encoder Card, these four new expander cards 
all featuring the unique 'Digitek Safety Tab' are ready to 
plug straight into your Apple Computer. 
Pal Colour Encoder Card IThis amazing card with it's on-boar 
modulator, displays exceptional colour graphics to your TV.  
16k RamcardMInsert the card straight into slot 0, and increase 
the memory capability of your Apple without having to remove 
any memory chips.  
Z80 Expansion Card L 	Installing the Z80 into your 
Apple gives you two systems in one, which enables you to 
run the popular CP M operating system.  
RS232 High Speed Serial Interface $180 The RS232 
Interface Card incorporates 13 selectable Baud rates 
from 75 to 19,200.  
Print-master Interface $180 The ultimate parallel 	, 	vi l . 

interface for Apple to all popular dot matrix 
printers.  

The PRINT-MASTER accepts Apple 
protocols,15+ software commands and 
has on-board graphics dump capability 
to all popular graphics printers. No 
need to load clumsy software 
routines - it's all at your fingertips 
on the PRINT-MASTER - choice of 
inverse printing, double size 
picture, 90°  picture rotation, 
many word processor type 
text commands, plus 
many more. 
41.4./o o Iter hotx'nSY\ 

4,0e, Cony.wtors We. 
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ore I he troclomaks 
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you, software professionals 

Full Digitek range of expander cards available at your local Apple dealer NOW! 
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400 IF T > 84.5 THEN 510 
410 IF T < 65.5 THEN 435 
430 G$ = "B":T2 = T2 + 1: GOTO 600 
435 IF T < 50 THEN 530 
440 GOTO 520 
450 T2 = T2 + 1: GOTO 600 
510 G$ = "P":T1 = Ti + 1: GOTO 600 
520 GS = "C":T3 = T3 + 1: GOTO 600 
530 GS = "F":T4 = T4 + 1: GOTO 600 
595 PRINT : PRINT 
600 PR# 2: REM TURN ON PRINTER 
602 PRINT AS; TAB( 15)"AU=";T;" GRADE=";6$;" (";I$;") 
605 FOR K = 1 TO 0 
606 C$ = "F" 
607 IF C(K) = 20 THEN CS = "A+": GOTO 618 
608 IF C(K) = 19 THEN CS = "A": GOTO 618 
R09 IF C(K) = 18 THEN C$ = 	GOTO 618 
610 IF C(K) = 16 THEN C$ = "8+": GOTO 618 
611 IF C(K) = 15 THEN C$ = "B": GOTO 618 
612 IF C(K) = 14 THEN CS = "8-": GOTO 618 
513 IF C(K) = 12 THEN CS = "C+": GOTO 618 
614 IF C(K) = 11 THEN CS = "C": GOTO 618 
615 IF C(K) = 10 THEN C$ = "C-": GOTO 618 
616 IF C(K) = 7 THEN CS = "0": GOTO 618 
617 IF C(K) = 5 THEN CS = "D-": GOTO 618 
618 PRINT " ";CS; 
619 NEXT K 
620 PRINT : PR# 0 
622 T8 = T8 + T 
630 NEXT I 
635 PR# 2 
640 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "SUMMARY" 
650 PRINT "*******": PRINT : PRINT 
655 PRINT "NO. OF STUDENTS WITH EACH FINAL GRADE" 
660 PRINT "A=";T1;" B=";T2;" C=";T3;" ,F=";T4 
670 PRINT : PRINT 
680 PRINT "SUMMARY OF EACH ASSESSMENT": PRINT 
695 FOR K = 1 TO 0 
697 PRINT "ASST. #";K 
698 PRINT "WEIGHTING = ";A(K);"%". 
702 X = 0:T6 = 0:T7 = 0 
705 PRINT "0..0-.0..C-.C..C+.8-.8..8+.H-.H..H+" 
712 	PRINT 8( K,0 ); TAB( 4 )8( K,5 ); 

TAB( 7 )B( K,7 ); TAB( 10 )B( K, 
10); TAB( 13)8(K,11); TAB( 1 
6)8(K,12); TAB( 19)8(K,14); TAB( 
22)8(K,15); TAB( 25)8(K,16); 
TAB( 28)8(K,18); TAB( 31)B( 

K.19); TAB( 34)8((.20) 
713 FOR X = 1 TO 20 
715 T6 = T6 + (X * B(K,X)) 
720- NEXT X 
725 T7 = T6 * 5 /N 
730 PRINT "ASST. AVGE=";T7."%": PRINT : PRINT 
745 NEXT K 
750 T9 = T8 / N 
780 PRINT : PRINT 
770 PRINT "CLASS AVERAGE=";T9;"%" 
772 PRINT : PRINT  

1160 PRINT "MARK OUTSIDE A - 0 RANGE": NORMAL 
1165 PRINT "IF YOU WISH TO RE-ENTER MARK TYPE 'R'" 
1.168 PRINT "OTHERWISE PRESS <RETURN>li 
1170 INPUT RMS: IF RMS = "R" THEN 1176 
1173 GOTO 1190 
1176 PRINT "ENTER GRADE #";K 
1178 INPUT B$ 
1180 GOTO 1000 
1190 X = 0 
1200 1$ = "F" 
1250 W = A(K) 

"; 1300 8(K,X) = 8(K,X) + 1 
1310 C(K) = X 
1400 RETURN 

ADAMS R 
BARTLETT W 
CAMPBELL 1.1 
DENT O 
EOWAROS 0 
FRENCH T 
GRAHAM N 
HORN S 
INDER T 
JONES W 

PU=86.25 GRADE=A < ) 
AU=73 GRADE=6 ( ) C 
AU=21.75 GRADE=F (F) 
AV=75.5 GRADE=B ( ) 
AU=70 GRADE=6 ( ) A 
AV=55 GRADE=C ( ) C 
AU=47.5 GRADE=F (F) 

GRADE=6 ( ) A 
AU=69.75 GRADE=B ( ) 
A0=96.25 GRADE=A ( ) 

Cl A 6 El+ A-
BAC6 
C- DFCF 

B BB+B- B 
C- C 6- 
CCCC 
CFOBC 
6C6A 
6 A C A+ C 

A+ A A+ A 

SUMMARY 
******* 

NO. OF STUDENTS WITH EACH FINAL GRADE 
A=2 8=5 C=1 F=2 

SUMMARY OF EACH ASSESSMENT 

ASST. #1 
WEIGHTING = 20% 
0..0-.0. .C-.C..C+.6- B..6+.P-.A..A+ 
0 0 0 1 3 0 0 2 0 0 4 0 
ASST. AVGE=74.5% 

ASST. #2 
WEIGHTING = 10% 
0..0-.D..C-.C..C+.6-.6..6+.A-.A-.P+ 
1 0 1 1 1 0 0 3 0 0 2 1 
ASST. AVGE=65.5% 

ASST. #3 
WEIGHTING = 25% 
0..0-.0..C-.C..C+.6-.6..6+.A-.A..A+ 
101 0 4 001 102 0 
ASST. AUGE=60% 

990 
999 
1000 
1010 
1020 
1030 
1040 
1050 
1060 
1070 
1080 
1090 
1100 
4150 

60 

PR# 0 
END 
IF 8$ = 
IF B$ = 
IF B$ = 
IF 8$ = 
IF B$ = 
IF 8$ = 
IF 8$ = 
IF B$= 
IF B$ = 
IF B$= 
IF B$ = 
INVERSE 

"A+" THEN X = 20: GOTO 1250 
"A" THEN X = 19: GOTO 1250 
"A-" THEN X = 18: GOTO 1250 
"0+" THEN X = 16: GOTO 1250 
"B" THEN X = 15: GOTO 1250 
"B-" THEN X = 14: GOTO 1250 
"C+" THEN X = 12: GOTO 1250 
"C" THEN X = 11: GOTO 1250 
"C-" THEN X = 10: GOTO 1250 
"D" THEN X = 7: GOTO 1200 
"0-" THEN X = 5: GOTO 1200 
: PRINT "WARNING" 

ASST. #4 
WEIGHTING = 15% 
0..0-.D..C-.C..C+.6-.6..6+.A-.A..A+ 
0 0003013 100 2 
ASST. AVGE=74% 

ASST. #5 
WEIGHTING = 30% 
0..0-.0..C-.C..C+.8-.8..8+.A-.A..A+ 
1 0 0 0 3 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 
ASST. AUGE=66.5% 

[LH% AVERAGE=67.5% 



Hex/Decimal 
Conversion 
By 'REB' of Burwood 

PROFESSIONAL programmers 
would probably find this too sim-
ple and short; however, I am sure 
many readers would be at my 
standard, and be able to make 
use of it. 

While learning to use an Apple 
computer (Applesoft in ROM) I 
found that looking up tables or 
using a pocket calculator for hex- 

adecimal conversion was tedi-
ous and time consuming. 

Surely a small program would 
simplify this chore. After many 
revisions, this is the program that 
evolved. It is a simple and short 
program, so modification to suit 
different brands of computer 
should be possible. 

Apple 
Calendar 
By Geoff W Black 

THIS IS a program I have written 
for the Apple II computer which 
creates and draws up any 
calendar for any year (within cer-
tain limits), and if a printer is 'on 
line' then the program will repro-
duce it on the printer. 

The program has a built-in a 
date calculator to determine the 
day of the date or to calculate the 
number of days between two 
dates. 

The program has provision for 
a cartoon to be printed on the 
printer with every calendar. 

Provision is made for the user 
to add to the program a 'text size 
reduction' code (if available on 
the printer being used) to 'shrink' 
the calendar. 

The width of the printer is as-
sumed to be 64 characters or 
greater and is assumed the 
printer is connected through slot 
1 of the computer. 

The user has the option of 
printing the calendar onto the sc-
reen or the printer and because 
of the inadequate size of the Ap-
ple's screen (24 by 40 char-
acters), only six months of the 
year can be viewed at any one 
time. 

Therefore the program does 
not use a 'screen dumping' met-
hod to regenerate the calendar 
onto the printer; a different print-
ing format is used. 

100 POKE 34,0: HOME : CLEAR 

110 INVERSE : PRINT ' DECIMAL TO HEXADECIMAL CONVERSION ": 

PRINT " HEXADECIMAL TO DECIMAL CONVERSION ": NORMAL 

120 PRINT : PRINT "TO CHANGE A DECIMAL NUMBER"; TAB( 30)"TYPE 

' D "; PRINT : PRINT "FOR THE HEXADECIMAL NUMBER"; TAB 

(30)"TYPE ' H ": PRINT : PRINT "TO CONTINUE , USE THE"; 
TAB(30)"SPACE BAR": PRINT : PRINT "ANY OTHER KEY WILL END": 

PRINT 

130 PRINT " 	 ": POKE 34,12 

140 GOSUB 430 

150 GET Al 

160 IF Al = CHRI (68) THEN A = 1: GOTO 200 
170 IF Al = CHRI (72) THEN A = 2: 60T0 200 

180 IF Al = CHRI (32) THEN GOTO 200 

190 POKE 34,0: HOME : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT " 	FINISH 

°: PRINT : PRINT " 	t $ $ $ 1 $ °: END 

200 ON A GOTO 210,290 

210 PRINT "GIVE DECIMAL NUMBER - THEN KEY RETURN": 
PRINT:INPUT D: 

220 D = INT (DI: IF ABS (D) ).= 65536 THEN 

PRINT : PRINT : 60TO 210 

230 IF D 	0 THEN D = 65536 + D 

240 M = FN 01(D): GOSUB 340: HTAB (25): PRINT MI; 

250 H = FN 02(D): GOSUB 340: PRINT Ml; 

260 M = FN 03(D): GOSUB 340: PRINT MI; 

270 M = FN 04(D): GOSUB 340: PRINT MI; 

280 PRINT "  

PRINT : GOTO 150 

290 PRINT "GIVE FOUR FIGURE HEXADECIMAL NUMBER': 

PRINT "LEADING ZEROS IF NEEDED": PRINT : 

300 GET HI: PRINT H$;: GOSUB 330:W = H t 4096: 

GET HI: PRINT HI;: 60SU8 330:W = W + H $ 256: 

GET HI: PRINT HI:: 60SUB 330:1 = W + H t 16: 

GET HI: PRINT HI:: GOSH 330:W = W 	H: HTAB (25): PRINT W; 
310 PRINT " 
	

PRINT 
320 GOTO 150 

330 = -2 

340 RESTORE 

350 FOR K = 0 TO 15 

360 READ N,NI 

370 IF M = N THEN MI = N$ 

380 IF HI = NI THEN H = N:1 = - 5 

390 NEXT 

400 IF 7 = - 2 THEN INVERSE : PRINT : 

PRINT" 	ERROR 
	

": PRINT 	NORMAL 

410 RETURN 

420 DATA 15,F,14,E,13,0,12,C,11,11,10,A,9,9,8,8,7,7,65 6,55 5, 

4,4,3,3,2,2,1,1,0,0 

430 DEF FN O1(D) = INT (D / 4096): DEF FN 02(0) 

INT (ID - FN 01(D) t 4096) / 256) 

440 DEF FN 03(D) = INT ((D - 4 FN 0141)) $ 4096 + 

FN 02(0) t 256)) / 16): DEF FN 04(D) = D - ( FN 01(D) 

4096 + FN 02(D) $ 256 + FN 03(D) $ 161 

450 RETURN 

460 REM 	THIS PROGRAMME WAS 	DEVISED 

BY ' REB ' OF 	BURWOOD 27TH MARCH 1982. 
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APPLE 
1 REM +4.1.4++++4,+4,+++++++++44-111-1- 

^ REM + CALENDAR CALCULATOR 
3 REM + 
4 REM + BY GEOFF W. BLACK 1982 
5 REM 111.44,4.1++4++++++++++++4+++ 

20 DIM A(12),A$(12),J(12),W$(7),D(:) 
25 REM INITIALISE 
30 GOSUB 2000 
34 REM ++++.+++4 
35 REM + MENU * 

36 REM +1,++++++ 
40 TEXT : HOME : VTAB 9: PRINT TAB( 10):: INVERSE : PRINT "CALENDAR CAL 

CULATOR": NORMAL 
50 PRINT : PRINT TAB( 7):"BY GEOFF W. BLACK 	1982"  
55 PRINT 
60 PRINT "INPUT:": PRINT 
62 PRINT " YYYY -YEAR" 
64 PRINT 
65 PRINT " YYYYP -HARD COPY (PRINTER)" 
67 PRINT 
70 PRINT " 	X -DATE CALCULATOR MODE" 
71 PRINT 
7: PRINT " 	S -STOP" 
80 PRINT : INPUT ""%A$1 IF AS = "X" THEN 900 
85 IF AS = "5" THEN STOP 
90 C = VAL (AS): lF C < 1582 OR C > 9999 THEN 40 
100 HOME ^K = 1:3 = 3:E = 0: IF MIDS (A$, LEN (AS), 1) 	> "P" THEN GOSUB 

630 
109 REM 44-1+++4+4,4-4++++++++*4+ 
110 REM + FIND 1ST DAY OF YR + 
111 REM 41fff++441.4++++++4++.1.4 
120 FOR 0 = 1582 TO C STEP 100:3 = J - 1: IF J = 0 THEN J = 7 
130 NEXT 0:0 = 0 - 100: FOR M = 0 TO C: IF E = 1 THEN 160 
140 IF INT (M / 4) * 4 = M THEN E = 1 
150 GOTO 200 
160 J = J + 1: IF J = 8 THEN J = 1 
170 E = 0 
200 J = J + 1: IF J = 8 THEN J = 1 
230 NEXT M:Z = J:M = 0 
240 IF MID$ (AS,  LEN (A$),1) = "P" THEN 1:00 
290 G = 6 
295 STOP 
300 IF G < 6 THEN G = 6 
705 IF G = 6 THEN 770 
710 HOME 	= 1: GOSUB 630 
319 REM  ++++++++++++++++++++ 

720 REM *PRINT DAY HEADINGS* 
322 REM 1-4-1.+11-1.41-#411111111-4 
7:0 FOR 0 = 1 TO 3:  VIAB B * (Q - 1) + 2: FOR R = 1 TO 7:AS = WS(R):AS = 

LEFTS (AS,2): IF 0 = 3 AND R = 7 THEN 700 
360 PRINT AS: GOTO 390 
700 PRINT AS: 
:90 NEXT F60 
400 FOR M = 1 TO 64 IF G = 12 AND M < 7 THEN 610 
410 AS = AS(M):A = A(M) 
440 IF INT (C / 4) * 4 = C AND M = 2 THEN A = 29 
450 K = [NT ((M - 1) / 2): IF M > 6 THEN K = INT ((M - 7) / 2) 
470 VTAB 8 + K 4 	= 2: IF INT (M / 2) + 2 = M THEN X = 2: 
490 X = 2: IF (NT (M / 2) + 2 = M THEN X = 23 
500 INVERSE 	POKE 76,X + 4: PRINT AS: NORMAL 
505 REM ++++++++4-+++*+++++*+ 
510 REM *PRINT DATE NUMBERS* 
515 REM +++++.++++++++.+++++++ 
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FOR N = 1 TO A: VTAB o 4 x + 1 + J: POKE 36.X: IF N 	10 THEN PRINT 
II 	II ; 

580 PRINT NI:a = J + 1: IF J < 8 THEN 600 
590 J = 1:X = X + 7 
600 NEXT N 
610 NEXT M 
620 K = 0 
630 INVERSE : VTAB 12: POKE 36,19: PRINT "YEAR": POKE 36,19: PRINT C: NORMAL 

: IF K = 1 THEN RETURN 
640 	VTAB 15: POI E 36,19: INPUT "":8$: HOME : IF M > 10 THEN J = Z 
645 IF 	= "X" THEN 900 
650 IF 8$ < > "" THEN 670 
660 fF G = 12 THEN 290 
665 G = 12: GOTO 300 
670 A$ = 8$: GOTO 85 
675 C = VAL (8$): IF C < 1582 OR C > 9999 THEN 40 
680 IF C > 1581 THEN 100 
800 DATA "SUNDAY",  "MONDAY", "TUESDAY", "WEDNESDAY", "THURSDAY", "FRIDA 

Y", "SATURDAY" 
810 DATA "JANUARY",71,"FEBRUARY",28,"MARCH",71,"APRIL",30 
820 DATA "MAY",31,"JUNE",70,"JULY",71,"AUGUST".31 
870 DATA "SEPTEMBER",30,"OCTOBER",31,"NOVEMBER",30,"DECEMBER",71 
goo 	REM  *+*.1.1, f* 4,+ + + + + +4* + 

902 REM + DATE CALCULATOR + 
907 REM +,+*+*+f++++,++++*+++ 
905 HOME : VTAB 12: PRINT TAB( 10):: INVERSE : PRINT "DATE CALCULATOR" 
910 NORMAL 
920 PRINT : PRINT " 1- NO. OF DAYS BETWEEN DATES" 
930 PRINT : PRINT " 2- DAY OF DATE" 
935 PRINT : PRINT " 3- RETURN" 
940 VTAB 20: INPUT "OPTION #":14$:A = VAL (A$) 
942 IF A 	1 OR A > 3 THEN 900 
945 HOME :Q = 0 
950 IF A = 3 THEN 40 
960 INPUT "ENTER DATE: (DD-MM-YYYY) ":A$ 
965 IF LEN (AS) < > 10 THEN 960 
970 IF A = 2 THEN 1000 
980 PRINT : INPUT "2ND DATE: ":8$ 
990 IF LEN (8$) 	10 THEN 980 
1000 HOME 
1010 D = VAL ( LEFT$ (A$,2)):M = VAL ( MID% (A$,4,2)):Y = VAL ( RIGHTS 

(A$,4)) 
1050 GOTO 1100 
1060 D = VAL ( LEFT$ (8$.2)):M = VAL ( M1D$ (8$.4.2)):Y = VAL ( RIGHTS 

(B$,4)) 
1100 0 = 0 + 1 
1110 F(0) = 365 + Y + D + 31 + (M - 1) + INT ((Y - 1) / 4) - INT (.75 + 

( INT (((Y - 1) / 100) + 1))) 
1120 IF M < 3 THEN 1140 
1130 F(Q) = 365 * Y + D + 31 * (M - 1) - INT (.4 * M + 	+ INT (V / 

4) - INT (3 / 4 + ( INT (V / 100) + 1)) 
1140 IF 0 = 2 THEN 1200 
1150 IF A = 1 THEN 1060 
1160 OW = F(1) + 7 + INT ( - F(1) / 7) + 7 
1170 RESTORE : FOR M = 1 TO DW: READ CS: NEXT M 
1180 PRINT A$:": 	";C$ 
1190 GOTO 940 
1200 A = ABS (F(1) - F(2)):CS = "": IF A ' 1 THEN CS = "S" 
1210 PRINT At" DAY"ICS:" BETWEEN": PRINT AS:" °, ":Be 
1220 GOTO 940 
1300 REM +*++++.+*+++ 
1305 REM + PRINTER + 
1306 REM +44'44++++++ 
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APPLE 
1310 PR# 1 
1315 GOSUB 3000 
1320 PRINT TAB ( 22);"*** CALENDAR 	";C;" ***" 
1330 IF INT (C / 4) * 4 = C THEN A (2) = 29 
1340 J(1) = J 
1350 FOR M = 2 TO 12 
1360 K = J(M 	1):L = A(M — 1) 
1370 X = L 	28 + K 
1380 IF X > 7 THEN X= X — 7 
1390 J(M) = X 
1400 NEXT M 
1410 K = 0:Z = 0 
:1420 FOR M = 1 TO 4 
1430 PRINT 
:1435 REM * PRINT MONTH * 
1440 FOR N = 0 TO 2 
1450 K = K + 1 
1455 Al = K2 + Z2 
1460 A$ = AS(K):K2 = LEN (A$);Z2 = 11 — 

INT (K2 / 2) 
1465 IF N = 2 THEN PRINT SPC( 22 — Al + Z2); 
1470 IF N < 2 THEN HTAB N * 22 + Z2 
1475 PRINT A$; 
:1480 NEXT N: PRINT 
1485 REM * PRINT DAY HEADINGS * 

1490 FOR N = 0 TO 2:D(N) = 1 
1510 FOR P = 1 TO 7 
1520 PRINT LEFT$ (W$(P),2);" 
1530 NEXT P 
1575 PRINT " "; 

TRS80 MODEL III 

1540 NEXT N 
1545 PRINT 
1550 REM :+: PRINT DATES 
1555 FOR W = 1 TO 6 
1560 FOR N = 0 TO 2 
1580 FOR P = 1 TO 7 
1590 L = j(K — 2 + N);D = D(N) 
1595 IF L < > P THEN 1675 
1600 IF 0 > A (K — 2 + N) THEN 1675 
1610 IF D < 10 THEN PRINT " 
1620 PRINT D; " " ; 
1630 D(N) = D(N) + 1 
1640 j (K — 2 + N) = L + 1 
1650 IF L < 7 THEN 1680 
1.660 J(K — 2 + N) = L — 6 
1670 GOTO 1685 
:1675 PRINT " 	" 
16E30 NEXT P 
1685 PRINT " 
1690 NEXT N 
1693 PRINT 
1695 NEXT W 
1700 REM 
:1705 NEXT M 
1715 FOR M = 1 TO 15: PRINT : NEXT M 
1717 PR# 0 
1720 REM * JOB COMPLETE 
1750 GOTO 90 
2000 REM ************** 
2003 REM f INITIALISE * 
2004 REM ************** 

Tandy Calendar 
By T J Ca risen 
THIS program has been written 
for use with a TRS-80 Model Ill; 
unfortunately I have no idea 
whether it would be compatible 
with a Model I, or what changes 
are necessary to get it running on 
other brands. 

Basically the program is an (al-
most) perpetual calendar, using 
inkey routines and with output to 
either VDU or printer. The printer 
routines are for an Epson and 
may need changing for other 
brands. 

This could easily be done by 
altering the value of the variable 
Z7 in line 50 to CHR$(73) (or any 
other suitable character — de-
pending on the particular 
printer). 

As I have only had my compu-
ter for just over three months, I 
am very much a novice at prog-
ramming, so doubtless there 
may be better ways of doing this! 
However the routines may prove 
interesting for someone in a simi-
lar position. 

' Input section 

RESTORE 
CLS:PRINT"ENTER YEAR REQUIRED 
950 

170 81=VAL (RI ) : IFBl< 1THENCLS:PRINT"YEAR MUST 
:FORC=1T0700:NEXT:801-0160 

180 YR=RI 
190 CLS:PRINT"WHICH MONTH IS REQUIRED (ENTER 

REQUIRED)":EC=65:ER=89:L=4:GOSUB950 
PRINT:TI=RIGHTS(RIr 3) 

' Convert abbrev. to full month and test 

FORI=1T012:READT,D:IFLEFTS(T,3)=TITHENTI=T 
IFTI=TTHEN280 
NEXT:RESTORE 
IFTI<>"ALL"THEN190 
CLS: RESTORE: PRINT"DO YOU WANT 
<S>CREEN 7" 
Q1=INKEY$ 	'Clear latchkey 
PS=INKEYS:IFPS=""THEN300 
IFASC (PS) < >BOANDASC(PS) <>83THEN300 

330 ' Determine day of week to start the year 
340 
350 CLS:83=(81-1)/100:85=(81-1)/400 
360 84=(81-1)/4:C1=81-83+84+85 
370 C1=(C1/7-INT(C1/7))*7+.1 
380 ' 
390 ' Find length of each month and print details 
400 
410 FORI=1T012:READT,D 
420 IFB1/400-INT(81/400)=OTHEN440 	'400 year leap year 
430 IFB1/100-INT(81/100)=OTHEN450 'Turn of century non leap 

year 
440 IFB1/4-INT(81/4)=0ANDT="FEBRUARY"THEND=29 	' Leap year 
450 IFTI="ALL"THEN480 
460 IFT<>TITHEN620 
470 FL=1 	'Flag to indicate that required month has been done 

10 CLS:CLEAR500:DEFINTA-L:DEFSTRM-Z:GOSUB1180:GOSUB1370 
20 PRINTZ1::0(1)="CALENDAR FOR ANY YEAR FROM 1-9999 A.D." 
30 Q(2)=CHR$(239)+" 1982 BY T.J.CARLSEN" 
40 Q(3)="PORT HEDLAND WA" 
50 0(4)="PRESS <ENTER> TO CONTINUE":0(5)="ENTER" 
60 ' 
70 ' Print details and centre in square 
80 ' 
90 E=415:FORC=1704:1FC=4THENC1=C1+8*2 
100 LS=E+CI-LEN(Q(C))/2:PRINT@LS,Q(C)::C1=C1+8:NEXT 
110 PRINTZ1::CP=729:GOSUB1070 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 ::EC=48:ER=57:L=5:GOSUB 

200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
280 

290 
300 
310 
320 

RESULTS TO <P>RINTER OR 

BE OVER 1 A.D." 

'ALL' IF FULL YEAR 

for validity 



2005 
2010 
2020 
2030 
2050 

FOR M = 1 TO 19: READ AS 
IF M > 7 THEN 2050 
W$(M) 	= AS 
GOTO 2070 
REAL) A(M - 7) 

2060 A$(M - 7) = AS 
2070 NEXT M 
2080 RETURN 
3000 REM 	PICTURE DRAWING 
3010 HOME 
3050 RESTORE 
100 FOR M = 1 TO 71: 	IF M < 32 THEN 	READ AS: GOTO 3130 
1.1.0 READ A,B 

311% IF K = 15 OR K = 39 OR K = 17 OR K = 37 OR K = 35 THEN 	PRINT SPC( 
A - Y):: 	GOTO 3120 

3115 PRINT 	TAB( A + 14); 
3120 FOR N = 1 TO El - A: 	PRINT "#";: 	NEXT 
3124 X = A:Y = B 
3125 K = M - 31: 	IF K < 	> 15 AND K < 	> 35 AND K < > 17 AND K < 37 AND 

F 	< 	> 39 THEN 3127 
3126 GOTO 3130 
3127 PRINT 
3130 NEXT 
3500 DATA 30,30,28,30,27,30,26,31,25,31,25,31 
3510 DATA 24,30,23,29,23,26,23,25,22,24,22,22 
3520 DATA 	12,12,9,17,8,18,29,33,7,19,27,35 
3530 DATA 	5,38,4,39,3,39,3,37,3,36,2,34,1,33 
3540 DATA 	1,33,1,34,1,35,1,36,1,37,2,37,3,36,5,34 
3550 DATA 6,33,8,17,20,31,9,15,23,30,11,12,25,27 
3999 RETURN 

480 
490 
500 
510 
520 
530 
540 
550 
560 
570 580 
590 
600 
610 
620 
630 

640 
650 
660 
670 
680 
690 
700 
710 
720 
730 
740 
750 
760 
770 

780 
790 
800 
810 
820 
830 
840 
850 
860 
870 
880 
890 
900 
910 
915 
920 
930 

940 

IFPS="P"THEN750 	' Output to printer 
IFC1=0ANDD=28THENAP=8ELSEAP=10 
GOSUB1320 

Find print position for each day and print day 

13=C1:1P=263+C1*8 
FORI2=1TOD:PRINT@IP,USING"**"02:03=I3+10FI3=7THEN570 
IP=IP+8:NEXT:60T0620 
I3=0:IP=IP+80:IFIP>820THENIP=263 
NEXT 

' Calculate starting point for next month 
' 
CI=C1+D-28:IFC1>=7THENCI=C1-7 
IFFL<>1ANDTI="ALL"THEN640 	ELSEIFFL<>1THENNEXTI 	'More 
months?" 
PRINTB979,0(4);:CP=986:GOSUB1100 
IFTI="ALL"THENNEXTI 	'Next month 
CLS:PRINT"DO YOU WANT ANY OTHER YEARS CALCULATED ?":FL=0 
01=INKEY$ 	'Clear latchkey 
Q=INKEY$0FQ=""THEN680 
IFASC(0)<>78ANDABC(0)<>89THEN680 
IFO="Y"THEN150 
END 
' 
' Line printer output 
' 
GOSUB920 :LPRINTZ7;TAB(21/T;TAB(31)81;TAB(56)Z7 
LPRINTZ7;;FORI5=1T055:LPRINT"-"::NEXT15:LPRINTZ7 
LPRINT27;" 	SUN 	";Z7;" 	MON 	"07:" 	TUE 	";Z7;" 	WED 
0 7:" 	TU 	";Z7;" 	FRI 	";Z7;" 	SAT 	"::00SUB930 
C=0:IFCI=OTHEN800 
FORH1=1T0C1:LPRINTZ7;" ";:C=C+1:NEXTH1 
FORI1=1TOD:LPRINTZ7;:LPRINTUSING" 	*# 	"01; 
C=C+1:IFC<>7THEN840 
GOSUB930 
IFI1<>DTHENC=0 
NEXTI1 
IFC=7THEN880 
FORH1=1707-C:LPRINTZ7;" 	";;NEXTH1 
GOSUB930 
GOSU8920 
CP=857:PRINT0850,0(4);:GOSUB1100 
CI=C1+D-28:IFC1>=7THENC1=C1-7 
IFFL=1 THEN660ELSENEXTI 
GOT0660 
FORI5=1T057:LPRINT"-";:NEXTI5:LPRINT:RETURN 
LPRINTZ7:LPRINTZ7;:FORI5=1T07:LPRINT" 	"07::NEXTI5 
:LPRINT:RETURN 
DATAJANUARY,31,FEBRUARY,28,MARCH,31.APRIL,30,MAY,31,JUNE, 
30,JULY,31,AUGUST,31,SEPTEMBER,30,0CTOBER,31,NOVEMBER,30, 
DECEMBER,31 

950 
960 
970 
980 
990 
1000 
1010 
1020 
1030 
1040 
1050 
1060 
1070 
1080 
1090 
1100 
1110 
1120 
1130 
1140 
1150 
1160 
1170 
1180 
1190 
1200 
1210 

1220 

1230 
1240 
1250 
1260 
1270 
1280 
1290 
1300 
1310 
1320 

1330 
1340 

1350 
1360 
1370 
1380 
1390 
1400 
1410 
1420 

' 
' 	Inkey routine 
' 
RI=" ":01=INKEY$ 	'Clear latchkey 
Q=INKEY$0F0=""THEN990 
IFASC(0)=13THEN1060 
IFASC(0)=BANDLEN(RI)=ITHEN990 
IFASC(0)<>8THEN1040 
RI=LEFT$(RI,LEN(RI)-1):PRINTCHR$(8);:GOT0990 
IFASCM0<ECORASC(0)>ERTHEN990 
PRINTQ::RI=RI+00FLEN(RI)<>LTHEN990 
RETURN 

' Flashing "ENTER" routine 
' 
01=INKEY$ 	' Clear latchkey 
0=INKEYS:PRINT@CP,STRING$(5,128)::FORC=1T0100:NEXT 
PRINTaCP.0(5);:FORC=1T0100:NEXT 
CA=CA+1:IFCA>10THEN1150 
IFQ<>""THEN1160ELSE1110 
0=INKEY$0F0=""THEN1150 
CA=0:IFASC(0><>13THEN1100 
RETURN 

' 	Initialize display strings 
' 
Z1=CHR$(21):Z2=CHR$(131):Z3=CHR$(176):Z4=CHRS(179): 
Z5=CHR$(191):Z6=CHR$(128):Z7=CHR$(124) 
P1=STRING$(7,128):P2=STRING$(7,188):P3=STRING$(7,143): 
P4=STRING$(7,140) 
S1=STRING$(46,179):S2=Z5+Z6+25+STRING$(44,128>+Z5+Z6+Z5 
A=198:8=64 
PA=Z5:FORC=1T07:PA=PA+P3+Z5:NEXT 
PB=Z5:FORC=1T07:PB=PB+P1+25:NEXT 
PC=Z5:FORC=1707:PC=PC+P4+Z5:NEXT 
PD=Z5:FORC=1707:PD=PD+P2+Z5:NEXT:RETURN 
' 
' Print calendar chart 
' 
CLS:PRINT5167,PA;:FORC=1TOAPSTEP2:PRINTQC*8+67,P8;: 
PRINT*(C+1)*8+67,PC;:NEXT 
PRINTQ67+C*B,PB;:PRINTB67+(C+1)*B,PD; 
PRINT3134,"SUN";:PRINTB142,"MON";:PR/NT@150,"TUE":: 
PRINTD158,"WED"::PRINTQ166,"THU";:PRINT@I74,"FRI";: 
PRINTQ182,"SAT"; 
MY=T+" 	"+YR 
PRINT032-LEN(MY)/2,MY;:RETURN 	'Centre month heading 
' 
' Draw square 
' 
PRINT@A,25;Z2;51:Z2:Z5; 
FORC=1T08:PRINTBA+B*C,S21:NEXT 
PRINT@A+B*C,Z503:51;l3;Z5;:RETURN 	65 
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A Case For Colour 
11 

As you've probably noticed, the 
latest development to hit the 
personal computer in a big way is 
colour. The only drawback is that 
there's no way to get colour hard 
copy. Until recently, that is. 

EVER SINCE THE Apple II was released, 
the definition of a good personal/home 
computer has been revised to include a 
colour display capability. 

There's no doubt colour has several ad-
vantages. It makes games much more in-
teresting, enables display of new kinds of 
graphics such as pie charts, and can draw 
attention to different areas of a display 
such as alarms, and so on. 

In particular, commercial users are be-
coming more aware of the potential of col-
our graphic displays for communicating 
business data. For so many years, the 
printed word has benefitted from attrac-
66 
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tive colour presentation. 
Many companies would never dream of 

sending their shareholders such a basic 
document as an annual report without 
dressing it up in colour to assist interpreta-
tion (or colour it, if you'll excuse the pun) 
— yet they hamper themselves by dull  

presentation of analytical data which re-
quires considerable interpretation before 
it can be understood. 

The use of a personal computer is 
changing that in many companies. For ex-
ample, sophisticated financial analysis 
packages such as Micromodeller now in-
corporate the ability to generate colour 
graphics as standard, so that bar charts 
comparing actual against budget, for ex-
ample, can be immediately plotted. That 
brings home the message much more 
than a dull dry printout can. 

The only problem is that to reexamine 
the plots, the computer must be fired up 
and the display set up again. Some 
printers offer black and white graphics 
capability, but until now there has been no 
way of dumping a colour display to a 
printer. 

The machine that changes this is the 
CASE CX-80 colour printer. Only slightly 
larger than the well-known MX-80, the 
CX-80 uses a coloured ribbon to print both 
text and graphics in six colours plus black. 
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The CX-80 is a fairly weighty machine 
for its size, and this suggests a pretty rug-
ged construction. It is also quite fast when 
printing text in one of its primary colours —
150 characters per second. Unfortu-
nately, the primary colours are yellow, 
magenta and cyan, and none of them is 
really dark enough for easy reading. In 
any case, the CX-80 is not the kind of 
printer one uses for ordinary program list-
ings, and so on. 

The printer actually builds up the secon-
dary colours by using multiple passes 
over the paper to overprint and mix the 
inks. By this means, six colours plus black 
(and by implication, white) are achievable, 
as shown in Table 1. 

The colours are quite pure, with accu-
rate registration of the second and third 
passes. This means that the different col-
oured dots are printed directly over each 
other, with no sideways slipping. 

Printing multiple passes over the same 
line obviously slows the printer down, 
which is why it has such a high single-
colour speed in the first place. In practice, 
the speed is quite adequate. 

Even considered as a normal printer, 
the CX-80 has some outstanding fea-
tures. The character set is neat and easily 
readable (though it lacks lower case de-
scenders, and can optionally be printed in 
double width.The characters are formed 
on a 5 by 7 dot matrix. Both character 
(horizontal) and line (vertical) spacing are 
variable, and reverse characters (white on 
'black') are possible. 

The character set includes full upper 
and lower case, with all the standard AS-
CII punctuation and other symbols; it also 
includes PET graphics characters. Up to 
15 characters are user programmable for 
such applications as mathematical 
(Greek) characters or simple graphics. 

Colour can be changed at any stage, 
including between characters, simply by 
sending ASCII control characters. 

But it is in the dot-addressable mode 
that the CX-80 really shines, and this is 
what it was designed for. In this mode, the 
seven vertical hammers which print a line 
of dots on the paper are individually con-
trollable as the print head moves across 
the paper. 

Because of the encoding scheme used 
by the CX-80, the data for the seven dots 
has to be split into two parts — one part 
holds the data for the top four dots and the 
other has the data for the lower three. 
Most users will form the data in a single 
variable or memory location, and will need 
a subroutine to break the data into two 
halves and add the necessary offsets for 
the printer. The CX-80 manual gives an 
example: 

1000 PRINT CHR$((X AND 7)+48); 
CHR$(1NT(X/8)+ 64); 

1010 RETURN 
68  

Decimal 
	

Colour 
1 
	

Red 
2 
	

Green 
3 
	 Yellow 

4 
	

Blue 
5 
	

Magenta 
6 
	

Cyan 
7 
	

Black 

Table 1. CX-80 colours. 

Of course, you still have the problem of 
forming the dot pattern in the memory lo-
cation in the first place, but that depends 
very much upon your application. 

If an Apple owner, of course, you can 
buy a special high resolution colour dump 
card for the CX-80. This allows screen 
dumps to the printer at any time, either 
under program control or initiated by the 
user at the keyboard. 

The card is a standard size Apple plug-
in, and is as easy to install as any other 
kind of printer interface. It is supplied with 
a cable for the CX-80. Once the card has 
been initialised with a PR#1 command 
(for example), it is ready for use. 

Commands to the colour dump card are 
preceded by a control-I character, while 
all other characters pass straight to the 
printer. Alternatively, the control prefix 
can be changed from control-I to another 

Unit:  

Made By: 

I/O: 

Best Points: 	Colour Graphics 

Ease of Use: 

Functionality 	 

Support: 

Value-for-money:  

n Dump 	Reversal? Sc 
1 	Full graphics 	black = black 1 
2 	Full graphics 	black = black 2 
3 	With text 	black = black 1 
4 	With text 	black= black 2 
5 	Full graphics 	black = white 1 
6 	Full graphics 	black = white 2 
7 	With text 	black = white 1 
8 	With text 	black = white 2 

Table 2. Apple dump modes and 
screens. 

character and back again, for special situ-
ations. This is most useful when listing 
programs which contain embedded con-
trol characters, to stop them fouling up the 
listing. 

The interface can be set to 7 or 8 bits, so 
that it will work with the CX-80 or any other 
Centronics interface printer. 

The string control-InLm will start a low-
res screen dump, where n is the number 
of spaces to be printed to shift the picture 
to the right of the page and m is the mode 
and screen as shown in Table 2. Similarly, 
the command control-InHm will start a 
high-res screen dump. 

The command control-InDm will start a 
double-width high-res screen dump, 
which will be printed sideways to fit on the 
page. 

Specifications and Report Card 

Case CX-80 colour printer 

Integrex Ltd, Burton-on-Trent, UK 

parallel, RS-232C, IEEE 488, current loop, View data 

Languages: 	works with any 

Graphics: 	 programmable characters and dot-addressable 
graphics in six colours plus black 

Worst Points: 	None really — does everything claimed for it. 

Ratings: 	 excellent 	very good 	good 

Documentation: 

fro 

1.0 

1,0 

Extras Included: 	Apple screen dump card 

Options: 	 Various interfaces 

Price: 	 $1990 plus sales tax ($226.36). 
Review Unit from: CASE Communication Systems Ltd, 1-3 Atchison St, 

St Leonards, NSW 2065. Tel (02) 438 2400. 



Best Points: 	good print quality, compact 

Worst Points: 	Documentation 

Ratings: 

Documentation: 

Ease of Use: 

excellent very good 	good 	poor 

to' 

 

  

 

fro 

 

Functionality  

Support: 

Value-for-money: 

Options: 	 RS-232C interface 

Price: 	 $1199 plus tax. 
Review Unit from: Ampex Electronics, la Wellington St, Rozelle, NSW 

to' 

to' 

These screen dumps are remarkably 
good, and some examples can be seen at 
the beginning of this article (although the 
clash of the Case's dot-pattern with our 
colour-printing screen may deaden their 
appearance a little). 

As well as explaining the use of the card 
from Applesoft and Integer BASICs, the 
manual for the dump card also includes 
examples of driving routines written in Ap-
ple Pascal. Off the top of my head, I'd say 
there's probably no reason why the card  

wouldn't work with a Z-80 Softcard and 
CP/M as well. 

The manuals for both the printer and 
the Apple screen dump card are very 
good. The printer manual includes exam-
ples of using the programmable character 
set and the dot addressable graphics, as 
well as the more mundane details such as 
the interface pinout and timing. There's 
also full instructions on changing the rib-
bon and the paper. 

Additional interfaces are available for  

the CX-80, including buffered RS-232C, 
IEEE 488, current loop and Viewdata, so 
there is no excuse for not being able to 
interface the printer to any computer. 

The CX-80 is an interesting peripheral 
which will find wide application in profes-
sional microcomputer systems. It's prob-
ably not worth using it just to print out-
standing amounts on statements in red, 
but it is certainly very useful for making 
computer-generated charts and diagrams 
much more readable. 

Here's A Big Itoh... 
C. Itoh seems to release a new 
printer every few weeks these 
days. Its latest unit, the 1550, of-
fers very high performance... 

JUST WHEN you think you've got it made, 
something spoils it. I remember a fantastic 
feeling of rel ief when I first got my Epson 
MX-80...I would be able to work with 
proper listings, not scribblings copied 
from the CRT. 

These days, what seemed like a 
lightning-fast 80 characters per second is 
interminably slow, and the 80 characters 
width, which seemed able to hold any line 
of code I could possibly write, now wraps 
around illegibly under the strain of my long 
Pascal lines. C'est la vie! 

There must be a large number of 
people like me out there, who have had a 
smaller printer for quite some time, and 
are now looking for something both wider 
and faster. For such people, the Itoh 1550 
would have to merit serious considera-
tion. That's not to say it's not worth check-
ing out for traditional applications such as 
accounting, as it certainly is. 

The 1550 looks somewhat similar to the 
8510, which was reviewed in YC's Dec-
ember '81 issue, and there appear to be 
some parts in common. That's not a bad 
thing, as the 8510 is a very good printer. 
It's quite light, at only 11 kgs, as well as 
compact (55 by 30 by 13 cm). 

The 1550 accepts paper from 11cm 
wide up to 39cm. Either conventional fan-
fold, rolled or single sheet paper can be 
used. 

Incidentally, it is interesting to note that 
many printers coming out of Japan will 
accept single sheets, as the dot matrix is 
becoming more and more acceptable for 
correspondence. I doubt that we shall 
ever see the end of the daisy wheel (or 
thimble), at least until really cheap and 
reliable ink jet printers arrive, but the ac-
ceptability of dot matrix is opening up the 
possibility of word-processed cor- 

respondence for many new users. 
Top speed on the 1550 is 120 char-

acters per second, or 39 lines per minute 
of full 136 column print. The character set 
is based upon a 9 x 7 dot matrix, while an 
8 by 8 set is available. The printer also has 
a bit addressable graphics capability. 

Several pitches are possible, ranging 
from 17 characters per inch (230 col-
umns) in compressed font to 5 characters 
per inch (68 columns) in double width pica 
pitch. The characters can be proportion-
ally spaced, making for a particularly 
pleasing effect, and the vertical line spac-
ing can be altered in 144ths of an inch. 

The ribbon is a cartridge type for easy 
replacement, and on the floor of the print 
head area is a pair of DIP switches allow-
ing selection of the various options on the 
machine. 

Unit:  

I/O: 

Graphics: 

Six special character sets are available 
to cater for the various kinds of accents 
required in different languages, and the 
zero symbol can be printed with or without 
a slash. 

Other special features include underlin-
ing, forward and reverse line feeds (allow-
ing printing of superscripts and sub-
scripts), and the ability to automatically 
repeat print characters (to draw a line of 
asterisks, for example). 

The page length can be set at either 66 
or 72 characters by switch, and the 
machine set up to supply automatic line 
feeds after carriage returns or when the 
print buffer is full. Character pitch at 
power-up can be set to either 10 cpi or 
proportional spx,K Interestingly, the 
1550 can be set up to either print bidirec-
tionally with logic seeking, or alternatively 

Specifications and Report Card 

C. Itoh 1550 dot matrix printer  

Centronics parallel as standard, RS-232C option 

high resolution dot addressable 
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to print each character as it is received. As 
is the case with many modern printers, 
there is a whole range of possible com-
mands which are rarely used, mainly be-
cause microcomputer software isn't as 
smart as the printers. 

For example, the 1550 allows the left 
margin to be dynamically set, up to 32 
horizontal tabs to be set at one time and 
includes an electronic vertical format unit 
that allows all kinds of wonderful things to 
be done if one has the patience to figure it 
all out. Actually, vertical format units aren't  

used all that often, even on the big chain 
printers that first started them. 

The bit image graphics are fairly easy to 
program after some experiment. Regrett-
ably, the manual is rather deficient in this 
area, with statements like The number of 
bit image transmission data bytes is 
specified by the data of the data of the 6th 
bytes'. 

The front panel has the usual array of 
switches and lights to move to the top of 
form, perform a line feed and switch on 
and off line. Indicator lamps show power,  

paper empty and on-line conditions. 
With the optional serial interface, the 

printer can use any of several protocols 
such as XON/XOFF, ETX/ACK or al-
ternatively kay use a havd-wired data 
ready/busy (DTR) system. 

The general impression one receives of 
this printer is that it is very well made. 
There aren't funny rattles or thumps in 
operation, and everything seems well 
machined. It is fairly quiet in operation, 
and seems to be able to run at quite a high 
duty cycle. 

Anadexia Nervosa? 
A few years back, in the printer 
industry, a new boy appeared on 
the block. Now well established, 
Anadex has earned a reputation 
for a high quality product at an 
excellent price. 

OVER THE last couple of years, quite a 
few people we know have bought Anadex 
printers, and they all swear by them as 
reliable and great value for money (is this 
condition ' of addiction to one's printer 
known as Anadexia Nervosa?). So it was 
with interest that we examined the new 
DP-9501A model. 

The DP-9501A is one of Anadex's new 
line of Silent/Scribe printers, which are 
designed with low noise in mind. 

This is particularly important for printers 
attached to personal computers; in the old 
days, computers and their printers were 
hidden away in airconditioned rooms 
which provided an adequate degree of 
noise suppression — today, they're out in 
the middle of the office where everyone 
can see and hear them. 

The Silent/Scribe series encompasses 
several sizes and speeds of printers. The 
two smaller members of the family, the 
DP-9000A and DP-9001A, can handle 
paper up to 20cm in width, while the 
9500A and 9501A handle paper up to 
33cm wide. All can print at speeds up to 
200 characters per second, depending 
upon the character size in use. 

The DP-9501A is not a small printer, at 
68cm wide by 40cm deep and just over 21 
high. For its size it's quite light, at 17.25 
kg. The case is made of some form of 
glass-reinforced plastic, which has the ad-
vantage of being fairly dead acoustically, 
while the mechanism has a solid metal 
base. 

Two character widths are possible; 
either 7 by 9 or 11 by 9. There is also a 
selection of character spacing, at either 
10, 15 or 16.7 characters per inch. 
70  

Taking The Short Cut 
The 9501A can print up to 220 columns 

in its most dense mode. Printing is bidirec-
tional, with logic seeking so that the print 
head always takes the shortest path. 

The Silent/Scribe family of printers fea-
ture both parallel (Centronics style) and 
serial interfaces as standard, and the se-
rial interface can optionally be set up for all 
manner of XON/XOFF protocols (DEC 
type is standard) as well as STX/ETX. 

The internal switches in the DP-9501A 
allow a variety of different options to be set 
up. These include the standards such as 
auto line feed, truncate/wrap around and 
selection of serial or parallel interface. 

An interesting feature on the Anadex 
printers is the ability to print any data in the 

Unit:  

Made By: 

I/O: 

Graphics: 

Best Points: 

Worst Points: 

Ratings: 

Documentation: 

Ease of Use: 

Functionality 

Support: 

Value-for-money: 

Price: 
Review Unit from:  

buffer if no data has been received for 7.5 
seconds. An annoying problem with some 
printers is the presence of data in the buf-
fer at the start of printing a new form — this 
gets round that problem neatly. 

The Silent/Scribe series include a verti-
cal format unit as standard, which allows 
vertical tab stops to be set, although most 
microcomputer software makes no use of 
this kind of feature. 

The DP-9501A supports graphics by 
sending one data byte to control the six 
print wires as they print a vertical line. 
Each graphics byte sent will have the 
most significant bit set high, and each of 
the remaining bits will cause one of the 
print wires to strike the paper if that bit is a 
one. 

✓ 

1.0 

fro 

N/A 

Specifications and Report Card 

Anadex DP-9501A dot matrix printer 

Anadex, Chatsworth, California  

both serial and parallel interfaces 

high density dot addressable  

Graphics, quiet 

excellent 	very good 	good 	poor 

✓ 

$1899 plus sales tax. 	 
Datascape International Pty Ltd, 
33 Grosvenor St,Neutral Bay, NSW 2089. Tel (02) 909 1233. 



BASIC. 
Integer: -32767-32767. 
Real number: Mantissa part 12 figures. 

Exponent part -99--+99. 
ROM 32K bytes (max 72K bytes). 
RAM 64K bytes (optional expansion inside the 
board feasible up to max 112K bytes). 
92 keys (ASCII, data entry, definable, function). 
Step sculpture, 64K input buffer, 
Cursor control, left, right, home, insertion, deletion. 
AC local voltage, 50/60Hz. 
40W (max). 
00-40T (32°-104°F). 
450(W) x 350(0) x 100(H)mm 
1723/32"(W) x 1323/32"(D) x 315/16"(H) 
5.0kg (11.02 lb). 

Floppy Disk Drive — 5" 
Memory capacity: 	560K, 2 drives. 
Number of tracks: 	35 tracks/side (2 sides/disk). 
Number of sectors: 	16 sectors/track. 
Operating temperature: 10°-35°C (50"-95°F). 
Power source: 	AC local voltage, 50/60Hz. 
Outer dimensions: 	189(W) x 334(D) x 184(H)mm. 

77/i."(W) x 135/32"(D) x 71/4"(H). 
Weight: 	 7.1 kg {15.6 lb). 

176 kinds (ASCII, symbols, 
artificial graphic patterns). 
3 copies (including an original). 
Max 0.2mm. 
101.6mm-254mm (4"-10"). 
80 lines/minute. 
80/132 character/line intelligent. 
AC local voltage, 50/60Hz. 
5`-35°C (41"-95°F). 
374(W) x 305(D) x 107(H)mm 
14.3/42"(W) x 12"(D) x 47/32"(H). 
5.5kg (12.1 lb). 

Specifications 
Program language: 
Calculation capacity: 

Memory PC-3201: 

Electronic keyboard: 

Editing debugging: 
Power source: 
Power consumption: 
Operating temperature: 
Dimensions: 

Weight: 

Printer (CE-332P) 
Kind of character: 

Number of copies: 

Paper width: 
Printing speed: 
Printing capacity: 
Power source: 
Operating temperature: 
Dimensions: 

Weight: 

Monitor (CE-320C) 
Screen size: 	 30cm (12") green monitor. 
Kind of character: 	Letters (capital and small), symbols, 

artificial graphic patterns. 
Display capacity: 	80 characters x 25 lines. 
Display structure: 	6 x 8 dot matrix. 
Operating temperature: 0"-40°C (32°-104°F). 
Power source: 	AC local voltage 50/60Hz. 
Dimensions: 	325(W) x 315(D) x 278(H)mm 

1225/x2"(W) X 12./a2"(D) x 10'5Ae"(H). 
Weight: 	 9.1kg (20.06 lb). 

Commands 
User definable key set. 

Up to 20 keys of constants and 
statements can be defined. 

L'19 Lsi 	fri) L0 Le) 19 	r  k Jl 
ocstawrorsioggEngialP 
(bp rg A ID 13 19 ID lip 

CELT,. 

- and as for Software 
BUSINESS SOFTWARE — General Ledger, Debtors, Creditors, Stock Control, Payroll, Accounts Ledger, Time Cost. 
PROGRAM GENERATOR — Software development kit — it writes the program. Plus, Australian developed software —
you supply the needs — we develop the software to suit your specific requirements. 

.,,, I. . 
)t.  

..,„ 

Floppy Disk Drive — 8" 
Memory capacity: 	2MEG. 
Number of tracks: 	77 2D/S D/D. 
Number of sectors: 	26 sectors/track. 

We have supplied some of Australia's most progressive 
companies with cost effective solutions to their problems - 
PHONE TODAY WITH YOUR PROBLEM - A SOLUTION IS NOT FAR AWAY. 

PETER CHANNON 
214 HARBORD RD 

BROOKVALE 
(02) 938-2522, (02) 938-2135 

FROM 

THE COMPUTER FACTORY MICE 

:11j 
PC1500 
MZ8OB 

SHARP 
	 et. NOW COMES 

-We put you a step ahead with a system that grows- 

PC-3201 cor4nede Business Computer 	Oa  
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High Resolution 
The graphics is of quite high resolution, 

with good repeatability. One feature that is 
lacking is the ability to print alphanumerics 
and graphics on the same line — al-
phanumerics must be terminated with a 
carriage return before graphics mode is 
entered. 

Each graphics line must be followed by 
an ASCII 1 through 9, which will cause the 
paper to advance vertically that number of 
dot positions. Horizontal 'tabbing' is possi-
ble by sending the sequence ';nnn', where 
nnn is an ASCII number. 

The DP-9501A manual is excellent; in 
fact it's the best printer manual we've  

seen. 
It includes comprehensive information 

on installation, operation and mainte-
nance, and typical of attention to detail is 
the inclusion of example programs written 
in Applesoft BASIC to demonstrate how 
the graphics mode is driven. An excellent 
section covers troubleshooting. 

We're Gonna Make You A Star 
What the world needs now is a 
good, under-$50 printer. As sev-
eral manufacturers work towards 
producing one, perhaps the best 
value around is the Star DP-
8480... 

FOR MANY microcomputer owners, 
particularly hobbyists and programmers, 
there is no need for a particularly complex 
or sophisticated printer. Basically, their 
need is for a low-cost printer which can be 
used for program listings and the odd bit of 
printed output. 

Such users have no need for graphics, 
wide selections of typefaces or high 
speed. Their printer will riot be running all 
the time, and so does not need the same 
kind of mechanical ruggedness required 
for heavy duty commercial applications. 

Consequently, there's a large market 
for a low-cost machine and the Star Man-
ufacturing Co. of Japan has set out to 
capture it with the Star DP-8480 printer. 

The Star is not the most prepossessing 
piece of hardware we've seen; it is bereft 
of many of the high-technology Concorde-
style control panels seen on top-line 
printers. Nonetheless, it prints, quite reli-
ably, doesn't take up much space, does 
the job and is easy on the wallet. 

There are six kinds of Star DP-8480: 
either friction or tractor feed, each with 
Centronics, RS-232C or IEEE-488 in-
terface. You can tell which is which by the 
last two letters of the type number — a 
DP-8480TR has a tractor feed with RS-
232C interface, for example. 

The friction type is designed to accept 
rolls of paper, arid an optional roll holder is 
available. 

The 8480 is, like many Japanese 
printers, based upon two separate 
microcomputers. The main processor is 
an Intel 8035, which handles I/O and 
overall operation, while a 'slave' 8041 
controls two stepper motors for print head 
movement arid paper feed. 

Because of this amount of intelligence, 
the 8480 is quite a smart printer. It prints 
bidirectionally, with logic seeking to move 
the print head the shortest possible dist- 
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ance, at a speed of 80 characters per 
second. The character pitch is 1/10th inch 
with six lines to the inch (printers evidently 
haven't been metricated yet). 

The print buffer is rather large, at 6 
Kbytes compared to most printers' 2 or 3 
K, and it can be further extended to 8K. 
Use of special escape sequences will al-
low up to 2K to be stored in the buffer, and 
only printed when an ESC Y is sent. 

The character set is quite neat, al-
though there are no descenders on lower-
case characters. Characters are formed 
in a 7 by 9 dot matrix, and three different 
print widths are possible — 80, 96 and 
132 characters per line. In each of these 
modes, double width printing is possible, 
giving another set of character sizes. 

The ribbon is a 1/2 inch open reel type, 
rather than the cartridge type which is be-
coming more common on printers; this is 

I/O: 

Languages: 

Graphics: 

Best Points: 

Ratings: 	 excellent 

Documentation: 

Ease of Use: 

Functionality 

Support:  

not as convenient (inky fingers) but more 
expensive. 

A pre-defined graphics set is built into 
the printer. These characters are set up 
on a 6 by 6 matrix, and in the graphics 
mode the printer only operates 
unidirectionally. 

The printer seems to be quite well 
made; I wouldn't want to run it 24 hours a 
day in a commercial computer centre, but 
it would certainly work well for any hob-
byist or light commercial application. 

The manual suffers from the usual 
Jenglish ('Get down the sheet retainer to 
fix the sheet position'), but is quite use-
able. Anyway, it can be fun finding these 
things out for yourself... 

All in all, the Star printer offers very 
good value for money, and would certainly 
be suitable for program development and 
other light applications. 

very good 	good 	poor 

1.0 

Specifications and Report Card 

Unit: 	 Star 80-column printer 

Made By: 	 Star Manufacturing Co. 

Centronics parallel 

international 

Pre-programmed graphics characters 

low, low cost 

Value-for-money: 	✓ 

Price: 	 $565 
Review Unit from: Delta Semiconductor Peripherals 



Stop thinking 
in black and white 

Making business decisions you need 
all the help you can get. You need to 
absorb and evaluate huge amounts of 
data. 
The Okidata computer from 
MiniMicro Supermart can help you. 
It's a full-feature complete computer. 
capable of running all the decision 
making programs you need - but with 
the big advantage of a full colour 
display to make your programs easier 
to use. 
How much faster could you check 
reports when over-budget figures are 
displayed in red? or your Debtors 
Ledger with delinquent accounts in 
blue? How would a state-by-state or 
month-by-month sales report look as a 
multicoloured pie chart or bar graph? 

Colour lets you make ihe most of the 
computer's power to help you do your 
job. 
With a fully integrated colour monitor, 
dot matrix printer and dual 380K disk 
drives, the Okidata is a complete 
computer. You don't need to buy 
anything else to get it up and running. 
The Okidata is based on the industry 
standard Z80 processor and CP/M 
operating system so there's a huge 
range of top quality software available. 
Proven, powerful programs. Like 
WordStar and The Final Word word 
processing, The Wedge electronic 
spreadsheet. the MiniMicro Accounting 
Package, Dbase II data base 
management and the FMS-80 file 
management system. Plus languages  

like FORTRAN, COBOL, PASCAL, 
CB-80. PL/l-80. BT-80 and BASIC. The 
Okidata has the full backup of 
MiniMicro Supermart. We can help 
you with the hardware, the packaged 
and custom software and the 
professional advice that has given us 
one of the best reputations in the 
microcomputer industry. 
So stop thinking in black and white. 
Give us a call and find out how 
computing in colour can help you. 

MINIMICRO 
SUPERMART 
cly  

John F. Rose Computer Services Pty Ltd 
33-3:: Atchison Silva St Icondrils. NSW 2065 
Phonc (0.2) 439 1220 iclex AA27901 

Shownxim: 
33-35 Atchison &mei 
St Leon:  ink NSW 2065 
Phone pC1 .G9 162S 

Dealer enquiries to: 

Glover & Assoc. .1112/13 
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AL 
ATARI' 

GRAPHIC PROOF 
THAT ATARI' OUTPERFORMS 

ITS RIVALS. 
Colour 
Imagine a display screen composed 

of 192 horizontal lines each containing 
320 dots. 

Imagine a separate microprocessor 
delivering colour and luminosity 
instructions to each dot. 

Now you can understand how AtariT' 
Home Computers offer spectacular colour 
and graphics; up to 128 colour-luminance 
combinations at your fingertips. 

That's the performance level you can 
expect from Atari J 13)  

Sound 
4 separate synthesizers let you create 

an incredible range of sound. 
Language 
AtarioR) communicates in PILOT, 

Microsoft BASIC, Assembler Editor and 
Atari(R) BASIC, also Forth and Pascal. 

Expandability 
Our 800 Home Computer is based on 

a modular operating system.  

That means you can update whenever 
new technology develops. Memory 
expansion that requires no more than 
inserting additional RAM. modules. 

Entertainment 
And with separate systems for 

graphics and sound imagine the impact 
games like Star RaidersTM, Pac ManTM and 
Missile CommandTM will have on you and 
your family. 

Features 
Few manufacturers can match the 

range of features we include in our Home 
Computers: Powerful BASIC language. 
10K operating ROM and 16K RAM. Plus 
RAM expandable to 32K on the 400 model 
and to 48K on the 800 model. 

Price 
At $499 for the 400 and $1,199 for 

the 800 (both without BASIC), we're sure 
you'll agree Atari(R) Home Computers offer 
excellent value for money. 

r- 
ATARI HOME COMPUTERS 

1 	For your family's future. 
Yes! I would like more information on the Atari" Home Computers. Send the coupon to: 

1 

	F'uturetronics Australia Pty. Ltd. 79-81 Levanswell Road, Moorabbin, Vie., 3189. 

NAME 	 ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 	 OCCUPATION 

/or a no obligation demonstration of the Atari" Home Computers' amazing capabilities, see your nearest Atari" dealer: VIC: Myer (City and' Highpoint 
West), Calcutronic (Hawthorn), Logic Shop I Prahran and Kmart Burwood). Brashs (('ity, Blackburn and Geelong), Hilly Guyana (Carnegie, Ringwood and City), 
Computer Country (l'ily), Gametronics (South Varra), Dandy Sound ( Dandenongt Bill Wonder (Greenslairough), Computers 20011 (Frankstun), Warehouse Sales 
( Fran kstont Associated Mien: Technology (Cron bourne). NSW: Grace Bros. (All stores),- ( iimputerwave- Myer(I:ity), David Reid Electronics (City), Computer Connection 
(Miranda), The Logic Shop (('hippendale). Com puterma x (Brookvalet Q1.1): Myer (All stores). The Electronic Circuit (The Valley), Alliance Computers (Annerley), Exec-U. 
Games (Queens Arcade, Wy nn um Plaza, Burleigh Heads and Ma ryborough). V.H.S. (Queen St. and Gold (.7inist), Qalton (Valley), Datacom (Bundaberg), Gametronic 
(Rockhampton), Fields ) Mackay), Games and Creative Toys (Thwnsville), Middle Earth Hobbies (Gladstone), I pswich Hi Fi (Ipswich Centre Plaza), Music Maker (Brisbane 
and Mt. Isill, Computer Shop ) Darwin), Ken El bourne (Southtown Shopping Centre and Toowoomba). 	WA: Prirrys (West Perth), Microbase, Computer Age, The 
Backgammon Shops, Nth West Audio I Karrathal, Vision On (Port Iledland), Greyhound TV (Banbury), Don Jones & Co. (Kalgoorlie). 	SA: John Martins (Rundle 
Mall). Magnetek, Video World, Sargent Electronics, Metropole Business Equipment, Key Computer. JCONCORD P, 7282 
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FEATURES: • EXCELLENT PRINTING QUALITY • LOGIC SEEKING FOR FASTER THROUGHPUT 
GRAPHICS • SELF DIAGNOSTIC • LONG LIFE PRINT HEAD • 96 ASCII CHARACTER SET • GRAPHIC 
CHARACTER SET • UNDER $500 INCLUDING CABLE (FRICTION, NOT INCLUDING TAX) — HALF THE 
COST OF COMPARABLE PRINTERS • VARIETY OF INTERFACES 

OPTIONS: TRACTOR FEED ASSEMBLY, RS232 SERIAL OR PARALLEL INTERFACE, IEEE488 
INTERFACE, CUSTOM INTERFACE AVAILABILITY, PAPER HOLDER, 20MA CURRENT LOOP 
INTERFACE. 

MAJOR SPECIFICATIONS: 
240 VOLT, SERIAL, IMPACT DOT MATRIX, 9 x 7 FONT, BIDIRECTIONAL, 80/96/132 COLUMNS 
OR, (IN CASE OF ENLARGED CHARACTERS) 40/48/66 COLUMNS, 80 CHARACTERS PER 
SECOND, THREE COPIES (INCLUDING ORIGINAL), PAPER ADVANCE OF 1.3 INCHES PER 
SECOND, LINE SPACING OF 1/6, 1/8 AND 1/2 INCH, PAPER WIDTH: 10 INCHES, AND EASE OF 
REPLACEMENT, DOCUMENTATION, CARRY CASE, POWER CORD, COMPUTER CABLE AND 
PRINT RIBBON INCLUDED AT NO EXTRA COST. 
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your computer 
text File 

Cocky Computers 
I READ with interest the article on 
Farmplan programs (Your Computer, 
November). I would appreciate further in-
formation on Farmplan. 

I have been asked by some farmer 
friends to set up a program for them, but if 
a reasonably useful one is available I 
won't bother continuing. 

PETER OLSEN 
Wynnum, Old 

Farmplan's address is 64 McNamara 
Street, Orange, NSW 2800. 

Two-Line Scroller 
I AM pleased to see you have devoted a 
page to the ZX80. 

I'm a 15-year-old ZX80 owner. I re-
cently developed a two-line BASIC prog-
ram for moving graphics on the 4K ROM 
(well, they look like they move!). 

The program prints "Sinclair ZX80" re-
peatedly, in a scroll fashion. 

1 REM SINCLAIR ZX80 BASIC SCROLL 
2 POKE 16453,72 

When the program is typed in, type 0 
POKE 16426,0 on the edit line. 

Run the program; an error code 0/2 will 
appear on the screen. Hit "New Line", turn 
the vertical hold on your television until the 
picture moves clearly. 

Note: You cannot "break" out of this 
program, you must turn the computer off. 

PETER FINN 
Winston Hills, NSW 

Gads, An Error! 
ANDREW Koch's Renumber program for 
the TRS-80 has a flaw — it will not re- 
number after a RESUME statement. 

I suggest lines 

01128 CP 09FH 
01129 JP Z,FOUND 1 

should be added. 
A second fault is that it will mess up 

embedded (non-standard) strings. 
A third fault, which is minor and perhaps 

will encourage programmers to use stan-
dard BASIC, is that it will not renumber 
after implied GOTOs, as in:  

IFA = 1, 15 or 
IF A = 6%15. 

The TRS Model 1 will treat the comma 
as a GOTO, and the lack of any reserved 
word after B% as an implied GOTO. This 
fault need not be fixed, since people who 
use non-standard features should be 
aware of the risks. 

ROD WORLEY 
Glen Waverley, Vic 

Hewlett Hints Please 
DOES your magazine (or has your 
magazine) intend to publish any details, 
programs, tips, and so on for the Hewlett 
Packard HP-85 microcomputer? 

T R JONES 
Tatura, Vic 

Somebody has to write 'em, if we're 
going to publish 'em! Any ideas? 

Atari Appiness 
CONGRATULATIONS on your new Atari 
column in the April 1982 issue. I was glad 
to see an Australian magazine giving 
some recognition to the most versatile 
personal computer available, when lo and 
behold, the column was missing from the 
May issue (so naturally I didn't buy it). 
Why was this so? 

For the benefit of other readers, I must 
point out a slight error in the first column. 
There are actually 9 colours in Graphics 
10 in any hue/luminance combination, 
not 5 as stated. 

The hardware has made this possible 
by utilising the 4 player-missile colour re-
gisters which are 'shadowed' at addres-
ses 704 to 707 decimal. (The shadow re-
gisters for the normal playfield colours are 
located at addresses 708 to 712 and cor-
respond to SETCOLOR 0 to SETCOLOR 
4 respectively.) The extra colours are 
located using POKE statements. 

The value of POKE is easily calcul-
ated from the formula: COL-
OUR = HUE*16+ LUMINANCE; where 
HUE and LUMINANCE are the second 
and third parameters of the normal 
SETCOLOR statement and the same 
value limitations apply (HUE is from 0 to 
15 and LUMINANCE is an even number 
from 0 to 14). 

For example, POKE 704,182 sets the 
colour of the Player 0 colour register to 
light green. The COLOR statement is then 
used to select the desired colour register 
as usual. In GRAPHICS 10, this may be 
anything from COLOR 0 to COLOR 8 to 
select the colour contained in addresses 
704 to 712 respectively. Note also that the 
background colour in GRAPHICS 10 is 
specified by the contents of address 704, 
whereas most of the other modes use the 
contents of address 712. 

The following program applies the 
above principles to display 9 colours in 
GRAPHICS 10. The data statements may 
be changed to allow any colour 
combinations. 

10 GRAPHICS 10:F01E 704.14 
20 FOR 1=1 10 8: READ A: 

POKE.  7041-IA: COLOR I 
FOR X=I*10-10-1:PLOT 
X.O:DRAW10 X,191 

40 NEXT X: NEXT I 
50 601 0 50 
60 DATA 54,40428.182,116, 

68,6(),8 

The potential of these modes has not 
yet been fully exploited. An interesting ex-
ercise is to use display lists interrupts with 
GRAPHICS 9 and put 256 colours on the 
screen at once...and that's no misprint, 
there are 256 distinctly different colours! 

Apple, VIC, Tandy Colour Computer 
and Hitachi Peach owners eat your hearts 
out. 

GARRY FRANCIS 
Earlwood, NSW 

Personable Computer Mag 
HAVING READ every issue of this 
magazine I think it time for comment. I 
consider this would be the most 'person-
able' of all computer magazines. 

The different styles from Les, Frank 
Linton-Simpkins, Leon Vendor and others 
provide most enjoyable reading. Bou-
quets also to Brendan Akhurst for his 
cartoons. 

Would somebody please buy Les a new 
ribbon for his printer. His assembler arti-
cles are most valuable but, unfortunately, 
the listings are most unreadable. 

RD GREET 
Lockleys, SA 
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❑ISH UPGRADE PAT 
MICROPOLIS 
MOD I OR II 

EXIDY 
FDS DRIVE 

ENHANCE YOUR DISK BASED SORCERER! 

• AUTO DISK BOOT 	• EASY TO INSTALL 
• ROMPAC BASIC AND 48K • EXIT TO MONITOR 

	

WITH MICROPOLIS 	FROM DISK OR FROM CRASH 

MICROPOLIS ONLY $44.95 EXIDY FDS ONLY $39.95 

P&P $1 PJB BOX 252 FORESTVILLE 2087 
B'CARD OK. WRITE FOR SOFTWARE CAT. 

your computer 
clinic 
What Utilities? 
IN YOUR articles, you have 
often spoken about system 
utilities, but I am not sure 
what you are referring to. 

Do you mean compilers 
and languages, or what? 
What system utilities are av-
ailable for the Apple? 

JG 
Wollongong, NSW 

System utilities are the 
programs that aren't act-
ually dedicated to applica-
tions; that is, doing directly 
useful work such as ac-
counting or whatever. 

For example, such prog-
rams would include disk 
formatters and copiers, ed-
itors, text formatters, file 
copiers, communications 
programs and the like. 

On the Apple for ex-
ample, typical utilities 
would include Muffin, the 
program used to convert 
DOS 3.2 disks across to 
DOS 3.3, BASIC renumber-
ing programs, FID, the gen-
eral file manipulator and 
others such as the assem-
bler/text editor. 

Business Computer 
MY PARENTS are looking to 
buy a computer for business 
purposes, but haven't had  

much experience in the field. 
At an exhibition, we saw a 

computer with which I was 
impressed, and I was won-
dering whether or not you 
could make any recommend-
ations about it — it was a 
'Sigma Data, IF 800'. 

Unfortunately, many of the 
smaller systems seem too 
small , as the computer would 
have to be expandable for 
our purposes, and able to be 
used for a variety of functions 
to satisfy our needs. Or, do 
you think we would be better 
advised to stick with the bet-
ter known and more popular 
systems (Apple, TRS-80, 
Pet, and so on)? 

Adrian Goudie 
Embleton, WA 

From the information 
you have given, there is no 
way I could recommend a 
particular small business 
computer. The best thing 
you can do is read my arti-
cle on Systems Analysis in 
Small Business (YC, Nov-
ember 1981), and then start 
defining your problem on 
paper. 

What do you want the 
computer to do (general ac-
counting, stock control, in-
voicing, personnel re-
cords, word processing or  

what)? Work out the data 
storage requirements, and 
then see if you can find a 
machine with sufficient 
floppy or hard disk space 
to handle your require-
ments. 

Ask the dealer to show 
you a system performing a 
similar (or better, identical) 
function to what you need. 
Note its speed, capability 
for handling the types of in-
formation you require, and 
so on. By then you should 
be on the right track. 

Squeeze My Apple 
I AM AT present using an Ap-
ple II computer with 48K 
memory, a card reader, prin-
ter, and one disk drive using 
DOS 3.2. 

Could you please let me 
know where I could get some 
software which utilises my 
system completely. I only 
have BASIC, Applesoft, and 
machine language. 

David Astbury 
Casterton Vic 

Maybe my prejudices are 
showing, but I always neel 
that the software which 
stretches your machine to 
the limits is the software 
you write yourself. 

Why not try writing some 
educational programs for, 
say, marking tests where 
the answers are marked on 
cards? There's a big mar-
ket out there for that kind of 
software, and it would 
probably have to be written 
in a mixture of BASIC and 
assembler. 

Alternatively, you could 
try writing the first multi-
user operating system for a 
48K Apple — but maybe 
that would over-utilise the 
machine's capacity! 

TV Conversion 
CAN YOU supply me with  

any useful references on the 
subject of converting a televi-
sion set, both colour and 
black-and-white, for use as a 
video monitor. 

G T Harrison 
Manly, Qld 

From memory, Elec-
tronics Today magazine 
ran an article on this sub-
ject back in 1976, and 
Electronics Australia has 
probably had words on the 
subject too. 

Be Adventurous 
MY FAMILY and I have a80 
16K Level 2 micro and are 
very interested in software for 
it. 

We are looking for an ad-
venture game and were 
wondering if you could make 
one up (with graphics if possi-
ble) for us and other users 
and print it in Your Computer 
but please, if possible, make 
it in BASIC. If you could, we 
and other users would be 
very grateful. 

D CROTON 
Nth Dandenong, Vic 

I have a better idea. Why 
don't you write an adven-
ture game and send it to us. 

To help you get started, 
Nick Gammon of Gammon 
and Gobbet Computer Ser-
vices has given us a comp-
lete breakdown of an 
adventure game, written in 
G-Pascal, which you will 
find elsewhere in this 
issue. 

From that you can see 
how these things are done, 
and writing a BASIC adven-
ture shouldn't be too hard! 

Me, I have an adventure 
every time I sit down to 
write a program such as 
striding forth to vanquish 
the evil Algol compiler, 
which usually burns my 
code to a crisp! 
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LINTON-SIMPKINS 
HOW REAL was Lincoln's belief in the 
ideals of his Gettysburg address will never 
now be known. But his ideal of govern-
ment of the people, for the people and by 
the people would now seem like some 
form of communism to many Australians. 

You see we have failed, even more 
tragically than many other nations, to 
come to terms with the conflict inherent in 
Government. The people who form part of 
the government are about control or gov-
erning other people not of the govern-
ment. The outsiders wish not to be gover-
ned at all. 

Which brings us to government as it is 
practised in our world and a suggestion 
that might go far along towards a true 
democracy. That is true democracy with 
each man's vote being of equal worth, but 
of some actual worth. This contrasts with 
the present position where a man's vote 
serves merely to endorse a selection pro-
cess carried on in secret by a cabal of 
political party members. 

Democracy is an invention of the 
Greeks. They were at the time a nation 
made up of city states, they owned slaves, 
practised homosexuality (practiced? 
They were bloody near perfect at it) and 
some of them practised a radical form of 
birth control by exposing unwanted 
children on mountain sides. But still 
democracy is a Greek word and an inven-
tion of these remarkable people. 

In ancient Greece, many towns/cities/ 
states held open-air meetings at which 
anyone with anything to say on a subject 
got to talk and votes were taken so that the 
whole free and male population formed a 
sort of parliament. 

The concept is at first attractive until you 
realise that it would only work in small 
cities. But even there things got out of 
hand so spokesmen for the people called 
demagogues spoke so that time would be 
saved. It is these demagogues, often self-
appointed, that are the direct ancestors of 
our politicians. 

The ancient Greeks really have some-
thing to answer for there. 

Paying More For Less 
As time passed the people (a dirty word 

now and associated only with words like 
Republic and Democratic as in People's  

Democratic Republic of Xland, and a sure 
sign that someone has expelled the 
American advisers and now has aid from 
places like Czechoslovakia and so on), 
have had less and less say in the deci-
sions of government and have had to pay 
more and more for the services provided 
by government. 

Our demagogues now take as little 
notice of us as the executive arm of gov-
ernment and we are there to once every 
three years or so to ratify the unruly way 
they have behaved on our behalf since 
the last election. 

Now it is time to take back into the 
hands of the demos the right of decision 
making just like the ancient Greeks had. 
The other things they did are naturally up 
to the individuals. Personally I like the Ex-
posure on the Mountain, it is a natural 
process and should therefore be accept-
able to most religions, but would it be pos-
sible to make it retrospective in certain 
cases? 

The solution to the re-introduction of 
true democracy is simple, fit each house 
with cable TV and a small handset. Then 
using the extra channels (Canadian 
Cable TV has a capacity of 188 channels), 
the people can vote on any parliamentary 
action. 

Laws could be disallowed, ministers 
rusticated, prime ministers over-ruled on 
cabinet selections and members' pay 
rises slashed to below the inflation rate. 
The picture is one of sheer delight. 

Voting Over Dinner 
As I envisage it the parliament would 

still sit and votes would still be taken sub-
ject to the ratification in real time of the 
people in their lounge rooms eating their 
Colonel Sanders. Here is the computer 
industry's chance to serve humanity at a 
level unheard of these last 2000 years. 

If my plan is adopted then one can be 
sure that there would be a rapid updating 
to Myers Report. Particularly where it ref-
ers to the effects on employment of the 
introduction of computers and computer 
related machinery. An acceptable level of 
unemployment is one at which the 
speaker still has a job. 

Naturally computers have been used in 
politics before. The Prime Minister used  

one in the famous Australian Bureau of 
Statistics/Facom/IBM/Harragan/IDC/ 
Coast to Coast affair. Others have been 
used to count votes, plot gerrymanders, 
print mailing labels and even prepared 
research work for use at Question time. 

The Dominican Republic (while not 
completely ignorant of it, it is hardly very 
experienced in democracy) is using com-
puters to provide census data which will 
be used as part of a voter registration 
process. 

The Census is long complete in the Re-
public, another Greek invention, Re-
public, by some man called Plato. The 
voter registration process is not a matter 
of great urgency. But nothing on the island 
is. Even the desultory wars the nation has 
had with its neighbour Haiti have not 
moved with any great speed. 

But to return to my plan to revive the 
democratic process via cable TV and 
computers. We could easily check against 
multiple voting, the address allocated to 
the cable TV service at any house could 
also indicate how many adults had the 
vote. 

Five And Out... 
As I see it the present system of depart-

ments feeding information to ministers 
and a government who made decisions 
on which laws to enact and so on would 
remain until it had lost on five separate 
matters. Then the parliament could meet 
and elect a new PM and cabinet. 

As you will see, I am advocating the 
overthrowal of the political party system 
as well. At last count we have no less than 
five parties in federal parliament. Then 
there are the lunatic and not so lunatic, 
perhaps mildly disturbed, fringes and the 
only real political party to gain my support, 
the Independents. 

Come to think of it, I'm advocating 
anarchy under computer control. Sounds 
familiar, doesn't it? 

It might also mean the end of all those 
promises at election times, they are trans-
parent to the electorate anyway. Think of 
it, no sound to disturb the peace but the 
crash of falling governments. 

Perhaps we can find a way to demote a 
PM we don't like, to 'Usher of the Black-
rod'. All we need is the proper software.0 
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HEARD ON THE BUS 	By LEON YENDOR 

Leon Tackles Texas 
TEXANS MAY love to boast about having 
the biggest of everything but sometimes 
even that isn't enough. The number of 
delegates registered at this year's Na-
tional Computer Conference in Houston 
was in excess of 93,000 and they really 
couldn't handle it. 

Come to think of it, not many cities could 
— so if you plan on attending one of these 
you had better do it soon before they run 
out of places to hold it and have to impose 
some restrictions on the number of people 
attending. There is already a restriction on 
the number of exhibits and next year's 
show at Anaheim (near Disneyland) is al-
ready booked out. 

One thing that sure was the biggest I've 
seen, although you really can't blame 
Texas for it, was the fouled up registration 
lines. Register early and avoid the long 
lines, said the blurb, so I sent off my che-
que some time back in April and that was 
the last I heard until when, about a week 
before I left, I rang the organisers (AFIPS 
— the American Federation of Information 
Processing Societies) and found out that 
my name was really in the computer. 

I might have been in the computer but, 
along with everyone else, I suffered all the 
long lines you could want. When I got to 
the desk in the S-Z queue (after laughing 
at the way there was no window for the 
G-K crowd) I found that there was no 
packet with my name. 

Now, at NCC your packet is very im-
portant. It contains your programs and 
guides and I thought maybe even my en-
try badge, but no, that arrived last week at 
home by surfacemail. 

The computer was 'down' so I had to 
join another long line and get a badge to 
come back to another long line to get a 
packet. It didn't seem nearly so bad when I 
got to the counter to find that the astronaut 
Wally Schirra, a VIP guest doing promo- 

tional appearances for DEC, was in the 
same boat. 

What surprises me most is that there 
are still manufacturers around who are not 
only crazy enough to donate a system for 
this kind of flap but heroic enough to have 
big signs to proclaim their folly. 

So what about the show itself? Well, I'd 
never willingly miss one because there is 
really nowhere else to see all the new toys 
in one spot. If you haven't been you 
should try at least one, but buy the four 
day ticket because you can't really cover 
the entire thing in less than three and 
make sure that you register at the Interna-
tional Visitors Centre so you can take the 
weight off your feet in comfort with a com-
plimentary coffee or Coke. 

The big manufacturers turn on some 
remarkable displays using professional 
actors to make entertainment of their 
sales pitches in a way that we would do 
well to note for some of the drab shows we 
turn on here. Star turns this year included: 
• The Nixdorf TV show where a lady put 
the sales talk into a conversation with a 
Muppet-like character on a colour 
monitor. The puppet was worked by an 
actor concealed inside the booth who 
could see the audience and so ad-lib ap-
propriately with spectators. 
• The Racal Vadic stand with a magician 
working card tricks and boosting his 
sponsors at the same time in a glorious 
send-up of various of the sales staff. 
• The Bell Telephone Teleconferencing 
Blackboard. A young lady would write on 
what appeared to be a normal blackboard 
with a chalk and as she wrote a reproduc-
tion appeared on a nearby monitor. 

Of course it was a pressure-sensitive 
sheet, and even if you pressed on it with a 
finger you would get writing on the screen. 
The real hit was that she cleaned the 
board with a regular duster and as the  

writing disappeared from the board it 
likewise left the monitor. Easy to work out, 
really, but most impressive. 

As usual it is very hard to evaluate soft-
ware at shows like this but you can expect 
to see quite a few exciting programs in the 
next few months if the promises are borne 
out. One thing I really find hard to justify, 
however, is the kind of nonsense like 
Micropro's colour WordStar for the IBM 
PC. Pretty, but they'd do better to make a 
better job of some of their recent products. 

Quite a few familiar faces from Sydney 
were in attendance although many were 
moving too fast for me to catch up after I 
spotted them across the room. I spotted 
Ian Little from Ampec and Tony Madison 
from Ampex but both got away. 

Being nailed down by working on the 
Morrow Designs booth, Rod Whitworth —
from Automation Statham in Sydney —
was easier to grab and we managed to 
find time to compare notes. 

He was most impressed by Intel's de-
monstration setup with eight iAPX 432s in 
a box he described as looking a bit like 
Orak but running eight tasks first with one 
CPU, then two, then four and finally eight. 
No software changes, just better through-
put every time more CPUs came on line. I 
don't even understand the concept of their 
architecture so maybe my age is catching 
up at last. 

As I write this the show is too recent for 
some of the other things I saw to be more 
than a blur until I get through my notes and 
match them up with the fifteen kilos of 
blurb I brought back, but hopefully by next 
issue we can sort out some risky predic-
tions for you and maybe run some 
pictures of the new releases. 

They'll undoubtedly be better than the 
snap of me Rod managed around the end 
of the Morrow booth while I inspected 
some network equipment next door... 
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pour ZX8I computer 

IT LOOKS as though the future for the 
ZX81 may not be as grim as I predicted 
last month; at least, not for the time being, 
anyway. It seems Timex, in Scotland, is 
going to continue manufacture of the 
ZX81 while Sinclair concentrates on the 
Spectrum. 

The ZX81 is going to be known as the 
Timex 1000, with a joint Timex/Sinclair 
label. The ZX81 is not dead yet! 

As promised last month, here is a selec-
tion of hardware add-ons available from 
the UK. Obviously I haven't included all of 
them but at least the majority of the pro-
ducts on sale as add-ons for the ZX81 are 
represented here. 

Before I begin the list I'd like to mention 
two local retailers of ZX hardware add-
ons: Total Control Technology and TJ 
Peripherals. 

Total Control Technology (of PO Box 
61, Happy Valley, SA, 5159), is importing 
64K and 32K Memopak RAM packs, $376 
and $299 respectively. These RAM cards 
are claimed to fit both the ZX81 and ZX80 
(not to mention the MicroAce). It is also 
importing a graphics add-on, at $352.50, 
and a 4K Graphics ROM at $99. 

It is also developing a proper keyboard 
for the ZX's, which it claims will have a few 
nifty tricks, like a repeat key, and so on. 

TJ Peripherals is not importing hard-
ware, but making it. It is selling its own 16K 
RAM pack, at the highly competitive price 
of $96, which includes a gold connector, 6 
months warranty and a case similar to 
Sinclair's own RAM pack. 

It is also making an I/O port. Memory 
mapped, so it can be accessed through 
simple PEEK/POKE commands, and it 
only costs $38.50. TJ Peripherals can be 
contacted at 41 Olympic Avenue, 
Cheltenham, Victoria, 3192 or 9/140-148 
Crimea Road, Marsfield, NSW, 2122. 

Now onto the UK list (these are listed as 
PRODUCT:SUPPLIERS:PRICE. Unless 
otherwise stated, this equipment is for the 
ZX81): 
RAM Packs: 16K JRS Software, 19 
Wayside Avenue, Worthing, Sussex 
BN13 3JU £35. 48K Memotech (Sales 
Dept.), 103 Walton Street, Oxford, OX2 
6EB. £109 (kit) £129 (assem.). 16K CEL 
Customised Electronics Ltd., Winker 
Green Mills, Stanningley Road, Armley, 
Leeds, LS12 3BB. £34.50. 16K Kayde 
Electronic Systems Ltd., The Conge, 
Great Yarmouth, Norfolk, NR30 1PJ. 
£29.95. 
ZX81 Console: ZX Business Systems, 14  

By David Brudenall 

Brookfield Gardens, Ryde, Isle of Wight. 
£15. (This console has space for all your 
ZX peripherals and is claimed to prevent 
RAM pack glitch). A case for carrying all 
your ZX equipment around in is also sel-
ling for £25. 
Joysticks: Microgen, 24 Agar Crescent, 
Bracknell, Berks. Controller board for 
joysticks £19.50; Joysticks £9.60 each. 
Disk Drive: The Monolith Electronics Co. 
Ltd., 5/[ Church Street, Crewkerne, 
Somerset TA18 7HR. £200. Specs: 70K 
storage/disk, 3K per second loading time, 
2K ROM added for operating the drive, 
Printer and RAM pack connect to the 
drive, operable through BASIC via USR 
calls. 

I/O Ports: Thurnall (Electronic) Eng., 95 
Liverpool Road, Cadishead, Manchester, 
M30 5BG. £10.99 (kit); £12.99 (assem.). 
Haven Hardware, 4 Asby Road, Asby, 
Workington, Cumbria, CA14 4RR. (Price 
unknown). William Stuart Systems Ltd., 
Dower House, Billerich Road, Herongate, 
Brentwood, Essex CM13 3SD (16 line 
control port which can be used as a music 
synthesiser if connected to a keyboard) 
£19.50 (kit); £25 (assem.). University 
Computers, 5 St Barnabas Road, 
Cambridge, CB1 2BU £16.50. 
Print Jotter: Butler, Currie & Hook, 19 
Borough High Street, London, SE1 9SE. 
These are jotters films for laying out 
PRINT/PLOT positions etc. Jotters £3.50; 
transparent films - £16.50 Char. 
Gen: Haven Hardware, 4 Asby Road,  

Asby, Workington, Cumbria, C14 4RR 
(this is a programmable character 
generator) price unknown. Quicksilva, 95 
Upper Brownhill Road, Maybush, Soton. 
Hants. £26 (128 separately programm-
able characters possible). 
Keyboards: Kayde Electronics Systems 
Ltd., The Conge, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk 
NR30 1PJ. £37.95 fully cased; £27.95 un-
cased. Haven Hardware, 4 Asby Road, 
Asby, Workington, Cumbria, CA14 4RR. 
Price unknown. Fuller Micro Systems, 
The ZX Centre, Sweeting Street, 
Liverpool 2. £24.95 (keyboard only -
built); £18.95 (keyboard only, kit); £39.95 
pounds (complete case for ZX81 with 
keyboard). 
Hi-Res Board:£2 from the above address. 
Speech Recog.: William Stuart Systems 
Ltd., Dower House, Billercay Road, 
Herongate, Brentwood, Essex, CM13 
3SD. This is the 'big ears' speech recogni-
tion unit. £49. 
Slow for ZX80: Compshop, 14 Station 
Road, New Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 
1QW. £12.95 (kit). This allows the 8K 
ROM ZX80 to work in SLOW mode. 
Colourboard: Haven Hardware, 4 Asby 
Road, Asby, Workington, Cumbria, CA14 
4RR. (Price unknown). 

Well, that's a fairly comprehensive list, 
although all suppliers are not listed. For 
instance, many companies seem to stock 
ZX add-on keyboards, but I haven't inc-
luded them all as some have already been 
mentioned in publications such as Your 
Computer (like Radditch Electronics), and 
anyway, it would have been practZ,1 1 e 
impossible to list every supplier that sold a 
ZX keyboard!! 

If anybody out there is into hardware 
mods/do-it-yourself type activities and 
wants an 8-line I/O port for their ZX81, 
AZUA member Ken Hince has designed 
his own I/O port, and has put it to good 
use by interfacing it to a Dick Smith GB80 
printer. 

AZUA is presenting the full details on 
the hardware and software of this I/O 
port (which can be memory or I/O map-
ped) as a four-part article in the newslet-
ter. To get the details of this port and how 
to use it in conjunction with a Dick Smith 
GP80 printer, there is one small catch -
you have to join AZUA! 

Membership in AZUA is $10/year or $6 
for six months. Write to the address in the 
clubs page. Don't forget you can always 
send a 40c stamp and get a free intro 
newsletter! 	 E 
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pour ZX80 computer 

  

I HOPE not too many people were disap-
pointed by the absence of this column 
over the last couple of months - the 
break was forced on me by pressure of 
work in other spheres. However, I hope 
now to be back on a regular basis with 
some programs and ideas for those 
amongst us with only 4K ROM and 1K 
RAM to their name. 

To Mr Don De leso, of St Peters, SA, 
whose letter appeared in Text File in the 
May issue, and to others who may be 
interested in peripherals and software de-
velopment by Sinclair: I am making every 
effort to get information from Sinclair 
(England), not only on equipment and 
software on the Australian market, but 
also on those items which are not yet av-
ailable here in the hope that one day they 
might be. 

If anyone out there knows a friendly 
importer, maybe they can put in a good 
word when and if I can bring you a list of 
available goodies. I hope I can get more 
details of the new Sinclair Spectrum, too. 

I have been trying for some time now to 
overcome some of the inherent rest-
rictions the ZX80 has with regard to creat-
ing mazes. For instance, it is difficult to 
create a static (non-changing) maze of 
any complexity because of the need to 
clear the screen so often, and the difficulty 
of mixing graphics with text. 

It can be done, of course, but the prog-
rams are usually pretty bulky and un-
necessarily complex. While reading 
through a foreign magazine recently I saw 
an article which put forward the technique 
of converting maze parameters into 
mathematical formulae, allowing a ran-
dom maze of fairly complicated layout to 
be formed. 

Unfortunately, the sample runs of this 
idea used formulae based on trigon-
ometric expressions, so they couldn't be 
used for our little ZX8Os with our integer 
maths. 

However, with a little thought it is possi-
ble to make use of the broad idea. Why 
not, I thought, have the obstacles formed 
only in RAM, not on screen, giving a new 
dimension to the maze - you don't know 
a wall is there until you've walked into it 
(I've been that way a few times myself 
without the aid of a computer). 

It is possible to map this maze on a 
sheet of paper, as the co-ordinates are 
chosen randomly at the beginning of the 
program and remain unchanged through-
out. These co-ordinates are based on a 
compass rose, that is, N, S, E, W, and are 
read out at the top of the screen. 
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Your starting point is also random, but 
always in the NW quadrant, and the sur-
vivors, whom you must find, are also in a 
random position, always in the SE quad-
rant. The grid, delineated in 20 to 90, is 
200 units West to East by 200 units North 
to South, giving 40,000 seperate loca-
tions, only one of which holds your target! 

This could easily be changed of course. 
The maze itself is fairly simple in this form, 
consisting of only one block in each 
quadrant, and may look like Figure 1 on a 
map. Point 1 is your start point, and point 2 
is your target. This may not look too comp-
licated, but you try to find point 2 when you 
have to feel your way there, blind. 

With some juggling of figures in the first 
few lines and a few changes in the main 
program the obstacles could probably be 
made a lot more daunting - this program 
is only to illustrate the idea. The same 
technique could be used for laying 
minefields, in combat games, or naviga-
tion points, or any program which has a 
need for you to pinpoint an imaginary 
position. 

I would be interested to see any varia-
tions you may come up with - maybe a 
program based on 'Battleships' could use 
this system? By the way, to steer your way 
through this program, use the cursor ar-
rows and, if you get sick of searching, 
input 0 - the relative positions of you and 
your target will read out, and the game will 
stop. 

Lot's of luck (you'll need it). See you 
next month. 

1E zI80 	TY 	1 J.iAT1/ 14:".  

20 1ET N.BID (50) 

30 LET N1-RED (50).50 

40 EST S.RND (50) 

50 LET Si-OND (50).50 

60 LET W.PND (50) 

lx 

w  

70 LET 111.11ND (50).50 

80 LET E.RND (50) 

90 lET E1.RND (50).50 

91 LET TI.S1.112D (10)-5 

92 LET 02.41.11ND (10)-5 

100 LET 0.1120 (50) 

110 LET DmEND (50) 

120 LEO L.IND (50) 

130 1ET 8.11ND (50) 

140 GOSUI 2000 

170 CIS 

180 :PINT "IJSITION: "70;"11 ";D;"S ";LI"E ";R;"W" 

19C THIN? "NHI611 Ata (A ROWS) OR 0 TO ..LL" 

200 INPUT V 

205 IF 0.0 Tria. 16111 "T,ECET";TWE ";t1;"S" 

206 IF V.0 Tr.x ETU 

210 IF V•5 '..11-2) LOT L.L.1 

220 IFV.6 TEEN LOT D.D+1 

230 IF V.7 THEN LET 0-0.1 

240 IF V.8 THEN LET R.11.1 

245 00500 2000 

250 IF 0.5 THEE LET R.2-1 

260 IF 0.6 THEE LET 0.0-1 

270 IF 0.7 TOES LET D.0-1 

280 IF 0.8 THEN LET L.L.1 

290 GO6U; 2400 

300 GOSUE 2050 
310 IF TOT 8.02 OR S.T1 THEN COU 170 

320 10110 "SURVIVOR 2011D" 

330 STOP 

2'.00 1r u> 1 THEN LET p4 
2010 IF 0> 1 MEI LET U.0 

2020 IF 0.1 THEN LET 2.0 

2030 IP 101 THEN LET L-0 

2040 "ETURN 

2050 IF UP N AND 0<E1 AND L>W ASD 1( W1 THEN 0010 3000 

2060 17 10N AID 0<N1 AVD R> E Ant R< E1 TI-EN COTO 3000 

2070 IP D)S AND D(51 AND R:>.E AND R‹ El THEN COTO 3000 

2060 IP D> S AVD D<S1 ASS L>W ASD L<W1 THAT GOTO 3000 ,  

2090 trim 

3000 JOIST .TIOCK-BACI OFF" 

3010 MUT D 

3020 IF 0.5 TEEN LET L.L-1 

3030 IF 11.6 THEN LET D.D-1 

3040 IF V.7 THEE LE? 0.11-1 

3050 IF V.8 THEN LET 1141-1 

3060 0000 190 
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your TRS80 computer 
By Rod Stevenson 

WHAT YOU buy is what you get. This 
statement would seem totally unneces-
sary were it not for tie (unfortunately rela-
tively large) number of newcomers to the 
computing hobby who decide to buy a 
computer, then find they haven't got what 
they thought they would have. 

That's not to say that there is even the 
slightest dishonesty practised by those 
who sell, merely that the aforementioned 
have not gone to the trouble of talking to 
seasoned computer hobbyists before 
spending their money on what they think 
they want. 

The reason I bring this up here is that I 
hope that this magazine is read by intend-
ing computer-hobbyists before buying. 
And certainly I mean it to apply not only to 
TRS-80 buyers — I've encountered the 
same unhappiness from owners of most 
computers. And not only 'personal' ones 
either. 

My obvious suggestion is to go to a club 
meeting and talk about your ideas. Admit 
that ywu want/need advice and help. Far 
better to do that than to go along after 
you've bought to find out how to get it to do 
what you thought it would. 

Certainly there's some truth in the 
thought that club members will be biased, 
will not want to admit their own mistakes, 
and will try to convince you to follow in 
their footsteps: so attend a variety of 
meetings and get a wide cross-section of 
options about as many of the contenders 
in your bracket as you can. 

It is truly amazing just how many will tell 
the world at large how wonderful their 
particular choice of equipment is, while at 
club meetings be among the loudest to 
berate its shortcomings. 

And a word to those who might think of 
justifying their hobby-type interest by 
persuading their business to make the 
purchase. Be realistic! Admit (to yourself) 
that your interest is a hobby one. 

It really will be much more satisfying 
(not to say ethical) to be able to choose a 
unit that more closely suits your desire. 
For the difference is not merely one of 
price — an office-worker doesn't have the 
same needs as a hobbyist. 

However, while on this subject, I'm con-
stantly amazed by the number of hob-
byists I know who are loath to admit their 
equipment is a hobby. I'm at a complete 
loss to understand why, but it does seem 
to be considered 'the thing' to claim (to 
friends, not the tax-man) that" one's com-
puter is used for business. 

Backup Copies 
The following applies equally to tape 
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and disk, although it does seem there's 
more scope for losing data from the disk. 
But whatever the reason, when it's gone 
it's gone! And too late to wish then you'd 
developed the habit of regularly backing-
up, and updating those backups so the 
loss is as small as realistically possible. 

At the very minimum this means two 
copies; the one in use becoming the 
backup as soon as it's had some fresh 
data recorded. And PLEASE don't use the 
one disk (or tape) for the two copies! 

The dangers are self-evident — among 
other things, a material failure will mean 
you've lost the lot. How familiar is it to hear 
'but I thought it wouldn't happen to me...'? 
Just wait until you lose the only manus-
cript of a 160 page book you haven't 
backed up because 'the disk wm't aash'. 

And it's not being extreme to keep these 
copies in different places — even diffOrent 
buildings on opposite sides of the street—
if the data is truly irreplaceable. Irreplace-
able it may well be if in the financial/ 
business area. 

Yet I'm still constantly amazed by the 
lack of backup-procedure/policy for such 
sensitive information. Even if not as vital 
as this, isn't your own blood-sweating 
work worth safeguarding? And particu-
larly when it takes such little effort, even if 
that effort is somewhat boring. 

I must admit to being among the guilty. 
While I don't back-up everything, I do 
keep two copies of what I consider valu-
able in the normal place, plus a backup 
copy in my bedside drawers. No, Les, not 
for some fantastically kinky reason, just 
for a separate safe place from my other 
programs... 

Repetitive Reading 
Perhaps the best advice I can give in 

learning anything is to read and listen to 
as many different explanations as avail-
able on the same subject. 

It's easy enough to miss the one vital 
sentence you need for a perfect under-
standing. Many times I've had it 'click' only 
after following this course. 

And if you've ever tried to explain a 
difficult concept you'll know just how hard 
it is to see where the difficulty lies in 'get-
ting through'. 

The next best is Do-It-Yourself. Nothing 
could be truer than the often quoted no-
tion that experimentation is the only real 
path to true understanding and know-
ledge. And don't just nod your head in 
concurrence — heed me! 

So many of the members of our (the 
Adelaide Users' Group) beginners' 
groups have come back to me after  

they've been 'let loose' and assured me 
it's true, that I'd be remiss in not passing 
on their assurance. Yes I know it's easier 
to ask, and probably you'll get out of 'the 
hole' quickly and painlessly; only to fall 
right back into the same one next time. 

Which is not to say, however, that you 
should be afraid of seeking assistance 
where appropriate, and after having tried 
yourself. 

Apart from the obvious case where the 
actual knowledge is lacking and needs a 
simple injection of facts, it's maddeningly 
easy to keep on looking at and not seeing 
the same mistake. And some are so sim-
ple that we're convinced we 'couldn't pos-
sibly be so stupid' that we don't even 
bother checking. 

I readily confess that many is the time 
another has immediately spied my crass-
ness! True, sometimes a fresh mind will 
do wonders; it's good though to have 
someone to use as a backstop, and to 
allow yourself to be so used. Yet another 
benefit of the club environment. 

Memory Size 
This seems a baffling idea for the 

newcomer to grasp, and I suspect it better 
belongs in its own separate article. But 
here goes anyway: 

Normally BASIC programs always start 
at the same point (42E9H for level 2), and 
load there from tape or disk. Which is just 
as well, because among the whole heap 
of pointers kept by the operating system is 
one that tells it where to find the start of a 
BASIC program when it sees (RUN) on 
the screen. 

So all it has to do is to go to that address 
and all is well. Which (I hope!) will make it 
obvious that the 'normal' thing is to have 
only one BASIC program resident at a 
time. Of course there are ways of 'fid-
dling', but let's not get carried away in this 
short space. 

Now with a machine-code (system) 
program we're not so confined. Because 
we're assumed to be aware enough to 
want to, and be able to, (not always the 
same) write assembly/machine-code, it's 
assumed we will want to choose where to 
put our program. And it's true; we do want 
to choose an appropriate place for it. So 
we're given the facility not only to instruct 
our machine where to put it (?), but also 
where to start running it from. Which is 
why there's an entry- (sometimes called a 
transfer-) address usually noted in the 
documentation. 

This is usually supplied to the operating 

Continued on Page 95 
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your CP/M computer 

THIS month I'd intended to discuss the 
various CP/M assemblers but I had a 
phone conversation with a distraught 
RCPM user who was having terrible re-
liability problems with his system. As this 
seems to be a perennial problem I think 
that it's about time that we go through, in 
detail, some of the factors which govern 
the overall reliability of any computer 
system. The assemblers will have to wait 
for a future column. 

The following is based on material by 
Kelly Smith that appeared in the now de-
funct CP/M-NET newsletter. Thanks 
Kelly. 

Feeding Your Micro 
Carefully consider the power input 

source for your microcomputer system. 
Ideally the computer power circuit 

should be on it's own breaker isolated 
from the rest of the general purpose out-
lets that service the various appliances in 
your home. It may be a little tedious to 
determine this, but well worth the trouble. 

Just take a small lamp (as a voltage 
indicator), turn off all but one of the power 
(as distinct from lighting) circuit breakers 
(or alternatively remove the fuses if you 
don't have circuit breakers) to your home, 
they may even already be marked as to 
which breaker services which room. Now 
plug in the lamp to the outlet you want to 
use for your computer. If it does not light, 
turn the circuit breaker off and try another 
until you locate the one that services the 
outlet you want to use...easy! 

The important point here is to insure the 
power has a direct and isolated path to 
your system. Now that we have isolated 
the path, plug the lamp into the remain-
ing power outlets, making note of what 
else is on the power line. It's very im-
portant, and here's why: We need to re-
move (or minimise) the number of 'power 
hungry' and 'glitch producing' appliances 
attached to your system's power line! 

The 'power hungry' appliances you 
may have are portable electric heaters, 
electric ovens and stoves, toasters, and 
so on that singly or in combination can 
drop the (otherwise) available input line 
voltage to as little as 210 V AC or less. 

Low line voltage in combination with 
(typically) non-regulated microcomputer 
power supplies will give your system a 
localised 'brown-out' effect that may not 
be readily apparent to you because other 
devices around your home (for example, 
radio, television, flourescent lighting) 
may be happy working in this situation. 
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By Bill Bolton 

Most S-100 buss type systems are 
especially prone to the localised brown-
out effect, because the non-regulated 
(read cheap to manufacture) power sup-
ply that provides +8 V DC, and +-16 V 
DC, to the system's mother-board buss, is 
regulated separately on each card in the 
microcomputer. These individual boards 
then (hopefully) regulate the +5 V DC, 
and + -12 V DC required by the various 
integrated circuits and components on th-
ese boards. 

These regulators require (at a 
minimum) 3 volts of 'head room' for proper 
operation — that is, the on-board ICs use 
+5 V DC and therefore require a raw input 
to the regulators of +8 V DC. 

This can easily be measured with a low 
cost voltmeter purchased from your local 
electronics or hardware store...nothing 
fancy required; any meter in the $10 to 
$20 category will be fine. 

Refer to the microcomputer man-
ufacturer's details on the layout of each 
board's regulator input/output (and 
ground) pin assignments and follow the 
'three volt rule' to determine if your com-
puter is being fed the proper diet of raw 
input voltage (measure directly at the in-
put and ground terminals). 

Beware: the DC voltage value may ap-
pear to be correct, but due to poor power 
supply filtering in your raw supply, may 
have an AC composite voltage (called rip-
ple) that 'droops' below the head-room 
required by the individual on-board vol-
tage regulators. 

Again using your cheap voltmeter,  

switch to the lowest AC voltage range 
possible , and measure the input voltage 
again. Any measurable voltage means 
potential (no pun intended) trouble, with 
the effect of 'mini-brown-outs' every half-
cycle of the AC line voltage (10 mil-
liseconds for a 50 hertz input). 

Keeping in mind that your microcompu-
ter will be executing commands (instruc-
tions) millions of time per second, 10 mil-
liseconds is a considerable amount of ex-
ecution time to your system...and (bluntly) 
the system must not fail to correctly exe-
cute any command — ever! 

Murphy's Law of Zapped Program Ex-
ecution states that 'one bad instruction will 
modify other instructions (the Avalanche 
Effect) and will always occur after four 
hours of editing a program, with no back-
up file!' 

What can you do if you find trouble with 
the input power voltage? One of three 
things: find an AC input line voltage 
source that is solid (that is, one which 
really is 240 V AC!); purchase a pre-
regulated (expensive) power source; or 
give up now! 

If you don't do one of these things there 
is no hope ahead for trouble-free opera-
tion of your system...just frustration, tears, 
alcoholism or whatever. This is the first 
level for the computer hackers' phrase 
'Garbage in equals garbage out' — solve 
this problem now! 

So, we've discussed the potential 
'power hogging' problems (and their de-
tection and avoidance), but what about 
the 'glitch producing' appliances that are 
lurking to raise havoc with the computer? 

Here arises the potential for not on-
ly spurious problems that clobber your 
system (and possibly hours of work), 
but expensive damage to your system. 
Another rule to remember: if it has a motor 
in it, avoid it! 

This includes refrigerators, air con-
ditioners, washers and dryers, electric 
typewriters...anything with motors or sol-
enoids. These appliances provide a dou-
ble edged problem: When turned on, they 
can provide our computer with the 'brown-
out' effect, and in addition, put transient 
voltages (some times on the order of 
hundreds of volts) into an otherwise 
'clean' AC power line. 

Although these transient voltages are of 
short duration, they can (and do) find their 
way directly through your microcomput-
er's power supply, and will cause a host of 
problems. Many of the components in 
your computer are extremely sensitive to 



sudden high voltage conditions, and can 
cause your system to perform in strange 
and wonderous ways months after the 
high voltage 'zap' condition has passed! 

Kelly had an IMSAI that suffered many 
'sudden deaths' with bad ICs appearing 
daily for almost three months. She came 
very close to scrapping it! 

So track down these 'glitch producers' 
and get them off of your system's power. 
Even small (and usually unsuspecting) 
appliances can cause you to weep aloud 
...automatic heat regulating soldering 
irons (like the one next to your system 
right now) will 'pop' the AC power line with 
voltage spikes that, although they may not 
cause damage, will cause erratic opera-
tion of your computer. This tends to man-
ifest itself in the form of 'bad diskettes' or 
'bad memory'...not so! Turn that soldering 
iron off when you are using your system 
...even if debugging, or you will chase-
your-tail trying to figure out what's going 
on! 

Transient voltage suppression devices 
or filters are available that may be directly 
wired into the AC input of your microcom-
puter's power supply, or can be pur-
chased built-in to a power outlet box. Be 
warned, however, that they are limited in 
trapping various combinations of transient 
voltage, duration, and frequency (and ex-
pensive to boot). 

You are better off getting rid of trouble at 
the source, rather than attempting to rid 
your microcomputer of glitches after the 
fact. 

Keeping Your (Micro) Cool 
Possibly the worst offender here is the 

cooling system (or lack of it). How and 
why, you ask? 

Well, first of all are those foam filters 
that cover the fan inlet (if you even are 
lucky enough to have a fan...) that is trying 
to provide not only cool air, but also clean 
air. 

That dust and dirt has to go some-
where, so where else but the filter — and 
depending on how tidy we are, will build 
up with crud very fast. 

Here's what I do — throw 'em away! 
Yes, the dirt and dust get in, but for the 
most part it also blows out again. Much 
better to let the internals get a little dusty 
than to forget to remove and clean the 
filter once a month. Air filters mounted in 
the back of a computer are bad psycho-
logically anyway: 'After all, it's in the back 
of the system, and whose going to see the 
slobs that we are anyway!' — right? 

Alright, now we are getting cool air into 
the microcomputer (and it will keep get-
ting in), but is it actually getting to where 
it's needed? 

Light-up something that will produce a 
bit of smoke (hopefully not a cigarette) 
and, now with the cover off of your compu-
ter, place that smoke producer six to eight 
inches downstream from the incoming air 
flow — where does the smoke go? Ahah! 
Mostly out the vent holes right next to the 
fan... 

Block that with some masking tape (or 
whatever) and cardboard. Try 
again...hmmm, much better. Now is the 
flow of air actually blowing through the 
boards in your system? If your answer is 'a 
little', use more masking tape and card-
board and channel the airflow directly into 
the boards. It might look like hell, but once 
you get the cover back on, who cares? 

You may have to get really clever build-
ing a good airflow system into your 
microcomputer. Cooling always seems to 
be an afterthought in most of the boxes 
I've seen — the IMSAI 8080 chassis has 
the power transformer parked directly in 
front of the fan, blocking the airflow...poor 
planning, but with a little work (masking 
tape and cardboard) it runs pretty cool, 
even with fifteen cards in the system! 

Some microcomputer chassis rely on 
convection cooling alone to keep them 
cool (Apple, Osborne, and the like). If the 
temperature is warm on the outside, count 
on a 10 to 20 degree rise on the inside. 
The point here is: keep the room that your 
microcomputer is in cool; about 25 de-
grees is comfortable for the internals. 

Avoid placing your system in a place 
where it gets direct sunlight, or if it's in a 
cabinet with additional peripheral parts of 
your system (especially disk drives), 
mount it underneath all that stuff — re-
member, hot air rises. 

Radiated Disaster 
We have discussed radiated heat doing 

nasty things, but have you considered all 
the potential sources (and types) of 
radiated energy that cause no end to giv-
ing us grief? 

Consider that telephone you use with 
your modem to communicate with other 
systems...makes a good place to lean a 
stack of floppy disks against, right? 

Wrong! That bell you hear ringing is 
magnetically driven! 

And now is as good time as any to read 
the back of the jacket that you keep your 
diskettes in (what? you don't keep them in  

their jackets? Argh!). Even if you can't 
read, there are some pretty good clues 
with pictures: look at the one showing a 
horse-shoe magnet — it's the same one 
inside your telephone! 

Why they put the dos and don'ts on the 
back of the diskette jacket I will never 
know, but now I have reminded you it's 
there, read it and take it to heart. Good 
words of wisdom back there... Of course, 
the microcomputer itself is a good source 
of magnetic energy, especially if it's enc-
losed in a plastic case. Where? The trans-
former in the power supply. Make every 
attempt to keep your diskettes away from 
this area of your system. 

Some computer terminals also radiate 
magnetic energy that is strong enough to 
erase diskettes. It's a good practice not to 
lay diskettes on top of your terminal — too 
near the fly-back transformer and CRT 
yoke (magnetic coils) for comfort. 

Other (more bizarre) sources include 
the X-Ray machine at the airport. The X-
Rays themselves will not clobber a dis-
kette, but the the magnetic field which 
focus the X-Rays sure as hell will. 

And, on the other hand, while EP-
ROM's don't mind magnetic fields the X-
Rays are excellent for a quick erase job! 
Hand carry these items (if you want them 
intact) and don't allow them to be X-
Rayed. I even mark boxes of diskettes for 
mailing with 'Do not X-Ray. Magnetic 
Media Inside' — better safe than sorry. 

And speaking of airports, do you live 
near an airport, or industrial area using 
radar? Similar problem here as the X-Ray 
machine only it's high energy pulses of 
power that travel may miles that can clob-
ber your system. You know when this is 
happening, because you can set your 
watch by the time (sweep of the dish an-
tenna) it 'blips' your system. This is a rare 
situation for most home environments, 
but none the less, does happen; just be 
aware of the possibilities. 

Then there is static discharge. If you 
can, place your microcomputer system in 
a room without rugs, especially nylon 
rugs. If that's not possible, get an anti-
static mat placed in front of your system 
(where you sit), and also get a can of 
anti-static spray (the stuff your wife uses 
so that her cloths don't cling) and liberally 
apply it to the rug around your system. 

Also, office chairs on rolling rubber 
wheels make dandy generators of static 
electricity; they're fine on an anti-static 
mat, but disaster on a rug for your system. 

Also, when working on some of the 
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THE MICROCOMPUTER HOUSE has three exclusive software programs-
THE FRIEND SERIES. Friend 1 (Word Processor) is available as a chip, 
disk or tape. Friend 2 is a dual disk based system Mailing List and Friend 3 
is a ROM chip Data Handler for the 4000 and 8000 series. Also available are 
HI RESOLUTION BOARDS for the 4000 and 8000 series. Brand new from 
Code Works (Cursor) are programs designed specifically for the VIC 20 
computer— these are known as VIXEL programs. 
ROM ADD-ONS: Arrow— fast tape LOAD/SAVE. PIC Chip— the graphics 
design chip. Toolkits— Full range of toolkit type chips— a must for a 
programmer, extends BASIC with up to 40 extra commands!! The range 
includes, Disk-O-Pro, Command-O-, etc. Mother chip is the MicroMon—
the toolkit for the machine language user— includes Assembler/Disassembler 
functions. 
If you are after a computer, a system or software for either business or 
pleasure then why not contact John Giudice today! 

NOW YOU CAN SUBSCRIBE 
For $43 you will receive a 6-issue subscription which includes a 
C-30 cassette with 5 programs plus the cover program. Each 
subscription means a total of 36 programs at around $1.19 each!! 

The Microcomputer FURSOR 
T House Pty. Lid. 

THE BEST FRIEND 
116. 120 Abercrombie Street, Chippendale, N.S.W. 2008 	FOR YOUR 
Phone: 698 7866 or 698 7076 	 COMMODORE PET 

boards in your system (even if its just 
• to change addressing on a memory 
board), make sure that you do not give 
these boards a dishonorable discharge 
— ground yourself out prior to yanking 
any boards from the system. Even dis-
charging directly to the chassis of the 
system is better than through one of the 
computer's boards; at least the discharge 
path is most likely to go back to the protec-
tive ground at the wall socket, not to some 
expensive ICs! 

Phew...Paranoid Yet? 
Well, if that wasn't enough to make you 

paranoid about where you put your 
system and what to feed it I don't know 
what will. Attention to these sorts of details 
can turn an unreliable system into an ex-
tremely reliable one. I had to do the power 
supply checking and air flow testing to get 
the RCPM system reliable, for example. 

I have lots of Jabel F500 mains filters 
around my system and they seem to keep 
the 'glitches' out fairly well. I have a 
Kambrook mains intercom sitting across 
the power circuit used exclusively by 
my computers — as well as serving its 
intended domestic communications 
purpose it has turned out to be a very 
good glitch monitor. Any noise or glitches 
on the power circuit are audibly evident on 
the intercom and I simply go around with 
one of the Jabel filters till I've isolated the 
source of the noise. One of the worst 
noise sources turned out to be my Diablo 
printer... 

RCPM News 
The number of calls is now over 800. 

Users of the system had the first news 
about the Dick Smith direct connect 
modem, well over a week before anything 
appeared in print. 

Four new volumes of BDS 'C' users 
group software have recently been added 
to the software base. There are also 11 
volumes of public domain CP/M prog-
rams from Australian and US sources, 
which are not available elsewhere, avail-
able through the system. 

A large number of users now have the 
communications utilities running and are 
downloading software. A few have started 
to contribute material as well. 

To get the 6 page set of 'Connection 
Notes' send a large (A4) SSAE to: 
CP/M Bulletin Board, 
P.O. Box 80, 
Newport Beach, 
NSW, 2106. 
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MODE SWITCH CSI 

down=1=Interlace on 
up=0=No interlace 

2-3 or 3-4 
2-3 or 3-4 

0 1=BASIC 
0=Terminal mode 

0 
1=Interlace on 
0=No interlace 

1=80 characters/line 
0=40 characters/line 0 

0 
I=Display PF-lays 
0=No display of PF-keys 

0 
1=Half duplex terminal 
0=Full dupl, terminal 

1=7 bits/character 
0=B bits/character 0 

64 ! 7 

12E1 : 

TIES 

OPEN 	CLOSED 

To find the setting of the DIP switch PRINT PEEL (I,HFFC91 or 1654E111 and 
convert decimal to binary. 

To change any of the modes by a soft power up. use NEW ON n where n=0-255 
equivalent to the binary value of the DIP switch. 
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4 	: 

Figure 1. SUMMARY OF PEACH MODE OF OPERATION SWITCHES AND COMMANDS. 

LSB DIP SWITCH SOFTWARE COMMAND 

0 

4-5 	down=1=BASIC 
4-5 	up=0=Terminal 

1=Normal resolution screen 
0=High resolution screen 

1-2 	down=1=80 char/line 
1-2 	up=0=40 char/line 

1=Convert Hiragana code to FataVana code 
!=No conversion 

on printing 

Ctrl-D in terminal mode 
TERM .5 characters" 

SCREEN nl,n2,0 
SCREEN n1,n2,1 

WIDTH 00 or W.B0 
WIDTH 40 or W.40 

SCREEN 0 or SCREEN 0,n2,n5 
SCREEN 1 or SCREEN 1,n2, n.3 

CONSOLE nl,n2,1 
CONSOLE nl,n2.0 

TERM "xxxxH" 

TERM .x7xxx.  
TERM ".BA.c" 

PEACH computer 

  

THE PEACH computer has many fea-
tures not found in most earlier machines. 
At initial power up it starts to operate in a 
mode determined by the settings of three 
hardware components. These are the DIP 
switch and the CS1 jumper switch inside 
the case and the MODE switch on the 
front control panel above the keyboard. 

The DIP switch consists of a row of 
eight small switches, which can be open 
(1) or closed (0). There are, therefore, 256 
possible ways of setting these switches —
so there are 256 dffrent ways of operating 
your Peach computer. The effect of the 
various settings of the DIP switch are 
summarised in Figure 1. 

The effect of switches one to three may 
be modified by CS1 and the MODE 
switch, so that we can choose one or two 
modes of operation at power up without 
opening the case. 

To do this we choose which of the first 
three DIP switch functions we would like 
to control with the MODE switch. We then 
place that switch in the open (1) position 
and place the jumper on CS1 in the posi-
tion indicated in the CS1 column. 

For example, if we want the MODE 
switch to act as a 40/80 character/line 
switch switch 3 must be open (1) and the 
jumper in CS1 must be placed over pins 1 
and 2. 

By Dom Swinkels 

Peachy Terminal 
One of these is the TERM command, 

which changes the operation of the Peach 
from a stand-alone computer to a terminal 
to another computer via the RS-232C 
connector at the back of the machine. 

The ASCII string following the TERM 
command controls five different modes of 
operating as a terminal, two of which can 
also be set by the DIP switch and the NEW 
ON n command. 

However, we will not consider the use of 
the Peach as a terminal further at this 
time. 

DIP switch 5 determines whether the 
contents of the programmable function 
keys are displayed on the bottom of the 
screen or not. Each PF-key can contain 
up to 15 characters, all of which can be 
displayed in the 40 character/line mode. 

The software command which also con-
trols the PF-key display is the console 
command, which has the format CON-
SOLE nl, n2, n3 or CONS. nl, n2, n3. The 
parameter which selects the PF-key dis-
play is n3: 0 for no display, 1 for display; n1 
and n2 are the starting line and number of 
lines of the scrolling window respectively. 
Thus CONSOLE 0, 24, 1 sets the scrolling 
window to 24 lines starting at the top (line 
0) and displays the contents of the PF-key 
buffers. 

The display can have either 40  

characters per line (large and easy to 
read) or 80 characters per line (more in-
formation on the screen). 

If we have powered up with 80 
characters/line we can subsequently 
change to 40 using the WIDTH 40 or W.40 
command and back again using WIDTH 
80 or W.80. 

If, however, we power up with 40 
characters/line we cannot go to 80 this 
way. The reason is that at power up an 
amount of memory is set aside for the 
screen display according to the conditions 
of power up. This amount of memory is the 
largest amount which can be used for the 
screen display. 

We can use less of it (go from 80 to 40) 
but we cannot enlarge it without going 
through the power-up routine (and wiping 
any program in memory). My recommen-
dation is therefore to power up for 80 
characters/line and change to 40 using 
the W.40 command when needed. 

Screen Power 
One of the most powerful software com-

mands on the Peach is probably the SC-
REEN command. It has the form SC-
REEN n1, n2, n3. Here n3 can be 0 or 1 
which determines whether interlace is on 
(0) or off (1). 'Interlace on' gives a better 

Continued on page 95 
Soft Power Up 

Once your machine has been powered 
up (and Disk BASIC has been auto-
loaded if you are using disks) you can still 
change to any of the 256 operating modes 
by the NEW ON n command where n has 
a value in the range 0-255. 

This command causes a soft power up 
during which any programs in memory are 
lost and a new mode of operation is es-
tablished, based on the value of n. The 
value of n required for a given mode is 
equal to the decimal equivalent of the bi-
nary number represented by the settings 
of the DIP switch. 

In other words to find n you add together 
the decimal equivalents listed in the left 
column in Figure 1 for each of the DIP 
switches for which you select the 1 option. 
For example, if I want to change to BASIC 
(1) with interlace on (2), 80 character/line 
(4), high resolution (0) and displaying the 
PF-keys (16) then n=1+2+4+0+16, or 
23, and the command is NEW ON 23. 

Seven of the eight mode selections can 
also be changed by individual software 
commands as summarised in the right 
hand column of Figure 1. 



Free readery claniFiedy 
FREE CLASSIFIEDS: are for readers only, not commercial 
organisations. Classifieds of 20 words or less accepted free of 
charge; for classifieds of more than 20 words the first 20 words 
are free, then it's 20 cents a word. 

Black and white prints may be included if suitable for publi-
cation, and will be charged for at $10 each photograph. 

More than one ad in one issue will be treated as a single ad 
and charged accordingly.  

COMMERCIAL RATE: Minimum 20 words, at 35 cents a word. 
Photographs $20 each. 
PRINT or type your ad clearly and legibly, double-spaced, and 
include separately your name, address and phone number for 
our records or checking purposes even if these details aren't 
all to be included in your ad. 

Send It to Your Computer Readers' Classifieds, 
PO Box 21, Waterloo, NSW 2017. 

For Sale: OSI C1P Series II. Including all 
available manual + cassette unit + cables. 
$500. Phone Paul after 7pm - (02) 607 
6228. 

System 80: 16K, green screen monitor, 
programs and books. $750. Ph: (02) 713 
7116. 

Apple II Europlus: 48K Family System 
drive plus $1000 software. 4 months old. 
All offers considered. Ph: (02) 328 7334. 

Super 80: 32K RAM, EPROM BASIC, 
S100, in case, detached keyboard in 
case, manuals, etc. $270. (090 339 5964. 
a/h. 

Sell ZX81: includes 1 16K RAM Pack, 1 
Tape recorder all leads and manuals inc-
luded, 5 tape programs. Sell for $320. 
Ph: (03) 578 9627. 

Super 80: 48K BASIC in ROM, in case 
with S100, I.C. sockets, manuals, soft-
ware Editor/Assembler. $550 o.n.o. Ph: 
(046) 66 8956. 

ZX81 Winged Adventure: New from U.K. 
Fast moving, machine code game, (like 
PHEONIX). 'Eggs', 'Birds', each moving 
independently, rapid fire laser, dumb and 
smart missiles. deflector shield, control 
centre, 7 levels of play. Needs 16K RAM. 
Only $18.00 from K. J. Software, 8 
Cawrse Street, Elizabeth Field, S.A., 
5113. 

Wanted ZX81: cheap. Write, 2 Lewis 
Street, Samson, W.A., 6163 or phone (09) 
337 3400 reverse charges after 8.00pm. 

TRS-80 Owners: add 16K of extra mem-
ory inside the keyboard for $20. Send 
$6.00 for complete instructions. G. Wain, 
3 Malakoff Street, Nth Caulfield, 3161. 
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VIC-20: American model plus C2N cas-
sette, $350 or VIC-20 only $280. Ron 
Wilson (02) 634 1162. 

ZX81 Programs: 15 listed programs. 
Send $10 postal order to Poseidon Soft-
ware, 72 May Street, Preston, Melb., 
3172. 

Apple Software: 1. The Voice; For the 
Apple computer by Muse. Runs on DOS 
3.2 as new $20.00. 2. Super-Text II; Word 
processor for the Apple. Runs on DOS 3.2 
as new $40.00. 3. Expediter; Applesoft 
Compiler. Very useful and uncomplicated. 
Phone: Melbourne (03) 723 3631 after 
3pm. 

Super-80: game cassettes - Jumble-
word and Guess The Word (similar to 
Hangman). $10.00 each. Send cheque/ 
money order to: Alpha Electronics, 25 
Shiel Street, Toowoomba, Old 4350. 

Sorcerer: 32K + Hi-Res Monitor (not TV), 
DEVpac, lots software. $1000. Godbout 
32K S100 static RAM card. $250. Terry 
(2) 682 4649 a/h. 

ETI 660 Colour Computer: Chip-8 mon-
itor with 3K RAM, some programs, suit 
learner or experimenter. $120 o.n.o. Ph: 
(3) 762 3058. 

To Sell or Swap: TRS programs. Pene-
trator, Galaxians, Meteor Mission, 
Cosmic Invasion, Killer Beetles and more. 
Phone Blake on (02) 387 3528. 

Al New Sorcerer: 32K MKII warranty 
$1095. Sorcerer, dual stringy floppies, 
DEVpac wordprocessor, extra monitor, 
80 programs $1600. Ph: (02) 449 3647. 

Thunderclock Plus: calendar/clock card 
for Apple, $160 including Pascal software. 

Apple Parallel Interface, $180. Both 
perfect condition. Stephen Page (07) 
370 2023. 

VIC-20: Six programs on tape for $18. All 
will run in standard machine. Send che-
que or M/O to C. Allen, 58 Bell Street, 
Chinchilla, Old. 4413. 

Sell: Sorcerer development ROMpac with 
manuals and Osbourne's Z 

To Suit ZX-80: 16K RAM, 4K ROM and 
8K ROM with manuals and notes. Must 
sell. $150 o.n.o. Ph: (03) 762 3058. 

Apple II software: all types, good prices. 
Ph (02) 328 7334. 

Wanted: copy of 'Pet Revealed' $20.00 
paid. Dr E. H. Plunkett, 7 Hill Street, 
Eugowra, 2806. Ph: (068) 59 2472. 

FOR SALE 
Owing to major upgrade in system, I 
have several S-100 boards for sale: 2 x 
8K RAM boards - $80 ea., Morrow 
S-100 8080 CPU with octal front panel 
- $150, DG640 VDU - $80, Morrow 
Speakeasy cassette i/f with serial and 
parallel ports, assembler/text editor 
and BASIC - $100, SSM VB3 80 x 24 
or 51 video board with 8K RAM and 
AED driver s/w - $500, stereo sound 
effects board - $80, keyboard - $70. 
3Q 12-inch green phosphor CRT 
$175. All in excellent condition (had 
good home), almost a complete sys-
tem - I'll assist any buyer who wants it 
as a system. Les Bell, 439 6875 (wk). 

NB Above would make a great bulle-
tin board or network node! 



Reflections On 
The MicroBee 

WHEN A new microcomputer reaches 
the market one of the first things to 
happen is that hundreds of people start 
writing new versions of Nim and Hang-
man and Mastermind. I would like to 
persuade some of those about to start 
working with the MicroBee to be just a bit 
more ambitious. 

Look at the characteristics of the 
MicroBee. Ask yourself what are its 
strengths and weaknesses, ask what sort 
of material Applied Technology is likely to 
provide, and work from there. There is 
really not all that much point in converting 
a variety of TRS 80 programs to run on 
the Bee; others will do that, since having 
equivalent graphic commands make it an 
obvious thing to do. 

The real strength of the Bee lines in its 
cheapness, the compact design, the 
excellent peripheral control equipment, 
and the potentially great graphics. The 
major weakness is the good, but non-
standard and somewhat slow, BASIC. 
This is not to say that the BASIC is poor. 
It contains much not found in more 
ordinary micros, however compatibility is 
not its strong point. So speculate out-
rageously, and then start designing. 

Obviously, Applied Technology will fill 
the major hardware and software needs 
first. Its editor assembler EPROM also 
functions as a reasonable text editor/ 
word processor, so if you are thinking of 
writing a word processor, make sure it is 
excellent, and not just a patch jot to write 
a letter. 

Likewise, Applied Technology plans to 
provide a disk drive, so it is probably a 
waste of time to design your own disk 
controller card. However there may be a 
place for a means of interfacing a cheap-
er drive than the elaborate Micropolis 
drive Applied Technology appears to 
favour. 

Since the BASIC contains a NET 
keyword, turning out a dumb terminal 
program (or possibly even a smart ter-
minal program) is probably a waste, even 
though the Bee would make one of the 
cheapest possible terminals. 

The Bee BASIC also contains a MEM 
token. Now in the TRS 80 this functions 
the same as FRE(0), and returns mem-
ory size, however I would lay odds that in 

By Eric Lindsay 

the BEE it will enable a bank select of 
additional memory boards. 

Speculating a bit more, a truly portable 
computer would be nice, esepcially one 
with the Bee's text editing facilities — you 
would not need to carry a portable 
typewriter. A gel battery giving, say 9 
volts, would do. Or use NiCd batteries 
and recharge them when power is avail-
able. Great for blackouts. You could run 
a portable TV monitor from the same 
battery pack. 

You could try to cut power consump-
tion by replacing some of the TTL chips 
with CMOS from the 74C series (Applied 
Technology even sells a variety of 
these). If you do try this you will note that 
the 74C86 and the 74C151 give rather 
strange results when used in place of the 
normal LS versions. 

Zilog has announced a new low-power 
version of the Z80, which George Brown 
will be importing soon. Perhaps change 
the processor as well. 

If a TV monitor seems to spoil the 
whole effect, why not wait for the new 
Sinclair flat screen TV, and see if that will 
work as a monitor. Or the Hitachi liquid 
crystal TV that was on display at recent 
electronics shows. Perhaps one of the 
6 cm TVs seen recently would serve. Or 
go way out, and find an alphanumeric 
display like that used in the Craig trans-
lator. 

The use of a printer alone for output 
has long been traditional in computing. 
With very small thermal printers the 
whole package could be compact and 
portable. Go way out, and use a Votrax 
Type N Talk as your output device. With 
the commands available in the Bee 
BASIC these are all easy to use. 

The RS232 port on the MicroBee will 
support 1200 baud and 300 baud serial 
printers and by using the OUT command, 
you can redirect the video output, using 
BASIC commands, to the printer, or to a 
Type N Talk. Since there is a battery 
backup for memory, you can probably 
retain a small program to even let the 
Bee power up with output going to a 
printer or Type N Talk. A talking compu-
ter would certainly be something new on 
the block. 

Try a clock speed up. The 12 MHz 
clock goes into a 74LS92 chip, which can 
provide other rates than 2 MHz. Of 
course, since the cassette and RS232 
are under software control, these would 
be at a different rate also, but perhaps a 
600 or 2400 baud cassette is just what 
you need. Or try changing the values in 
the 6545 video chip registers. It can 
produce 80 or more character displays, 
and twice the standard number of lines, 
and half height characters or intensified 
characters. Find out how. 

While you are looking at the data sheet 
for that chip, find out about the pin 
compatible Mc6845. Or find out if a 
colour chip, like the 6561 used in the VIC 
20, can be used via an adaptor. 

While you are working on the video, 
how about taking a monitor, and cotating 
the picture tube 90 degrees, adjusting to 
get the characters back on the screen, 
and twice the number of lines. If you are 
into video, you might be able to imitate 
the displays on some of the fancy expen-
sive word processors, or on the $18,000 
Zerox Star. 

Progarmmers should not feel left out. 
There is an obvious need for a dis-
assembler, and ones written in BASIC 
art not likely to prove sufficient for very 
long. Since the normal BASIC is a bit 
slow, why not write, in BASIC, a compiler 
that can handle integers and loop struc-
tures. Call the output via USR(X) and you 
could speed up your other games prog-
rams without writing them in assembler. 

Get really amibtious, and look into 
threaded interprteted languages like 
Forth. There are several books on im-
plementing Forth for the Z80. Perhaps 
you are the person to do it for the 
MicroBee. Or try for something bigger. 
Back in 1980 Rosetta Incorporated of 
Houston, Texas, had a version of Small-
talk 72 working on the Exidy Sorcerer 
running CP/M. If you know a Sorcerer 
owner, compare your HiRes graphics 
with their ones, and then when you are 
convinced that your graphic capabilities 
are the same, look at that language. 

There is a whole world of work out 
there for the MicroBee. Don't spend all of 
your time writing a new version of 
Hangman. 
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06000 REM This subroutine draws a square of lengths 11,12 
06005 REM with the bottom corner at at,bl 
06010 VAR(1-11,B1,L1,L2) 
efira REM Draw left side, then top, then right, then bottom 
0E0110 GOSUB [ 141,B1,A1,B1i12 
EE040 G092 [ A1,B1+12,A1it1,B1+12 1 4000 
06050 GOSUB [ ‘11411,1314t2,A14U,B1 1 4000 
06060 GOSUB [ Altl,B1,R1,B1 ,55'4 

06999 REM 
65000 END 

pour MICROBEE computar 

  

BUILD THE most powerful state of the art 
kit computer for $399, the page yelled. 
Naturally, being the sort of person who 
believes everything he reads, I decided to 
read on. 

I refer to the February edition of Your 
Computer, which contained a 30-page 
supplement on a beaut build-it-yourself 
micro simply called the 'Microbee'. Within 
minutes of finishing the article I was on the 
phone to Les Bell demanding he get me 
one at once.Since I know all about 
electronics and programming like Les 
knows about Rugby League and the 
history of Lithuania, I requested an as-
sembled one. 

To cut a long story short (six months 
later), I am now a new computer owner/ 
user. I suppose you think I am going to go 
through a lengthy discourse on how I 
couldn't get the machine to work. Well, 
you're wrong. No office idiot stuff here. No 
sir, I got LB to test it first in his office. 

He couldn't get it to work. 
I went out and got the coffee. After 

some rational discussion we discovered 
we were getting no power to the unit 
through the power pack. Dismantled 
pack, found unsoldered solder; soldered 
solder. Voila! Mantled pack and I was sent 
home to learn BASIC. 

If you share a flat with another person 
allow me to give you some advice. Buy 
another TV. Without going into the grue-
some details I found it was necessary to 
buy an old black and white set. 

I now have the largest computer 
monitor and the most expensive RF mod-
ulator in Australia (modulator— device to 
allow normal TV to work with computer). 
My modulator is a video cassette recor-
der. Very simple really. Computer video 
output lead into camera input socket. 
Aerial lead from VCR to TV equals 
display. 

You see, I bought a modulator from 
Dick Smith the other day ($5.50) and I 
forgot to ask him how to wire it up. I prob-
ably spoke with such bravado that the 
salesman thought I knew all about these 
things. I'll tell you how next month. I 
promise! 

Let's recap for a moment before I get 
confused again. We have now: 

1. Microbee Computer Console 
2. Power Pack and cable 
3. TV with modulator 
4. Users Manuals 
5. Faith 

As I mentioned before, the micro was 
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By Richard Pakalnis 

bought to learn BASIC, and to one day 
write instructional programs. So as a be-
ginner I found the manuals supplied were 
not particularly easy to follow. I say this 
because very early in the piece I was ac-
costed by "...when critical scratchpads 
have been poked ..." (what's the capital of 
Lithuania?). 

Being a pacifist, I ignored the page and 
stumbled on regardless. The manual is a 
bit high-brow for me. Academics writing 
for other academics with little thought for 
the complete novice. The manuals are re-
ally intended for reference use, and would 
work best with another text on BASIC 
programming such as the 'BASIC for Bird-
watchers' series in YC. 

Well, what have I done with it so far? I 
have enjoyed myself inputting some of the 
sample programs that were in the manual. 
Things like making it play tunes. Yes, 
folks, 'the Microbee can be easily prog-
rammed to play music through the internal 
loudspeaker,' like the manual states. 

Then I used the combined graphics and 
music to produce random squares on the 
screen while it played a tune. Rivetting 
stuff... but it did show the amazing quality 
of the high and low resolution graphics on 
my simple B and W. At this stage I didn't 
have a clue as to what all the code that I 
was typing in meant but as long as it 
worked, that was okay by me. 

The manual stated in no uncertain 
terms that I needed a clear understand- 

ing of the terms constant, variable and 
expression before I could understand the 
rest of the manual. So I learned. 

I learned about commands such as 
NEW and LIST so that together they en-
abled me to understand what I had been 
doing for the last few days. Listed below is 
the first program I completely understood. 

10 PRINT "WHAT IS YOUR NAME "; 
20 INPUT N1$ 
30 PRINT "HELLO ,"; 
40 PRINT N1$ 
50 END 

Don't you dare laugh, you didn't know 
how until someone showed you! 

Well, since then I have graduated to 
bigger although not very complex prog-
rams. I learnt about the AUTO line num-
bering facility which saves lots of time and 
effort during program entry. Type in AUTO 
and the Microbee automatically numbers 
lines from 100 in steps of 10. Type in 
AUTO 200,100 and it starts your coding 
lines at 200 in steps of 100, and so on. 

What was I going to do with all my prog-
rams that added and multiplied and 
printed? What was going to happen when 
I turned my Microbee off? Was it all for 
nought? 

No sir, my little machine has a wonder-
ful affliction called 'Complementary Metal 
Oxide Semiconductor Random Access 
Memory' which means it can be switched 



off and moved to some other place without 
losing programs or data. I simply switch it 
on and keep on going. It has a small bat-
tery inside to keep the insides in. 

I'm glad you mentioned saving and 
loading files. I learnt that too. Like all my 
other purchases I went looking for the 
cheapest possible cassette player I could 
find that would be suitable. I finally bought 
a Thorn for $32 and it worked perfectly 
after I sorted out the play and record 
cables. So SAVE and LOAD have been 
added to my ever-growing vocabulary. 

Now my problems began. Here I was, 
ready to load and save programs all over 
the place (copied and created), but 
shouldn't it be possible to leave a few 
programs inside the machine without re-
loading off cassette? 

Having Les Bell for a friend does have 
its small rewards so I rang him. I was 
granted an interview and he patiently de-
tailed on paper a short program which 
solved my dilemma. 

What I needed to do was to make my 
short programs part of a much larger one.  

I understood immediately so I asked him 
again. Basically (nice one, Richard — Ed) 
it meant preparing a menu. The menu 
would display the programs I wanted to 
call on, and jump to the right one. The 
programs would start with different levels 
of line numbers. 

Example: program one would start with 
line number 1000, program two would 
start with line number 2000, and so on. I 
would then use a simple piece of coding to 
make each program a subroutine. 
Jumped the gun haven't I — but by the 
time you read this I will have learned about 
subroutines and if statements. This little 
item will be of help to you if you were 
having the same problem/idea as me. 

Here is that listing: 

100 CLS: PRINT "MENU SELECTION 
ROUTINE" 
110 PRINT "1 - PROGRAM 1" 
120 PRINT "2 - PROGRAM 2" 
130 INPUT N: IF N 
1 OR N 
2 THEN 100  

140 ON N GOSUB 1000, 2000 
150 GOTO 100 

1000 CLS: PRINT "THIS IS PROG 
RAM 1" 
1010 INPUT "HIT RETURN TO 
CONTINUE";A$ 
1020 RETURN 

2000 CLS: PRINT "THIS IS PROG 
RAM 2" 
2010 INPUT "HIT RETURN TO 
CONTINU E";A$ 
2020 RETURN 

All I have to do is remember to update 
the coding to include new programs and 
all will be well. I hope. 

With all this new input to my brain I have 
developed a headache. See you next 
month and I'll reveal a nifty little facility on 
the Microbee called a Global Search. 
Ciao. 

(Editor's note: The capital of Lithuania is 
Vilnis. So there...) 

PEACH Continued from page 91 
	 TRS-80 

appearance to the display and should al-
ways be used unless you want to use the 
graphics characters, which are only avail-
able in the 'interlace off' mode. 

The n1 figure sets the high (1) or normal 
(0) resolution mode. Similar to the WIDTH 
command a change from high resolution 
to normal resolution is always allowed 
since this requires less memory for dis-
play but the reverse is only allowed if suffi-
cient memory was set aside for display at 
the time of power up. 

When more memory is available for dis-
play than is required for a single screen 
display then the available memory is auto-
matically divided into a number of screens 
(or pages) and we can select any one of 
these using n2. Since we can rapidly 
change from one page to another without 
clearing each page (by not specifying n1 
— for example, SCREEN ,2,0) we can 
create some spectacular graphic effects. 

The program listed in Figure 2 is an 
example. Before running the program you 
must execute 'NEW ON 7' to set aside 
sufficient memory to allow the display 
memory subsequently to be split up into 8 
pages. 

You then type in the program or load it 
from cassette or disk and run the program. 
It first draws a number of wheels on each 
of 8 pages with each wheel rotating 
slightly on each succeeding page. Rapid 
switching of pages then results in a motion 
effect, which can be quite impressive. 

You could, for example, have a series of 
cars racing around a track or coming out 
of the screen! 
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Continued from Page 86 

system as your program loads in, but you 
need to know it in case you have the un-
fortunate question appear as mentioned 
in the above section. 

So it should be apparent now that there 
can be many system programs co--
resident as long as they don't use the 
same memory-areas. And indeed often 
we do want to have a number of 'utility' 
type programs at our disposal at the one 
time. So we merely use the entry address 
to jump to the desired one as required. 

Yes, I've anticipated your question . . . 
the reason the start and entry-address is 
not the same is too involved to cover 
here. Until the future article/series on 
assembly-programming (either Les's or 
mine!) you'll just have to be content with 
my assurance that there's no reason why 
they should be the same. 

If you can't wait, I suggest you get Bill 
Barden's book TRS-80 Assembly-
Language Programming published by 
Tandy. Even if you can wait, it's a good 
book to have. 
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I Bought A Bee 
WHICH computer to buy to learn about 
programming (and play a few games)? 
After looking at many systems under 
$800, I saw the February edition of Your 
Computer and thought the Microbee 
looked to be the answer. 

I placed an order; and waited, and 
waited... Three months and several bro-
ken promises later a neat, white card-
board box arrived. Here at last! 

The box contained three books, a 24-
page construction manual, a 27-page 
BASIC Tutorial and a 110-page BASIC 
Manual. All gave the impression of having 
been printed on a typewriter and then re-
duced, and although the print is clear it 
certainly is small! 

Along with the books was a no-
apologies service coupon which offered to 
refund the purchase price within fourteen 
days if you are not satisfied (providing no 
packages have been opened) and also 
offering to complete the construction of 
the unit for $50 if the buyer considered the 
kit was too difficult to assemble. 

Considering the amount of work in-
volved and the problems I had with mis-
sing components, this is a real bargain 
and it would be most sensible for any 
purchaser to seriously consider buying a 
completely built unit. It would also mean 
much easier resale at a later date if the 
Microbee is not satisfactory for your 
application. 

My kit included a sheet of modifications 
which had to be made to my unit, but 
unfortunately none of the modification 
parts were included and since this inc-
luded the power regulators which are 
among the first stages of construction it 
meant another delay (and an STD call to 
Gosford to order the missing parts). 

The 'core' memory board comes fully 
constructed, which leaves the kit builder 
with only the main PCB to be assembled. 
The large double-sided board was of 
good quality, silk screened with compo-
nent numbers and so on and thoroughly 
coated with solder resist which in view of 
the number of minute tracks and solder 
connections was just as well. 

This is not a board for the beginner to 
solder as there are over 750 fine solder 
joints to be made and many components 
to be identified. Due to the missing parts 
and the modifications the construction 
manual was largely useless (the unit now 
has twin power regulators, presumably to 
clear the background hash visible on 
some early machines). 
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However, my unit was soon running an 
produced nice clear characters on my 
monitor (note you must have a monitor or 
a specially modified television set as the 
unit has no video modulator). 

In use, the keyboard feels quite nice 
and the keytops are excellent, but it is 
difficult to touch-type as the keys have no 
definite 'feel' and random keys produce 
doubles even with a very short, light de-
pression. Hopefully this will not occur in 
fully built units as there are already modifi-
cations listed for the keyboard circuits 
such as adding a capacitor to the strobe 
line. One problem with the keyboard is 
that the keys are flat and are not angled as 
in a typewriter. 

your computer 

OWNER REPORT 
After a back-up battery was installed 

(not provided) the advantages of a non-
volatile memory became obvious and it is 
great to be able to stop a long program-
ming session and know that all of your 
program will be intact at switch-on (I have 
found the occasional dropped bit, but this 
seems to be due to switch-on/off 
transients). 

The number of commands the system 
supports is really excellent and I have not 
found any other unit in its price-range 
which supports all its commands. The 
search and edit features make changes 
quite easy to implement. 

The graphics facilities are excellent, but 
the absence of any character listing with 
the unit makes it very hard to know what 
codes are needed for each character un-
less you can output the graphics set for a 
printer for a hard-copy reference. 

However, all the great Microbee fea- 

tures have been negated, for this purch-
aser at least, by the implementation of a 
non-standard assignment of numeric and 
string variables. Only integers can be as-
signed a single letter, and all real vari-
ables must be assigned a letter then a 
number then a dollar sign — for example, 
A, B, C for integers, D1, E0, F6 and so on 
for real numbers and H1$, J5$, L0$ for 
strings. 

You must be very careful not to use the 
same letter for numbers and strings and 
you must not use the $ sign to assign a 
string in a dimension statement. This fea-
ture has caused this budding programmer 
no end of trouble and it is a shame that a 
Microbee user cannot directly enter any of 
the thousands of programs found in the 
many computer textbooks on sale. It is 
true that recorded cassettes are available 
at $6.95 each but this can be pretty 
expensive. 

A MicroWorld report newsletter which 
arrived soon after the Microbee does con-
tain a few interesting programs, however. 
Perhaps some genius out there will come 
up with an easy way to recode other 
programs. 

When completed, the Microbee looks 
very neat in its black plastic case. It is only 
240mm deep and 340mm wide so it takes 
up very little space. The power supply is a 
separate plug-pack unit which becomes 
very warm in operation. 

There is room on the core board for two 
extra ROMs and up to 32K of memory, but 
the board has to be returned for the extra 
memory to be added. There is no room 
inside the Microbee case for any other 
expansion and the power supply would be 
hard pressed to cope with any more 
power drain. 

The circuit diagram supplied with the 
Microbee is not very clear and trouble-
shooting is almost impossible without ex-
tension plugs and sockets as the core 
board sits directly over most of the ICs in 
the unit. 

In summary, then, the best features of 
the Microbee are its small size, low cost, 
comprehensive instruction set, easy ex-
pansion and a comprehensive character 
set. 

The worst features are non-standard 
numeric and string assignments causing 
non-compatibility with already written 
BASIC programs, a dubious power sup-
ply, unreliable keyboard and a rather in-
adequate instruction book which leaves 
many questions unanswered. 



DICK SMITH C41  
Electronics 
SYSTEM 80 

Australia's fastest 
selling computer 

NOW A NEW MODEL WITH EVEN 
MORE FEATURES AT A LOWER PRICE! 

• AUBURN 648 0558 	• MELBOURNE 67 9834 
• BANKST Sy 707 4888 • COBURG 383 4455 
• BLAKEHURST 546 7744 • RICHMOND 428 1614 
• BONDI JNC 387 1444 • SPRINGVALE 547 0522 
• BROADWAY 211 3777 • GEELONG 78 6363 
• BROOKVALE 93 0441 • FRANKSTON 783 9144 
• CHULLORA 642 8922 • BURANDA 391 6233 
• GORE HILL 439 5311 	• CHERMSIDE 59 6255 
• NORTH RYDE 888 3200 • ADELAIDE 212 1962 
• PARRAMATTA 683 11339 ENFIELD 260 6088 
• SYDNEY 290 3377 	• DARLINGTON 298 8977 
• TIGHES HILL 61 1896 • HOBART 31 0800 
• WOLLONGONG 28 3800 • PERTH 328 6944 
• TAMWORTH 66 1961 • CANNINGTON 451 8666 
• FYSHWICK 80 4944 

Means exactly that! 
We have the A to Z range of ribbons for 
word processing computers, terminal 
printers, typewriters plus print wheels 
and NEC Spinwriter thimblee. 

_ _no 0  0 f 1.  0  „ 
SYDNEY (02) 428-3833 	BRISBANE (07) 371-2687 

ANCHOR-STAT 1150 X 1350 mm 
COMPUTER CHAIRMAT for 

STATIC-CONTROL 
COMFORT and EFFICIENCY 

Simply place the ANCHOR-STAT 
mat under your chair 

for PRICES, BROCHURES & DETAILS 
SYDNEY (02) 683 3469 
MELBOURNE (03) 720 1277 

HERITAGE TRADING COMPANY 
7 Gibbons Street 

Carlingford NSW 2118 

INSTANT ROM LET'S YOU TURN 
YOUR COMMODORE OFF WITHOUT 
LOSING 
MEMORY 

FROM 

416 LOGAN RD. (Pacific Hwy) 
STONES CORNER, BRISBANE 

P.O. BOX 274, SUNNYBANK 
ELECTRONICS 	OLD, 4109.107) 397 0808. 

397 0888, TELEX AA4081 1 

CW 
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OPENING SPECIALS 
This month marks the start of two 
events — the Opening of our Company 
COMPUTER HORIZON, and the offer of 
QUALITY software at REALISTIC prices. 

LOOK! 
"Micro Challenge" + graphical games series - 
• BOOKS (1-4) $5.00 ea (5 games/bk). 
• CASSETTES of books (1-4) $12.50 ea. 
Direct orders or requests for information 
to above address. Suitable for SYSTEM 80 
and TRS 80. 

COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
EFFICIENT REPAIRS: In workshop or ON SITE 
PERFORMANCE UPGRADES: Storage/speed doublers, graphics 
CUSTOM DESIGN: What you need but cannot I ind. 
SPECIALISTS ON: TANDY products (THS-80, MOD L 0, an 

DICK SMITH products 
DISK DRIVES of all sorts and sizes 

We do not remove Mod's. 
We solve problems where others have failed. 

- Enquire about our range of products and prices . 

110)  C.P.U. 
LJ APPLICATIONS (02) 93 5561 

P.O. BOX W116 VVARRINGAH MALL 2100. 
650 PITTWATER ROAD, BROOK VALE. 

BASIC PROGRAMMING 
LESSONS 

BY COMPUTER COGNITION 
Each student at the course has 

constant hands-on experience with 
an Apple II computer. $35 for 

Course (7 lessons approx 1 hr per 
class). Classes held at 

Computerland Parramatta. 
Phone Colin Legg (02) 683-3199 

• 

State of the Art 
DOT MATRIX PRINTER 

EPSON MX-100 TYPE Ill 
from $900 + S/T 

NOW STOCKING  
SEIKOSHA PRINTERS 

COMPUTERWARE 
305 LA TROBE STREET 
MELBOURNE 3000 
(03) 602 1006 

SOFT-1534RP 
Exchange original programs for as little as 

25% of their retail value. Programs 
available for all popular computers, 

particularly — SYSTEM 80 • TRS 80 
APPLE • SORCERER 

ASK ABOUT OTHERS 
We have ... UTILITIES, EDUCATIONAL, 
BUSINESS & GAMES PROGRAMS. 

Write to — 
SOFT-SWAP 

666 Gympie Rd, Lawnton, Old 4501 
Ph: (07) 205-6241 

VIC 20 & PET OWNERS 

A CRICKET GAME SIMULATION 

> FIFTY OVERS 

FEATURES: BOWLERS & BATSMEN WITH VARIES 

SKILL LEVELS. 3 TEAMS. FIELD & BATTING 

INPUT, 3 PITCHES. LBW'S, CATCHES ETC. 
!!! SPECIFY VIC OR PET !!! 

OLD & NEW ROM PETS. REV.2 AND 3.116K) 

VIC 20 WITH A 16K RAM CARRIDGE 

$19 COVERS ALL. MOUNTAIN PET SOFTWARE 

PO BOX 47 BELGRAVE 3160 VIC.AUSTRALIA 
6 

Sydney's only store devoted 
to computer supplies 

NOW STOCKING 

NEC Pc-8000 
MICRO COMPUTER 

Call in for demonstration 

Office Updates 
45 ERSKINE ST., SYDNEY. 	Telephone: 29 1991 

market 
directory 
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OSBORNE 

64K BUSINESS COMPUTER 
Fits under an airline sear 

ONLY 
S2595 

Inc Tax 

FREE PROGRAMS 
• Supercalc — (Financial Modelling), 

Budgets, Cost Sheets, Engineering. 
• Wordstar — Word processing. 
• Mail merge — Automatic letters. 
• C Basic — Compiled language. 
• CPM — Standard operating 

system. 
• M Basic — Microsoft Basic & 

manuals. 

IIIPOSBORNE OPTIONS 
(1) Ten Megabyte Hard Disk $3950. 
You save S3570 on Corvus Type Disks. 
(2) Accounting packages to take 
advantage of Hard Disk. Famous IMS 
Stock, Debtors, G/L. 

ST,,P PRESS: 
• viii 

4/%14417 
WORD PROCESSOR with VISICALC 
New Apple Writer III incorporates 
automatically calculated columns 
of figures from VISICALC No more 
tedious tabulation. This makes 
Apple Writer III (with splitscreen 
capability) very powerful. Example 
is Wage-Labour Materials records 
or Stock Control. The New NEC1535 
spinwriter is now available with 
Apple III Word Processor 

air  Apple Computer 
In Authorised Dealer 

CALL AT 
COMPUTER GALERIE 

66 Walker Street 
NORTH SYDNEY 929 5497 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: We are happy to 
receive your comments and, if they are of in-
terest to other readers, publish them. Letters 
will only be considered for publication if they 
include your name and address, although we 
can withhold such details from publishing on 
request. Note that we reserve the right to (and 
probably will) edit all letters for the sake of 
brevity, clarity or accuracy.' 
SUBSCRIPTIONS: Standard rate within Au-
stralia, $24; airmail $35. Available free with 
membership to the Mi-Computer Club (club 
membership fee $20) — see MiCC ad this is-
sue. NZ: Surface mail $A30; airmail $A40. Al-
low up to eight weeks for subscription 
processing. 
BACK COPIES: and single issues are avail-
able from the publisher's office ($2) or by mail 
($2.50). 
READERS ENQUIRIES: We will make every 
effort to answer readers' written enquiries if 
accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope, although staff shortages and 
deadline pressures may cause delays. Please 
include your telephone number(s) with any en-
quiry. Phone enquiries not related to subscrip-
tions, readers' advertisements, or other 
'service information' cannot be accepted. 
COPYRIGHT: All material appearing in Your 
Computer magazine is copyright and cannot 
be reproduced in part or in full, by any means, 
without the written permission of the Publisher 
or Managing Editor. Computer clubs and 
schools can, however, apply for restricted 
permanent reproduction rights for non-
commercial, limited-circulation use (e.g. news-
letters and class instruction). 
LIABILITY: Although it is policy to check all 
material used in Your Computer for accuracy, 
usefulness and suitability. no warranty, either 
expressed or implied, is offered for any losses 
due to the use of any material in this magazine. 
EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS: Contributions 
to Your Computer are welcomed and will be 
given every consideration". Please read these 
notes carefully to get an idea of the style and 
format we prefer. 
All Contributions: should include your name, 
address, and home and office phone numbers 
(in case we need to check details). 
Contributions on disk: Contributions can be 
accepted on 20 cm standard CP/M disks or on 
13 cm Apple DOS or Apple CP/M disks. Please 
pack them extremely carefully if posting, and 
label all disks with your name, address and 
phone number. 
Style: All items should be typed (or printed) 
and double-spaced on white paper. Include 
your name, address, telephone number and 
the date on the first page of your manuscript (all 
manuscript pages should have your surname 
and page number in the top right-hand corner). 
Be clear and concise, and keep jargon and 
adjectives to a minimum. 
Listings: Unless it is absolutely impossible, we 
want listings produced on the computer. This 
reduces the risk of error — if the computer 
typed it, the computer probably accepted it. 

Print listings with a dark ribbon on white paper. 
If they can't be produced on a printer, borrow a 
typewriter — hand-written material is likely to 
sit around the office for a year before someone 
can find time to type it all out for you! Please 
provide an account of what the program does, 
how it works and so on. Any comments on the 
program should refer to the address, line 
number or label rather than to a page number. 
Any comments on modifying the program to 
work on other machines will be appreciated. 
Try to include a printout of at least part of a 
sample run if possible. 
*Although the greatest care will be exercised 
with contributions, no responsibility can be ac-
cepted for the safety or return of any letters, 
manuscripts, photographs or other materials 
supplied to Your Computer magazine. If return 
is desired, you should include a stamped, self- 
addressed envelope. 	 CI 
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Rnaclex MADE IN 

FOR rHE WOOL 

Anadex 	SCRIBE printers. 
Quietly going a  our business. 

Now and then office noise 
levels can go sky-high. But with 
Silent/Scribe —our new family of 
matrix impact printers — you can raise 
your printer expectations while signifi-
cantly lowering your office noise level. 

How quiet is "silent"? Silent/Scribe operates at 
less than 55 dBA, which means that in the average 
office you may have to look at it to determine 

whether it's printing. 
And Silent/Scribe 

is as easy to buy as it 
is to live with. You 

(Char per Sec .I 12 180 180 — 	 120 	can select a variety Printing Speed 	10 	150 	150 2013 120 120 

12 5 	 150 	150 	 — 
13 3 200 200 — 	 - 	of printing speeds, 

	

15 — — 180 180-  150 	fonts and line widths. 

	

16 A — — 200 200 184 	

Some models pro- 

	

Enhanced 10 — 	 — 100 
Expanded Print 	Yes Yes Yes Yes Yen 	 vide both draft and (Double YVittI10 
Dot Addressable 	

enhanced quality copy. Graphics (Dolan .H/V1 60/72 10172 75/72 /5/72 72/72 
Max. Line Width (In I 	8.0 132 8.0 13.2 13.2 	 All models have superb Audible Alarm 	Opt Opt Opt. Opt 	Yea 
OuFol-Paper Sense 	Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 	 dot-addressable graph- Ribbon, Continuous 
Loop Cartridge (Yds) 	30 	30 	30 	30 	30 
Interlacing; 
	 ics at no extra cost. 

Parallel Cent. Comp. 	Yes 
RS 232.0 Serial 	Yes 

DATASCAPE   

Also standard are sophisticated communi- 
cations controls and protocols, flexible and 

easy-to-use operator controls, quick-change 
continuous loop ribbon cartridge, and universal 
interfaces that work with virtually any computer 
system. 

For full details on how Silent/Scribe can fit your 
application — quietly — contact Datascape today. You' II 
find the units attractively packaged, quality en-
gineered, modestly priced, and available now. 

SILENT/SCRIBE MODELS 

Standard 
Features 	 (;* 	cf 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Distributed throughout Australia by:—
Datascape Int. Pty Ltd 
33 Grosvenor Street, Neutral Bay, N.S.W. 
Telephone: (02) 909 1233, Melbourne 25 4435, Adelaide 79 4076, Brisbane 397 7322 
For dealer enquiries contact Sydney. 



With one giant step, Australia's MicroBee 
brings the power of the personal 
computer within your reach. MicroBee is 
now ready built with a superb new case. 
Yet incredibly it costs no more. 
MicroBee is a complete learning 
package. Explore and master 
programming with the BASIC manuals, 
and inbuilt 16K ROM BASIC. The NSW 
Department of Education chose 
MicroBee. Find out why. MicroBee is 
powerful and "friendly". You learn to 
control the built in sound, graphics and 
write and correct programs more easily 
with MicroBee. 
Printers, modems and cassette storage 
plug straight in. The optional parallel and 
Z80 port let you connect joysticks, or use 
the world standard S100 bus. MicroBee 
grows with you. Inexpensively. Add disc 
drives, voice synthesizers, colour 
graphics and EPROM programmers. 

Editor /Assembler in ROM lets you 
programme in Z80 code. And when 
you're ready, MicroBee's memory board 
unplugs, to take the just released 64K 
memory card. With disc drives you can 
run CP/M 2.2; your ticket to the world's 
finest software. Order your MicroBee 
direct or call in and put the little Aussie 
marvel through it's paces. 

PO Box 311 Hornsby 
NSW 2077 

To order MicroBee 	$ 
phone (02)487 2711 	

3  
or mail order: 	 9 	16K 

Fully built 
and tested 

microbes  
APPLIED TECHNOLOGY 
1 A Pattison Ave Waitara NSW 2077 
Hours: 9-5 Monday to Saturday 
Phone (02)487 2711 Telex APPTEC AA72767 

Glover & Assoc. AT/29 

Goods in stock 
and prices correct 

at lime of going 
to press. 

grasp the future 


